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ABSTRACT

Periods of southward interplanetary magnetie field load the magnetotail with energy that is subsequently 

unloaded into the magnetosphere by a sequenee of processes collectively termed a magnetospheric 
substorm. The mechanism responsible for the unloading of energy and the process of particle injection 

into the inner magnetosphere is a source of ongoing controversy. The work presented determines 

boundaries for the particle injection region using drift tracing and studies the solar wind-substorm 

relationship.

Selection of events during the CRRES epoch is based on dipolarisations seen in magnetometer data and 

further qualified by retaining only those with accompanying particle injections. Solar wind interaction 

with the magnetosphere immediately prior to onset is statistically described using superimposed epoch 

analyses and correlations are sought with injection attributes. Substorm rate is shown to be related to 
solar wind power, however only a limited connection between event magnitude and solar wind is seen. 

Work on the substorm trigger process indicates that northward-turning IMF is associated with many 
onsets although is not mandatory, and the onset mechanism is probably internal although susceptible to 

external factors.

The morphology of substorm injections is investigated by tracing particle signatures to convergence. A 
relativistic guiding centre drift particle tracing methodology is developed preserving adiabatic invariants, 
using realistic magnetic fields fitted to magnetometer data and electric field representations. A subset of 
ten events is traced back to give boundaries to the eastward electron injection region. Leading edge 
particle tracing is found to be closely dependent on pitch angle, and hence subject to the effects of shell 

splitting. Pitch angles are inferred from inter-spaeecraft leading edge travel times, and found to be below 

70°, probably due to removal of higher pitch angles by shell splitting. Particle tracing indicates the 

electron injection region eastern extent varies between 0300 and 0600 LT with a mean position of 0400 

LT.
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Chapter 1 -  Background

CHAPTER 1 -  BACKGROUND

1.1 H ISTO RICAL FOUNDATIONS OF MODERN SUBSTORM  RESEARCH

Awestriking and beautiful though the stars and planets may be they are arguably upstaged by 

rarer lights of the sky -  the aurora borealis. Science struggled to explain these curtains of 

pulsating light for centuries. Galileo proposed that air rising out of the Earth’s shadow being 

illuminated by the Sun caused the aurora, and Descartes believed them to be the reflections 

from high altitude ice crystals. The foundations of the modem explanation of the aurora, 

involving substorm activity, were laid in 1722 when George Graham, a famous London 

instrument maker, noticed that his most accurate compasses were in constant motion, with 

small perturbations continually disturbing them. A Swedish team confirmed his observations in 

1740 and noticed that the magnetic disturbances were most violent during large auroral 

displays -  the lights in the sky were linked to the Earth’s magnetic field. Why the field was so 

disturbed and how it lit the sky was unknown until observers in British colonies during the 

early 19“̂ century began to measure disturbances at the same time as counting the Sunspots. 

The intensity of the perturbations varied in concert with the Sunspot numbers -  somehow the 

Sun was disturbing the Earth’s field and lighting the sky at night.

The evidence implicating the Sun became irrefutable with a chance observation by Richard 

Carrington on September 1859. Carrington was sketching a number of Sunspots when a 

transient flare of light from the Sun startled him -  by the time he fetched a witness the event 

was all but faded away. Fortunately another observer had seen the event, and furthermore Kew 

Observatory in London had made simultaneous measurements showing the magnetic field had 

been affected almost instantaneously. Within 18 hours, one of the strongest recorded magnetic 

storms broke out, with auroras stretching as far south as Puerto Rico. Whatever was coming 

from the Sun to cause the aurora had travelled at nearly 2,300 km/s.

It was not until 1918 that nature of the solar-terrestrial link was correctly determined. Sydney 

Chapman had postulated that a singly-charged beam of electrons might be streaming out of the 

Sun, in a ‘solar wind’, towards the Earth to disrupt its magnetic field and channel into its 

atmosphere, exciting the molecules of the air to fluoresce the greens and blues of the aurora. 

Chapman’s idea did not survive -  surely, said the critics, such a beam would destroy itself with 

electrostatic repulsion? A modification to the idea proved to be the breakthrough -  why just 

have electrons streaming out, why not instead electrically neutral plasma composed of negative 

electrons and positive ions? A particle stream of plasma would not destroy itself. The problem 

was solved, and the plasma idea carried an implication that was proven by spacecraft years

11



Chapter 1 -  Background

later. Plasmas carry frozen-in magnetic fields along as they move, such that the plasma and 

field are fixed relative to one another, and the solar wind plasma would therefore effect the 

shape of the Earth’s magnetic field. The solar wind steaming by would compress the front of 

the magnetic field and stretch it out behind the Earth to form a tail, forming a magnetic-cavity 

around the Earth that the solar wind would rarely penetrate -  the magnetosphere.

Figure 1.1-1 An artist’s impression (not to scale) of the Sun’s influence on what would otherwise be the 
Earth’s dipolar magnetic field [NASA, Goddard].

Soon observations of comets with streaming tails were providing clues as to the density of the 

solar wind and its speed [Beirmann, 1951]. As comets stream around the Sun they deposit gas 

and ice in their orbit, but the solar wind deflects the trails so that they point away from the Sun, 

rather than lie on the comet’s orbit. To deflect the comet tails as seen the wind had to be 

moving phenomenally fast, at an average of around 450 km/s, and be incredibly rarefied, less 

than 30 particles per cubic centimetre. Rockets soon confirmed this scientific detective work. A 

year after Sputnik 1, the space race exploded our knowledge of the near-Earth environment and 

the solar wind, starting with the US Explorer 1 spacecraft. It carried a Geiger counter from 

James Van Allen, a physicist from the University of Iowa. The instrument discovered that the 

Earth’s magnetic field not only protects the planet from the worst of the onslaught of solar 

radiation, but also marshals some particles in belts of radiation about the planet. These 

doughnut-shaped regions in near-Earth space can disable spacecraft not designed to withstand 

such radiation doses.
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Figure 1.1-2 The spatial distribution of trapped particles in the Van Allen radiation belts. 
Population a/ Protons Ep > 30 MeV b/ Electrons Eg > 1.6 MeV d  Protons 0.1 < Ep < 5 MeV d/ E,
> 40 keV [Parks, 1991). Fluxes from 2.5 Re onwards exhibit volatility on the timescale of days to 
hours due to geomagnetic activity.

The process by which solar wind energy is transferred to the magnetosphere to form the 

radiation belts was explained in 1961 by James Dungey [Dungey, 1961]. The magnetic field of 

the solar wind and the Earth intermix at the bow of the magnetopause during periods of 

southward Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF). The solar wind drags the magnetic field lines 

anchored on the Earth back over the magnetosphere to the tail where the field lines reconnect, 

transferring some of the energy from the solar wind to the magnetosphere in the process. The 

energy built-up is sporadically dumped into the Earth’s atmosphere and inner magnetosphere
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(b.

by*phenomenon called substorms. These convulsions of the magnetosphere are contractions of 

the swollen magnetic field, which fling particles into the radiation belts and towards the 

atmosphere to cause auroras by exciting the molecules of the air to fluoresce as Chapman had 

suggested.

Since then a flotilla of spacecraft have investigated the effects of this space-weather on Earth 

and its surrounding geostationary space. Occasionally huge explosions of matter are seen from 

the Sun, called Coronal Mass Ejections which hit the shielding magnetosphere -  the 

reverberations causing vast magnetic storms involving particles accelerated to tens of MeV and 

auroras that last for days. Sometimes the solar wind speed can double without warning and the 

interplanetary magnetic field can chaotically spin and twist. The onslaught and variability of 

the solar wind can disable terrestrial electrical networks such as power systems and 

telecommunications networks. Induced currents from the resultant motion of the Earth’s 

magnetic field trip circuit breakers on long lines at northern latitudes, and have been known to 

set up eddy currents in equipment that can lead to transformer meltdowns. During magnetic 

storms and substorms a number of incidences attributed to particle interaction have led to the 

loss of spacecraft capacity such as the Telstar 401, and the Canadian Aniks. With an increasing 

reliance upon satellite infrastructure it becomes more important to be able to understand the 

nature of magnetospheric phenomenon and quantify the risks to spacecraft associated with 

these events.

1.2 SUBSTO RM S

Substorms are a sequence of processes that unload energy from the magnetotail and occur after 

a period of southward IMF to recycle magnetic flux back to the front of the magnetosphere, 

closing with the process of solar wind reconnection. Magnetospheric physics progress in 

understanding substorms is incomplete, with the exact ordering and interdependence of the 

individual component processes or phenomena unknown. Substorms are known to comprise of 

disruptions and reconfigurations of the magnetospheric and polar ionospheric current systems, 

dipolarisations in the Earth’s magnetic field, injections of particles into and below 

geostationary orbit, Pi2 oscillations in the magnetic field, flows of plasma towards and away 

from the Earth at various distances, and neutral lines where magnetic field lines reconnect, 

possibly initiating the entire sequence of events. The probability of their occurrence increases 

with higher energy levels within the magnetotail, and appears to be the result of an internal 

instability in the magnetosphere although some argue a direct trigger, such as the reduction of 

solar wind electric field is responsible.
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The details of substorm phenomenology are still lacking, including an explanation for the 

overall causal mechanism. The catastrophic event occurring in the tail to cause these 

observations has yet to be explained. There is no physical process to attribute as the mechanism 

for tail reconnection. No confirmed explanation exists for why substorms often occur with 

northward IMF turnings and the role current disruption plays is ill defined. Where the near- 

Earth neutral line forms is a point of debate and varying estimation (although this has narrowed 

thanks to recent Geotail results). The location of the acceleration of injected particles, and the 

acceleration process itself, are both unknowns.

This study is an attempt to assist in the many problems substorms pose. By observing the 

response of the magnetosphere to solar wind changes and the characteristics of injected particle 

pulses, results are derived that constrain the possible mechanisms that cause substorms to 

occur, narrow the injection region and similarly constrain the injection process.

1.3 THESIS O BJEC TIV E AND OVERVIEW

This thesis aims to contribute to several areas of substorm study and debate. Its primary 

objective is to contribute to knowledge of substorm injection morphology and subsequently the 

mechanisms surrounding the injection of energetic particles into the tailward magnetosphere. 

This is explored by first investigating the field of substorm theory and deriving a 

characterisation of substorm injections (Chapter 3 -  Substorms and particle injections) and 

using this to identify 187 injections seen during the lifetime of the CRRES missions (Chapter 

4 -  Identification of substorm events), by looking for a consensus between in-situ 

magnetometer and particle data for substorm occurrence. This list is used with IMP-8 data to 

investigate how the solar wind interacts with the magnetosphere to produce substorms, and 

correlative studies are used in an attempt to constrain the substorm mechanism that stores and 

unloads solar wind energy (Chapter 5 -  Substorm relationship to solar wind).

To realistically trace injected particles and simulate their behaviour, a relativistic guiding centre 

particle tracing methodology is formulated (Chapter 6 -  Particle tracing). This treatment 

attempts to maximise the effectiveness of tracing by individually fitting Tsyganenko’s 1996 

model to each event’s magnetometer data. The resulting particle tracing software is applied to a 

subset of the 187 candidate injections, tracing a handful of particles from each injection 

signature as observed by spacecraft instrumentation, to convergence in the tail (Chapter 7 -  

Tracing of substorm events). This convergence point is interpreted as the easternmost edge 

of the electron injection boundary. Inconsistencies in some traces during periods of high 

dynamic pressure lead to an investigation of the difficulties posed by the removal of high-pitch 

angle, high-energy particles from the leading edges of injection pulses by shell spitting. This
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has implications for the local time development of injection signatures. The work starts with a 

survey of instrumentation used in subsequent chapters (Chapter 2 -  Spacecraft and 

instrumentation).
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CHAPTER 2 -  SPACECRAFT AND INSTRUMENTATION  

2.1 USAF COMBINED RELEASE AND RADIATION EFFECTS SATELLITE

A motivation in this substorm study was the use of data from the MSSL instrumentation 

onboard the USAF Combined Release and Radiation Effects Satellite (CRRES). As the work 

matured it became apparent that the data was not pertinent in directly diagnosing the early 

stages of substorm injections due to an instrumental upper energy cut-off of less than 30 keV 

(an energy with a long geostationary drift time). However, data from other instrumentation 

onboard the spacecraft was used and the epoch studied remained the lifetime of the CRRES 

mission: July 1990 to October 1991.

2.1.1 M ISSION

The CRRES mission was a joint NASA and U.S. Department of Defense undertaking to study 

the near-Earth space environment and the effects of the Earth's radiation environment on 

microelectronic components. CRRES was originally built for STS launch. After the Challenger 

disaster it was modified for launch on an Atlas Centaur, and placed in orbit on July 25th 1990. 

Due to battery ageing subsequent to the delay, the spacecraft suffered a premature power 

system failure in October 1991, having traversed a substantial fraction of near Earth local time, 

performing valuable studies of Earth bound radiation belts up to geostationary orbit.

Figure 2.1-1 CRRES releasing a canister of tracer elements

Operations supported three major objectives :

• NASA performance of active chemical release experiments in the ionosphere and 

magnetosphere.
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• US DOD studies of the natural radiation environment and studies of the effects of this 

radiation environment upon microelectronic components as CRRES travelled through 

the inner and outer radiation belts of the Earth,

• US DOD low-altitude studies of ionospheric irregularities near orbit perigee.

One of the principle objectives of the mission was to study the effect of radiation on spacecraft 

instrumentation. Electronics subjected to the effects of high-energy particles and radiation 

typically suffers severe degradation. The primary focus of this study was on the natural 

radiation environment and the effects of this environment on microelectronic components. 

CRRES was travelling through the inner and outer radiation belts of the Earth, exposing 

microelectronic components to this radiation environment to establish their capabilities for use 

in future space missions. A science payload concurrently mapped the particle environment so 

that a direct correlation could be made between the exposure and microelectronics performance 

[Johnson, 1992; Ball Space Systems Division, 1990].

2.1.2 SCIENCE PA Y L O A D

The mission carried a number of instruments used in this study:

• The Low Energy Plasma Analyser (LEPA) from the Mullard Space Science 

Laboratory (MSSL). This investigated thermal plasma in the electronvolt to 28 keV 

range, gathering data on electron and ion distributions in energy, over azimuthal and 

polar angle [//arc/y et ût/., 1993],

• The Electron and Proton Wide Angle Spectrometer (EPAS) instrument from Max- 

Planck-Institut fur Aeronomie, Lindau. EPAS observed electrons in the range 21 to

300 keV and protons from 32 to 3200 keV, over a number of detectors giving a 11Œ 

fan which swept around as the spacecraft spun, and was used in this study to support 

observation of injection pulses and regions [Korth et a l, 1992],

• The CRRES Electric Field/Langmuir Probe Instrument from the University of 

California, Berkley provided data for comparison with electric field models used in 

txdicmg [Wygant et a l, 1992],

• The Fluxgate Magnetometer Instrument from the Air Force Geophysics Lab (AFGL) 

used to diagnose dipolarisations and adapt field models [Singer et a l, 1992].
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2.1.3 ORBIT

The initial CRRES orbit was 350 x 33,584 km with an inclination of 18.1°. Following orbit 

insertion prior to separation from the Centaur, CRRES was oriented with its spin axis lying in 

the ecliptic plane and pointed 12° ahead of the Sun's apparent motion, and spun up by the 

Centaur to its nominal initial spin rate of 2.2 +- 0.2 rpm. The orbital period of the spacecraft 

was 10.5 hours, decreasing to 9.5 hours by October 1991, with a geomagnetic latitude range of 

+/-30° degrees. The spacecraft was thus able to sample a range of L shells out to L = 8 Re. 

Apogee was at 0830 MET shortly after launch, moving westwards with respect to the Earth. 

Apogee had reached 0330 MET by the end of the mission in late 1991.

l i u l t i t  L u u j i l

1 8 0 U

Gwolail Passat^f» 
fLnunr.h  * 7 S Mo )

Ü000 

H igh A ltitude 
Releases

L a u n c h  - 9 Mo L a u n c h  ♦ - 6  Mo

Figure 2.1-2 Schematic of local time precession of CRRES’s orbit 
[Johnson, 1992\.

2.1.4 LEPA INSTRUM ENT

The Eow Energy Plasma Analyser (EEPA) was an AFGE / MSSE contribution to the CRRES 

Mission.

2.1.4.1 DESIGN

The EEPA design allowed the detection of particles in the energy range 10 eV through to 28 

keV using two 270° Johnstone Plasma Analysers, one each for ions and electrons. CRRES’s 

spin axis pointed towards the Sun, and EEPA measured particles in a 128° by 5.6° fan that lay 

in the plane containing the satellite spin axis. The fan was symmetric about the spin equator so 

that EEPA sampled from 26° to 154° with respect to the spin axis. The fan was divided into
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sixteen 8° zones which are numbered from 0 to 15. Each zone simultaneously measured data, 

and zone 15 was covered in order to form a background channel. LEPA used on board 

instruments to determine the length of the satellite half spin so that it could divide each half 

spin into 32 equal sectors. Each sector covers 5.625° of a spin. CRRES rotated at 

approximately 2 rpm so that a half spin period is about 15 seconds, with each sector’s 

acquisition lasting a little less than a second. In modes 0 and 10 (the predominantlv .used 

modes) each sector is divided into 32 steps in which 30 different energies are sampled,wk%L. the 

two remaining steps in each sector were used to reset the voltage source from low to high 

voltage, [Hardy e ta l, 1993].

ENERG YRANG E

Unattenuated (High) Voltage
Channel
Number

Low
energy
bound
(keV)

High
energy
bound
(keV)

Channel
Number

Low energy 
bound(keV)

High energy 
bound(keV)

00 28.46 21.69 15 0.48 0.36
01 21.69 16.52 16 0.36 0.28
02 16.52 12.59 17 0.28 0.21
03 12.59 9.59 18 0.21 0.16
04 9.59 7.31 19 0.162 0.123
05 7.31 5.57 20 0.123 0.094
06 5.57 4.24 21 0.094 0.071
07 4.24 3.23 22 0.071 0.054
08 3.23 2.46 23 0.054 0.041
09 2.46 1.87 24 0.041 0.031
10 1.87 1.43 25 0.031 0.024
11 1.43 1.09 26 0.024 0.018
12 1.09 0.83 27 0.018 0.014
13 0.83 0.63 28 0.014 0.010
14 0.63 0.48 29 0.010 0.008

Table 2.1-1 LEPA energy channels

2.1.4.2 DATA

LEPA summary data contains a subset of the zones for each 15-second half spin. On board 

processing determined the spin sectors aligned with the magnetic field and ninety degrees to 

the magnetic field. The data element corresponding to the zone containing the magnetic field 

was telemetered down, along with the background channel for the sector (termed the 

‘earthward’ or ‘equatorward’ sector). This contained field-aligned particles. Also, the data 

element for the zone coincident with the vector at right angles to both the spin axis and 

magnetic vector was sent down (the 90° sector). This contained particles locally mirroring 

with pitch angles of around 90°. Each data element comprised 20 to 30 energy 

channels. Excepting data dropouts due to power shortages in eclipses and immediately after the 

first battery failure, LEPA data is available from July 1990 through October 1991.
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2.1.5 EPAS INSTRUMENT

The Electron and Proton Wide-Angle Spectrometer (EPAS) instrument was a Max-Planck- 

Institut fur Aeronomie contribution to the CRRES mission. It consisted of two identical units

measuring electrons over ten directions and ions over four, with a total angular range 

perpendicular to the spin axis of 110°. Observations of electrons (21 to 300 keV) and ions (32 

to 3200 keV) were made within the 110° fan as it swept around with the spacecraft spin [Korth 

e ta l, 1992].

Channel Electrons, keV Ions, keV
1 21.0-31.5 37-54
2 31.5-40.0 54-69
3 40.0-49.5 69-85
4 49.5-59.0 85-113
5 59.0-69.0 113-147
6 69.0-81.0 147-193
7 81.0-94.5 193-254
8 94.5-112.0 254-335
9 112.0-129.5 335-447
10 129.5-151.0 447-602
11 151.0-177.5 602-805
12 177.5-208.0 805-3200
13 208.0-242.5 -

14 242.5-285.0 -

Table 2.1-2 EPAS differential energy channel ranges.

The instrument units contained a magnetic deflection system and an array of solid state 

detectors. Particles entering the spectrometer encountered a homogenous magnetic field that 

discriminated between protons and electrons. The field’s geometry was such that a collection of 

electrons of differing energies (between 15 and 300 keV) entering the aperture at the same 

angle would all be deflected to the same detector regardless of energy. Five electron detectors 

existed within each unit, giving ten angular fields of view over the two units. Pulse-height 

analysis of the signals from each detector gave energy information for each particle. Each unit 

had two ion telescopes, giving four angular fields of view over the two units. The ion 

telescopes also have back detectors that were used to eliminate high-energy particle counts by 

coincidence counting. Reiner Friedel (at the time, of Max Planck) kindly provided EPAS 

electron data for a number of orbits that had been identified as containing dipolarisation 

signatures. These were time-series of pitch-angle energy-channel matrices (at one-minute 

resolution).
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2.1.6 FLUXGATE MAGNETOMETER

Part of the CRRES payload was a three-axis fluxgate magnetometer built by the Phillips 

Laboratory/Air Force Geophysics Lab. The magnetometer was active throughout the CRRES 

mission and gave high-resolution data products in a +/- 45,000 nX range finger et al, 1992]. 

Data from the fluxgate magnetometer instrument was used to diagnose dipolarisation events 

and calibrate/adjust magnetic field models used in particle tracing. The CRRES triaxial 

fluxgate magnetometer sensors were mounted on a deployable boom, 7.5m from the centre of 

the spacecraft. The boom however did not deploy correctly and had a 15° offset in the Zsc/Xsc 

plane. All subsequent data was adjusted for this minor malfunction, and the spacecraft was 

magnetically clean except for a few nanoteslas offset during the operation of a power amplifier 

for the transmitter. Data from the instrument is conventionally represented in the VDH system 

where H (Z) is antiparallel to magnetic dipole axis and positive pointing northward, D (Y) is 

perpendicular to radius vector R and Z, positive pointing eastwards, and V (X) completes the 

right handed Cartesian system.

Some complicating factors can cause the magnetometer data to be difficult to interpret. 

Spacecraft manoeuvres changed the orientation of the satellite spin axis and resulted in 

distortions of data. Following the manoeuvres there can be apparent variations in the field that 

last for several days and have an approximate 19-minute period, making data unusable for 

some orbits. Reiner Friedel (at the time, of MPAe) kindly provided CRRES magnetometer data 

in the form of one VDH triple per minute for the entire mission. This data was originally from 

Howard Singer of NOAA, PI of the magnetometer instrument, who provided support in data 

interpretation.

2.1.6.1 LANGMUIR PROBE

The University of California, Berkley flew a Langmuir probe analyser on the CRRES mission 

[Wygant et al, 1992] and the resulting data products are used in this work for comparison with 

electric field models. The data had been processed to remove the effects of spacecraft velocity 

and the Earth’s dipole field to give corotation field data in the SM co-ordinate system and were 

provided by Doug Rowlands, University of Minnesota.

The electric field instrument on CRRES (and on almost all spacecraft) was a double probe 

design that measured the field by taking the potential difference between two widely separated 

probes, with the resultant signal being sinusoidal due to spacecraft spin through the quasi-static 

electric field. There are a variety of error sources, including asymmetric illumination and non

identical probe work functions, some of which appear as a DC offset to the sinusoidal electric 

field signal. The CRRES probes were in the spin plane of the spacecraft with no measurement
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along the spin axis (Sunward) and so only provided two vector components of the electric field 

for each data point, with the third being reconstructed from E.B = 0. The data thus has a 

dependency on magnetic field fluctuations. CRRES was equipped with two pairs of probes, one 

of which consisted of a pair of bare wires, and the other which had two small spherical probes 

at the ends of its wire booms. Originally the spherical probes were designed to give a more 

accurate measurement. In practice though, one of the spherical probes had a short to a nearby 

boom element which contaminated measurement {Rowlands, 1998]. Cylindrical probe data has 

been used here.

2.2 LOS A L A M O S NATIONAL LABORATORY DETECTORS

LANL has flown a series of particle detectors on over twelve military/Department of Energy 

spacecraft spatially distributed around geostationary space for more than 20 years. Los Alamos 

Charged Particle Analyzers (CPA) have been flown since 1976 and the Synchronous Orbit 

Particle Analyzers have been flown by LANL since 1989, replacing the CPA instruments. 

During the CRRES epoch between three and five LANL spacecraft were available at any one 

time in various longitudes, giving good geostationary coverage. These spacecraft are 

conventionally designated by their international satellite designator numbers (year + launch 

number that year). The instrument platforms had a spin period of 10.24 seconds with the spin 

axis pointed towards Earth, and the spin-synchronised instrumentation had a synchronised 

temporal resolution of 10 seconds.

CPA/SOPA data is freely available in the form of quick look plots available on the LANL 

Energetic Particle web page and detailed data files may be ordered from the same site. Geoff 

Reeves of LANL made CPA/SOPA ASCII data available to this investigation and provided 

much support in interpreting data. [Reeves, 1997].

2.2.1 CPA INSTRUMENT

Charged Particle Analyzers measure high-energy electrons in the spacecraft equatorial plane 

using a HiE detector with six channels in the 0.2 to 1.5 MeV energy range. Low energy 

electrons in the range 30 to 300 keV are measured in six energy channels using the LoE 

instrument, with detectors mounted at five angles to the spacecraft spin plane. The instrument 

also measures positive ions (nominally protons) on two sets of energy channels, LoP and HiP, 

which range from approximately 75 keV to approximately 200 MeV. The nominal energy 

channels for electrons are the same for all CPA instruments. However, the nominal proton 

energy channels are different for each satellite.
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CPA Electron Channels

Channel Name Nominal Energies
LoEl 30-300  keU
LoE2 45-300  keU
LoE3 65-300  keU
LoE4 95—300 keU
LoE5 140-300 keU
LoE6 200-300  keU
HiEI 0 . 2 - 2  MeV
HiE2 0 . 3 - 2  MeV
HiE3 0 . 4 - 2  MeU
HÎE4 0 . 6 - 2  MeU
HiE5 0 . 9 - 2  MeU
HiE6 1 . 4 - 2  MeU

Table 2.2-1 LANL/CPA electron channels [Reeves, 1994].

2.2.2 SOPA INSTRUMENT

The Synchronous Orbit Particle Analyzers detector measures electrons from 50 keV to 

approximately 26 MeV, ions from 50 keV up, and heavier ions in various channels in the MeV 

range. The nominal energy levels for electrons, protons, and heavy ions are the same for all 

SOPA detectors.

SOPA Electron Channels

Channel Name Nominal Energies
El 50-75  keU
E2 75-105 keU
E3 105-150 keU
E4 150-225 keU
E5 225-315  keU
E6 315-500  keU
E7 500-750  keU
E8 0 . 7 5 - 1 . 1  MeU
E9 1 . 1 - 1 . 5  MeU
E10 above 1 .5 MeU

ESP1 0 . 7 —1.8 MeU
ESP2+3+4 1 . 8 - 3 . 5  MeU

ESP5+6 3 . 5 - 6 . 0  MeU
ESP7 6 . 0 —7 . 8  MeU
ESP8 7 . 8 - 1 0 . 8  MeU
ESP9 1 0 .8 - 2 6  MeU

Table 2.2-2 LANL/SOPA electron channels [Reeves, 1994].

2.3 GOES 6 A N D  7

The Geostationary Operational Environmental Satellites each carry a Space Environment 

Monitor (SEM) instrument package. The SEM package provides magnetometer, energetic
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particle, and soft X-ray data for GOES environment. Two GOES usually operate 

simultaneously in Earth’s equatorial plane in geosynchronous orbit and are generally located at 

or between 75° and 135 ° West longitude. There have been nine GOES satellites launched to 

date, up to five were active in orbit during the CRRES epoch, and continuous data from two 

were available to this study [Wilkinson, 1994].

2.3.1 MAGNETOMETER

The GOES magnetometer instruments (PI: Howard Singer of NOAA) provided three- 

dimensional measurements of the magnetic field in geostationary space. A twin-fluxgate 

spinning sensor allowed the Earth’s magnetic field to be described by three mutually 

perpendicular components: Hp, He and Hn. H? is parallel to the satellite spin axis, which is 

itself perpendicular to the satellite’s orbital plane. %  is parallel to the satellite-Earth centre 

line and points Earthward. %  is perpendicular to both Hp and He, and points westward for 

GOES-1 through 4, and eastward for later spacecraft including 6 and 7. 1^ and Hn are 

deconvoluted from the transverse component Hy. Field strength changes as small as 0.2 nT can 

be measured. The magnetometer samples the field every 0.75 seconds and this is averaged 

over one minute periods to provide the data used in this study (from Dan Wilkinson at the 

Solar-Terrestrial Physics Division of the National Geophysical Data Centre, World Data Centre 

A for Solar-Terrestrial Physics) [Wilkinson, 1994].

2.4 INTERPLAN ETA RY  M ONITORING PLATFORM  (IMP) 8

To study the correlative relationship between solar wind and substorm parameters, as well as 

the triggering of onsets by changes in the IMF, IMP-8 was used as a solar wind monitor. IMP-8 

(IMP-J) was launched by NASA on October 26, 1973 to measure the magnetic fields, plasmas, 

and energetic charged particles of the Earth’s magnetotail, magnetosheath and the near-Earth 

solar wind. IMP-8, the last of ten IMP (Interplanetary Monitoring Platform) spacecraft 

launched in 10 years, continues to operate (as of August 1998) in its near-circular, 38 Earth 

Radii, 12-day orbit. IMP-8 included in its payload a LANL plasma package and a 

magnetometer giving all required solar wind diagnostic measurements for this study. IMP-8 

spent 7 to 8 days in the solar wind during each of its orbits, and telemetry coverage for the 

period of CRRES’s lifetime was -70%. Solar wind data for the period 010890 to 011191 was 

obtained from NASA Goddard’s web sites [Papitashvili, 1998].
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CHAPTER 3 -  SUBSTORM S AND PARTICLE INJECTIONS 

3.1 CHAPTER OBJECTIVE

To obtain consistent results regarding the morphology of substorm injections it is necessary to 

unambiguously identify and characterise substorm events from a large amount of in-situ 

magnetometer and particle data. However, as our model of substorms is incomplete, the 

physical link and precise order binding substorm onset signatures is unknown. As a result work 

does not always agree on what common features definitively constitute a substorm, which are 

subsidiary and what features define its stages of development. A collection of substorm papers 

can often favour a number of different identifiers and a num be^iffering definitions for onset 

using measurements ranging from indices, ground magnetometer data, Pi2’s, polar images 

through to in-situ spacecraft data. It is possible this may have hindered the comparison of 

results and communication of work, or led to results about different classes of event, substorm 

or otherwise, being conftised. A better method of identifying substorms or the identification of 

different classes of substorms may well have bearings on the ongoing discussion regarding the 

proportion of substorms triggered by northward IMF turnings. Few attempts have been made to 

measure the relative strengths of individual substorm events, which may clarify results further 

[Russell, 1998] or help in the identification of substorm mechanism(s), as may a more 

universally used method of identifying events.

This chapter reviews the definition and differentiation of magnetospheric storms and 

substorms, substorm phenomenology, current theories and the classification criteria used in 

other research. From this and work with available data sets, criteria are developed (presented 

in the next chapter) against which to judge events in the CRRES epoch -  depending on both 

magnetic and particle signatures, concluding with a list of substorms and an ordering for further 

work.

3.2 DYNAM ICS OF THE MAGNETOSPHERE

The dipolar terrestrial magnetic field is immersed in and affected by the flow of the solar wind 

past the Earth. The terrestrial magnetosphere is subject to variations within that wind and it is 

these variations*cause the complex dynamism of the magnetospheric system. At one AU the 

solar wind is an electrically neutral plasma with a varying mean bulk velocity in the region of 

350 km/s to 800 km/s. The plasma also has a changing density and composition, as well as an 

embedded magnetic field -  the Interplanetary Magnetic Field (IMF) -  whose magnitude and 

orientation continually vary. The changes in IMF strength and direction lead to a variable
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geometry in the solar-terrestrial magnetic system, allowing the solar wind direct access to polar 

magnetospheric regions some of the time, and blocking it during others.

I n t e r p l a n e t a r y  F i e l d  S o u t h w a r d
t N o r th  

S o la r

I n t e r p l a n e t a r y  F i e l d  N o r t h w a r d
I N o r th

So lar
Wmd

Figure 3.2-1 Topology of the magnetosphere for northward and southward 
interplanetary fields. In the steady state, the plasma flows as indicated by the 
short arrows (From Dungey [1963]).

The state of direct access of the IMF to magnetospheric regions, or direct coupling, was 

postulated by Dungey [1961] and is caused by a process termed reconnection When 

southward-orientated IMF lines meet the oppositely orientated terrestrial magnetic field the two 

fields cancel at the magnetopause. At this ‘X-line’ the IMF line in the north and the northern 

component of the dipole field line may merge to form one line (this is mirrored for the southern 

components so in profile the magnetic field lines appear%rm an X). This is anchored at one 

end in the north magnetic pole and at the other in the solar wind. The motion of the end within 

the solar wind drags the earthward remainder over the polar cap and into the magnetotail, 

where it reconnects with its southern conjugate mirror-image.

This interaction leads to the entrance of magnetic flux, solar wind particles and energy to the 

magnetosphere and is the principle energy input that drives magnetospheric dynamics. When 

the IMF is northward although the fields may couple in different ways, no similar input of flux 

and energy occurs and no substantial energy source exists for substorms other than that stored 

in the tail from prior southward periods. Conditions for geomagnetic storms occur when 

magnetic field line merging leads to sustained, enhanced energy transfer or when the
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magnetosphere is subject to a disturbance such as a pressure pulse from a Coronal Mass 

Ejection.

Magnetosheath

Magnetop_ause_„

Solar
Wind

Polar Cap

Plasm a Flow Lines
Noon

Midnight

Auroral Zone

Dusk

Figure 3.2-2 The convection of flux in the magnetosphere during a period of southward 
interplanetary magnetic field \Kivelson et a i, page 243, 1995|.

As shown in Figure 3.2-2, flux is reconnected at the subsolar point of the magnetopause and 

swept backward over the Earth by momentum transfer from the solar wind. Dragging of the 

field line portion frozen into the solar wind flow pulls the magnetospheric portion along (inset: 

1 through 6), with substorm events recirculating flux back to the dayside to close the system 

(inset: 7 through 9).

Recirculation of flux from the tail to replenish the eroded front magnetopause region is not 

continuous. Southward IMF loads the tail region with flux until such time as an instability or 

trigger causes the unstable system to unload flux into the inner magnetosphere in a substorm
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event. The injection of substorm accelerated particles from the tail to the inner magnetosphere 

contributes to ring current enhancement -  the current about the Earth caused by particle drift in 

the mid to outer magnetosphere. Substorms are an elemental part of geomagnetic storm periods 

that unload stored energy imparted by the solar wind. They are also independent phenomenon 

in their own right, occurring in isolation during non-storm times. The exact relationship 

between storms and substorms has yet to be settled.

3.2.1 GEOMAGNETIC STORMS

3.2.1.1 DESCRIPTION AND DEFINITION

Periods of intense geomagnetic activity can disturb the global geomagnetic field with the 

contribution of a southward-directed component parallel to the dipole axis. Observations of this 

phenomenon led to the suggestion and discovery of the ring current, which encircles the Earth 

and enhances during storm times to induce a global depression of pole-aligned H values. The 

ring current is a collective name for the circular drift motion of particles about the Earth at 

distances of approximately 3 to 5 I^, with direction of drift dependent on species charge. It is 

enhancement of this current for periods of the order of days that leads to the characteristic Dst 

index (see later) depression that indicates the occurrence of a geomagnetic storm. Storms occur 

during or after periods of strong prolonged coupling between the solar wind IMF and the 

magnetosphere or as a result of pressure pulses triggering the unloading of unstably stored tail 

energy.

The following definition has been proposed by Gonzales et al. [1994]:

Storm is an interval o f time when sufficiently intense and long-lasting 

interplanetary convection electric field leads, through a substantial energization 

in the magnetosphere-ionosphere system [i.e. tail storage rather than directly 

driven], to an intensified ring current strong enough to exceed some key 

threshold o f the qualifying storm time Dst index.

The electric field in the Gonzales definition is due to the transformation of the southward 

component of the frozen-in IMF moving with the solar wind, into the planetary frame of 

reference. For average solar wind velocities, the thresholds and Bz parameters could be defined 

as in Table 3.2-1.
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Storm Strength Dst (nT) Bz (nT) Duration

Intense <-100 -10 5 days

Moderate -50 -5 1 day

Small (a typical individual 

substorm)
-30 -3 2 hours

Table 3.2-1 Typical storm categories.

Storms with Dst of order 100 nT occur almost every month, with 150-300 nT storms occurring 

several times a year. Only a few times per solar cycle does one exceed 500 nT.

100

-100

-200

S’ -300

-400

Time In D ays

Figure 3.2-3 The storm-induced magnetic disturbance at the E arth ’s surface.

Frequently, storm period commencements are characterised by rapid change in solar wind 

velocity or density or both, causing an increase in the solar wind dynamic pressure. An increase 

of dynamic pressure on the magnetopause pushes magnetopause currents closer and strengthens 

them. These currents induce a field opposing the external IMF and reinforcing the dipole field 

within the magnetosphere. This leads to the characteristic initial increase in Dst at the start of a 

storm (Figure 3.2-3). Some time afterwards this is followed by energization of the ring current 

depressing Dst -  the main signature of a storm period. A significant proportion of this will 

come from substorm injections, although other sources such the energization of in-situ particle 

populations may contribute or even be dominant [Grande^\99?>\. After a period the rate of 

energization of the radiation belts is once again exceeded by the loss of particles to charge 

exchange or pitch angle scattering, leading to a recovery in Dst values. Recovery to pre-storm 

Dst values typically takes several days.
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3.2.1.2 SEASONS

Geomagnetic activity as a whole has a seasonal variability with maxima at the equinoxes, 

where the solar-terrestrial magnetic system is in its least stable configuration. This is especially 

true of intense storms, and these also show two peaks within the solar cycle -  one ahead or at 

solar maximum, and the other 2 to 3 years after solar max -  seen in the yearly number of 

sudden storm commencements.

3.2.2 SUBSTO RM S

3.2.2.1 DESCRIPTIO N

The depression of Bz due to ring current reinforcement in geomagnetic storms is often sporadic 

due to the occurrence of more elementary components of storms exhibiting shorter periods of 

intense geomagnetic activity. Birkeland used the term “elementary polar magnetic storm” to 

describe their corresponding polar region manifestations and later Akasofu and Chapman 

introduced the term substorm for the same phenomenon \Kivelson et al, 1995].

Magnetospheric storms exhibit sequences of substorms and these are crucial for the injection of 

hot plasma into the magnetosphere, however substorms also appear in isolation from magnetic 

storms. They are more frequent and shorter lived than storms, often only a few hours apart. 

They are characterised by widespread and intense auroral disturbances spreading from near

midnight, additional ionospheric current systems/a westward electrojet, bulk flows of plasma in 

the mid tail, a dipolarisation of the near-Earth magnetic field and an influx of higher energy 

electrons and protons into the magnetosphere from the tail region. The most visible sign of a 

substorm on Earth is an increase of the auroral activity in the midnight sector. Quiet auroral 

arcs are often seen there, but following the onset of a substorm, they intensify, and rapidly 

move poleward. Large localised magnetic disturbances are also observed, up to lOOOnT, about 

2% of the field in the auroral zone. A worldwide geomagnetic storm may only cause a 

disturbance of lOOnT, weaker as its ring current source is more distant. Some electric currents
MO

associated with the substorms are inside the ionosphere and flow at only -M8km above 

magnetometer stations.

Satellites in geosynchronous orbit observe other magnetospheric changes. Those satellites near 

local midnight at the start of the growth phase see the magnetic field strength drop by up to a 

half, as the magnetotail is stretched by reconfigurations and enhancements of the 

magnetospheric current systems. During later stages further reconfigurations can be seen to 

reverse this effect, and make the field more dipolar in nature. At onset detectors in 

geostationary space near midnight register the transition of dense currents of energised ions and
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electrons with peak fluxes in the energy range of 5 to 50 keV. Particle populations at energy 

levels as high as 200 to 300 keV also show sharp increases in fluxes as pulses of particles 

injected in the mid tail drift around the magnetosphere {Reeves, 1997]. Further out in the 

plasma sheet fast flows of particles are often seen, typically with tailward speeds from 100 to 

1000 km/s. These particles have higher than normal energies and are accompanied by rapid and 

erratic magnetic fields changes. These features, plasmoids, are bundles of magnetic flux and 

particles, which are ejected from the magnetosphere to maintain the flux equilibrium within the 

magnetospheric system.

The features of each substorm often have their own unique characteristics and some substorms 

never ‘breakup’ to full strength and these are termed pseudobreakups -  although some believe 

these should be regarded as full, but low intensity, substorms in their own right.

3.2.2.2 ENERGY E X C H A N G E S W ITH THE SOLAR W IND

An immense amount of pent-up magnetotail energy is released by substorms, of the order of 4 

X 10̂  ̂joules [Kivelson et al, 1995]. This energy is sourced from magnetospheric reconnection 

with the solar wind IMF and field line convection. Frozen-in field line sections in the solar 

wind are swept along dragging magnetospheric sections over the polar caps. The convection of 

the magnetic field lines leads to magnetic flux being drawn into the tail lobes, leading to their 

expansion and the storage of magnetic potential energy. On the nightside of the magnetosphere 

around 100-200 Re down-tail the convected field lines once again reconnect, leaving a section 

free to travel with the solar wind as before, and importantly, a distended section containing 

solar wind plasma and magnetic flux energy from the solar wind. It is widely accepted that the 

expanded lobes provide the main buffer of energy that power substorms. It has been observed 

by Stern [1990] that after a long quiet period when the IMF turns suddenly southward, one can 

see this reservoir of energy charge up as the tail field intensifies and magnetic field lines in 

synchronous orbit become stretched increasingly tailward. This effect has also been observed in 

this work. Eventually under the long term condition of system equilibrium, some of the 

magnetic flux added to the tail must be returned to the front of the magnetosphere so the 

process can continue indefinitely. Substorms fulfil this role, with injection of energy into the 

magnetosphere occurring as a consequence.
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THE SUBSTORM ENERGY DISSIPATION 
SEQUENCE
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Figure 3.2-4 The flow of energy from the solar wind into and through the magnetosphere-ionosphere 
system. [Baker et uL, J. Geophys. Res., June 1996].

The immediate effects of solar wind energy input, ionospheric polar currents, are known as 

‘directly driven’ and are caused by solar wind reconnection and the convection of field lines 

across the cusp regions. These can make significant contributions to the AE index but have no 

direct relation to the effects associated with substorms. The effects caused by the unloading of 

energy stored in the magnetotail from convective periods are known as ‘indirectly driven’, and 

include the substorm current wedge (SCW), field dipolarisation, plasmoid ejection, particle 

injection and auroral breakup events associated with substorms.

3.2.2.3 PHASES

Substorms are typically divided into three phases: the growth phase, expansion phase and 

recovery phase, with a substorm onset being the transition from growth to expansion phases. 

The boundaries between phases are often vague and not rigorously defined -  especially during 

strong or complex activity, although examination of near-midnight geostationary satellite 

magnetograms can show good phase demarcation for growth and expansion phases.
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GROWTHPHASE

The growth phase begins with the IMF turning to the south or already south, connecting the 

magnetosphere to interplanetary field lines and transferring solar wind energy to the 

magnetosphere via reconnection. The convection electric field is enhanced during this process. 

The phase typically lasts for around one hour (geostationary magnetograms indicate this can be 

increased or decreased by a factor of ten either way). During this time the nightside field lines 

are stretched tailward by an increased cross-tail current [Kaufmann, 1987], the near-tail 

nightside magnetic field weakens in the equatorial region with the H component of the 

magnetic field decreasing in magnitude, and lobe field strength increases. This results in the 

overall effect of the field becoming more stretched and non-dipolar in configuration.

A thin current sheet less than -0.1 Re in width forms just tailward of the dipole-like field lines 

between 6-15 Earth-radii, supporting the stretching of the magnetotail. The morphology of 

trapped particles change as convection increases -  notably an Earthward displacement of 

particles drifting along constant B occurs accompanied by corresponding decreases in flux in 

some areas or total flux dropouts as sometimes seen around midnight by the LANL 

geostationary spacecraft. Typically the phase can last minutes or hours depending on the rate of 

energy input from the solar wind and the unknown mechanisms involved in triggering an onset.

EXPANSION PHASE

This phase lasts typically around 30 minutes (although it can last as little as ten minutes or 

possibly as long as several hours in stuttered multiple onsets) and is characterised as the 

unloading of magnetic flux accrued in the growth phase. The term onset is used to define the 

start of this phase. Onset may be triggered by changes in the IMF and solar wind, or may be 

governed by a process internal to the magnetosphere. Many define the onset of a substorm as 

the time of reception of Pi2 pulsation bursts -  the appearance of which signifies that onset is 

impulsive in nature. Pi2 signals are magnetic disturbances which appear as damped wave trains 

with frequencies between 0.1 to 0.007 Hz at L < 5 and an amplitude varying from -lOOnT in 

the source region to fractions of nanotelsas in low latitudes. It is possible that several Pi2 pulse 

trains may be associated with each substorm intensification. A Pi2 onset can give a substorm 

onset time defined to within a minute, although low frequency and low amplitude waves can be 

difficult to detect.

The growth phase distension of the magnetic field stops abruptly with the field rapidly 

returning to a dipolar configuration during expansion, and releasing energy stored in the 

magnetic field. Injections of electric field accelerated (tens to hundreds of keV) particles are 

seen close to geosynchronous orbit and between -4.3 to -15 Re in the tail region [Friedel,
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1996]. Simultaneous high energy (16-80 keV) field aligned electron beams have sometimes 

been seen at geosynchronous orbit for short durations of one and a half minutes, from four 

minutes after onset as defined by Pi2 signatures [Kremser et al, 1987J. Intense fluxes of field 

aligned electrons have been observed immediately after field dipolarisation, resulting in the 

injection of significant fluxes of electrons into trapped orbits in the 1-lOkeV range [Johnstone 

e ta l, 1996],

Some observations and models indicate that a ‘near-Earth neutral line’ is formed beyond 15 % 

-  a magnetically neutral point where stretched field lines reconnect -  although this is a point of 

controversy with some researchers believing other instabilities to cause substorms, and some 

believing the NENL to be closer to the Earth. Bundles of plasma and magnetic flux have been 

detected in the far tail and are attributed as plasmoids, circular flux/particle structures which are 

ejected down tail in response to the NENL forming and the inner magnetic field collapsing 

inwards. Plasmoids are formed as closed loops or three-dimensional helixes of flux between the 

distant neutral line some 100-200 Re tailwards, and the postulated NENL at around 15 to 30 Re 

tailwards or closer, and are then released into the solar wind flow.

Auroral brightening expands from the southernmost arc indicating a mapping to activity in the 

near-Earth plasma sheet regions. After initial auroral brightening the region of active aurora 

expands poleward and westwards at speeds of the order of 1 km/s with the westward travelling 

aurora known as the ‘westward travelling surge’. An enhanced westward ionospheric current 

causing a large negative bay in the ground magnetic field accompanies this aurora and is 

known as the westward electrojet. Its expansion continues to the aurora’s most poleward 

location -  maybe relating to the substorm current wedge propagating tailward. Consistent 

observations of the reduced cross-tail current region expanding tailward and in longitude have 

been made. The tailward propagation has been seen to be around 200 km/s at r ~ 10 to 20 Re 

which maps to the 1 km/s speeds seen in the ionosphere.

RECOVERY PHASE

This lasts for around an hour, when the magnetosphere gradually returns to its pre-substorm 

quiet state or ‘ground state’. This is however the most poorly defined phase as other growth 

phases often interrupt any progress to a ground state, and the magnetosphere has no good 

indicator of a ground state ever being reached. Continued southward IMF forcing of the system 

can make the recovery phase impossible to identify. The proposed near-Earth neutral line may 

retreat tailward at the end of the expansion phase as recovery begins. It may be at this stage that 

the plasmoid is finally ejected and the near Earth neutral line becomes the distant neutral line, 

with the magnetospheric field relaxing to a tightly dipolarised form.
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3.2.3 EFFECTS

The injection of hot particles into geostationary space around local midnight can cause 

spacecraft operational difficulties. These particles can charge satellite surfaces negatively to 

hundreds or thousands of volts, causing flashovers as differentially charged surfaces reach 

breakdown potential. High-energy particles can penetrate deep within spacecraft, building up 

and charging dielectric materials within to high voltages with similar internal results. There are 

over 220 spacecraft in geostationary slots -  approximately $40 billion of space based 

infrastructure, with a vast number of satellites currently or having just been launched to form 

communications constellations in medium Earth orbits. In 1992 two Telesat Canada 

communication satellites failed, with these failures being attributed to ‘space weather’ effects. 

Anik E-1 and E-2 were simultaneously damaged by an unusually strong electromagnetic storm 

after a period of deep-dielectric charging of spacecraft insulator material by an enhanced flux 

of high-energy electrons. The resultant discharge may have blown a transmitter associated with 

the control of a gyroscopic stabilisation wheel (mounted outside the Faraday’s cage of the 

spacecraft chassis). The Aniks were used by the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation, some US 

channels, businesses for data transmission and the countries largest telephone company Bell 

Canada. The loss of the satellites disrupted telephone, television and data transmission services 

to many cut-off regions of Canadian territory. Later Anik E-1 was partially recovered, but the 

second remained out of control.

Minor interference with magnetic navigation instruments can be caused during the strongest 

storms as the magnetic field reacts -  with this effect being how the magnetic field-auroral 

connection was initially made. Regions at high magnetic latitudes and with long cable runs are 

vulnerable to transient induced currents in electric power lines, telephone lines and north-south 

pipelines. These induced currents can cause system failures on Earth. Eddy currents caused 

within transformers can cause meltdowns, and unearthed pipeline currents can cause 

enhancements to rusting rates. Voltages across Atlantic fibre-optic connections can reach up to 

700 volts requiring special precautions to be taken at terminal stations. Substorm associated 

intense auroral activity and changes to the ionosphere can cause dropouts and changes in the 

paths of high-frequency communications, increase degradation of radio signals at higher- 

frequencies and disrupt over-the-horizon radar systems.

3.3 SUBSTORM  THEORY

3.3.1 THE SU BSTO R M  CURRENT W EDGE

Part of the near-Earth cross-tail current disappears as the interrupted current closes via the 

ionosphere, creating the substorm current wedge (SCW) [McPherron et al, 1973]. A neutral
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sheet current nomially crosses the magnetotail from east to west. Either the formation of the 

NENL or an increase in tail resistivity diverts this, and closes the enhanced westward 

ionospheric current flow. In the NENL model the disruption is caused by the generation of a 

current opposing electric field associated with the collapse of the magnetic field to a dipolar 

configuration. This diverts the cross tail current as shown in Figure 3.3-1. At onset current 

flowing westward across the inner edge of the tail current is diverted along field lines to the 

ionosphere, travels along of the westward electrojet, and returns to the tail current at a point to 

the west.

E x p a n s i o n  P h a s e  S h o r t  C i r c u i t  o f  Ta i l  C u r r e n t
E l e c t r o j e t

F i e l d  a l i g n e d  c u r r e n t s

Figure 3.3-1 Schematic of the substorm current wedge (SCW) \McPherron et al., 1973).

Field aligned currents within the SCW have densities well above 1(T̂  A/m^, requiring 

downward electron acceleration by field aligned potential drops. These electrons form active 

expansion phase auroral displays. The wedge expands longitudinally and radially (mainly 

tailward). Short period irregular Pi2 pulsations are associated with the development of the 

substorm current wedge and Fermi acceleration of electrons is expected to occur as the wedge 

develops. The concept of a substorm current wedge is reinforced by ground magnetic 

perturbations consistent with magnetic field-aligned currents that are directed downward after 

midnight and upward before midnight.
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3.3.2 PROPOSED M O DELS

The nature of the sequence of events that constitute a substorm and their initiation continue to 

be the subject of controversy and debate. There is agreement across all models that solar wind 

energy is input to the magnetospheric system during periods of southward IMF, that some is 

immediately manifested in magnetospheric activity and that some is stored for later explosive 

dissipation in substorms as shown in Figure 3.2-4. Substorm models differ however on the 

nature of the onset that initiates the explosive unloading of energy, and the timing and location 

of the key events involved.

Many models and variants of models exist for substorms. None currently satisfy the research 

community fully. Two models with sizeable camps of support are presented here, along with 

Lyons’ triggering work with a view to solar wind work in a later chapter.

3.3.2.1 CURRENT SH E E T  DISRUPTION MODEL

In the Current Sheet Disruption model [Zmz',^1990, 1991] the cross tail current within the plasma 

sheet develops an instability which forces its interruption and redirection into the ionosphere 

via field aligned currents, forming the SCW. The cross-tail current is provided by the adiabatic 

curvature drift of ~1 keV electrons and as the current sheet thins to around one ion gyroradius 

non-adiabatic ions are assumed to take over as the major current carriers, prior to current 

disruption. The azimuthal drift of ions into the plasma sheet supplies the current carriers, which 

then move from dawn to dusk in the current sheet. It may be that onset is caused by the 

disruption of the current triggered by an insufficient supply rate of ions for the current \Mitchell 

et a l, 1990]. Alternative reasons are postulated for the current disruption, including Lui’s own 

model where an increase in the resistance of the current sheet is caused by the interaction of 

counter-streaming particles. Whatever the cause of the interruption of the cross tail current, the 

high inductance of the tail circuit requires a current to continue to flow and the current diverts 

into the path of least resistance, the ionosphere, causing the SCW, dipolarisation of the 

magnetic field and subsequent substorm phenomenon. Observations have been made indicating 

current-sheet disruption occurs close to synchronous orbit, and expands radially outwards into 

the tail. This model places the onset region closer than in the NENL model and reconnection 

has only a minor role on this model, perhaps only in the creation of the plasmoid.

3.3.2.2 NEAR EA R T H  NEUTRAL LINE (NENL)

The Near-Earth Neutral Line (NENL) model [McPherron et al, 1973] postulates that an X-line 

forms near Earth in the plasma sheet to act as the substorm onset event.
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Field line convection and reconnection at the distant X-line in the far tail leads to an expanded 

magnetotail, thinned plasma sheet and contributes to a rapid increase of tail flux. Flux erosion 

of the dayside cross-section results in the compression of the cross sectional area of the 

magnetotail, further increasing tail field magnitude after the effects of adding flux. As the 

plasma sheet begins to thin, the tail currents strengthen and move inwards towards the Earth, 

causing field lines in the near tail to become more stretched, reducing field strength closer to 

Earth at synchronous orbit. This constitutes the growth phase of the substorm.

D ayside ^  
N eutra l L ine ,

R eduction E n la rg e m e n t^  D istant
Neutra l Line

Thinning

M agnetopause
Inward M otion

Erosion

Bow shock

Dayside 
Neutral Line

/ Near Earth Distant
/ Neutral I Neutral Line

Figure 3.3-2 Events leading to a substorm under the NENL model 
[Kivelson etal., 19951.

As shown in Figure 3.3-2, the upper panel of the diagram shows the current system changes 

during the growth phase. The lower panel of the diagram shows sites important to the magnetic 

reconfigurations associated with reconnection and the explosive onset event.
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The onset of the substorm occurs when the vertical component of the magnetic field becomes 

sufficiently small that ions on the cross tail current no longer behave adiabatically. Field 

aligned currents flow into and out of the ionosphere as a result, with a current into the 

ionosphere post-midnight and a current out pre-midnight. The model anticipates the existence 

of the westward electrojet and field-aligned currents to connect the circuit. At the end of the 

growth phase reconnection commences in the central plasma sheet at a near-Earth X-line. The 

line’s formation may be due to tearing instability or another non-ideal magnetohydrodynamic 

mechanism in the thinned current sheet. Magnetic reconnection then occurs between oppositely 

directed field lines above and below the middle of the plasma sheet. The X-line, at 10 to 15 Re, 

acts as a point where the magnetic tension distorting the field line is lost and the field may 

begin dipolarisation with a resultant plasmoid being ejected out of the back of the 

magnetosphere. At first reconnection proceeds to cut the field lines of the central plasma sheet 

slowly, with a more dipolar field line forming Earthwards and a 0-type plasmoid field line 

tailward. The process thins the current sheet, leading in to an exponentially increasing rate of 

reconnection and the explosive characteristics of a substorm event. Quenching occurs if the 

reconnection fails to sever the final closed field line resulting in a pseudo-breakup. If the final 

field line breaks, a full substorm expansion phase occurs.

Plasm oid

Figure 3.3-3 Diagram \Kivelson et aL, 19951 showing plasmoid formation 
between the NENL and DNL.

The magnetic field accelerates particles with the Lorentz electric fields associated with the 

rapid collapse of the field, injecting particles radially towards the Earth in a characteristic 

injection event [Li et a i, 1998]. The NENL propagates away from the Earth, with the plasma 

sheet re-expanding to a stable size in its wake. As the magnetosphere recovers from the event, 

the neutral line migrates to the far magnetotail to form the distant neutral line for reconnection.
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The NENL model conflicts with observations that the signatures of a neutral line, the most 

crucial element of the model, are typically not found Earthward of 20 %  Tailward directed 

flows that would be expected tailward of a NENL are seldom seen inside of 19 Re 

[Baumjohann, 1989], Kettmann [1990] sees tailward ion streams occasionally near 16

R e with an increasing probability of observation with increasing distance.

3.3.2.3 LYONS T R IG G E R IN G  MODEL [1995]

Lyons [1995] proposes a substorm model where the onset mechanism is a reduction in the 

large-scale electric field from the solar wind following a >3 0-minute period growth phase of 

enhanced electric field. Northward turnings of the IMF or a reduction in the magnitude of its Y 

component can cause the reduction in electric field magnitude. The reduction disrupts the 

inward motion and energization of particles that occurs during the growth phase and leads to 

the formation of the SCW and auroral displays. The SCW results from the magnetic drift of 

ions and a large azimuthal gradient in mean particle energy that is expected to develop near 

magnetic midnight during the growth phase, it most likely initiated near the radial distance of 

the peak particle pressure distribution (-6-10 R e) ,  propagating tailward.

Growth starts with cross tail current increase caused by the increase of plasma pressure in the 

region. Particle access is facilitated by electric field drift from the tail to Earth, with the field 

being generated by a potential drop from the solar wind embedded IMF. It takes 30-45 minutes 

for the enhanced convection electric field to bring particles to 7 Re from 20 to 40 Re, implying 

that the plasma pressures near Earth should continue to increase for 30-45 minutes following an 

increase in the electric field. If an enhanced electric field remained for longer than 30-45 

minutes, the rate of cross tail current growth may decline. The cross tail current increases with 

the increase in plasma pressure, and Lyons model anticipates the expansion phase to begin with 

the reduction of plasma pressure within a restricted-longitude region forming the interior of the 

substorm current wedge. The onset event -  the reduction of the electric field -  causes the ions 

drifting inwards on horseshoe-shaped orbits about the Earth to adopt circular orbits. It is 

anticipated that a large azimuthal temperature gradient near midnight, and the new drift track 

causes a spatial separation of the westward drifting ions in the near midnight region. This is 

responsible for a significant azimuthal pressure change which the cross tail current 

circumnavigates by diverting into the ionosphere via field aligned currents, forming the SCW.

Within the SCW the field dipolarises and is associated with a large short-lived induced electric 

field just Earthward of a particle pressure peak caused by the growth phase. This results in 

particle energization and inward motion as the dipolarisation carries particles from the high-
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pressure region to the electric field and they are accelerated. This model therefore anticipates 

that particle injection occurs Earthward of the current reduction region of the model.

3.3.3 R ESO LUTIO N OF SUBSTORM  ISSUES BY PARTICLE TRACING

A number of issues in substorm mechanics may be brought closer to resolution by particle 

tracing. Amongst the contentious features models still disagree over are the location of the 

particle acceleration region, the particle acceleration mechanism and the timing of model 

features with respect to other onset events including particle injection. Better information 

regarding the substorm injection region may assist in determining the particle acceleration 

mechanism.

The location of the particle injection region has been generalised before using particle tracing. 

A number of papers applying tracing techniques to individual events have been written 

[amongst others: Reeves et a l,  1990, 1992; Friedel et al., 199^J. In Reeves [1990], the authors 

investigated a substorm using multiple spacecraft (the fleet of geosynchronous spacecraft 

equipped with LANL CPA/SOPA detectors). Using a drift model without electric fields it was 

shown that electrons and ions injected during this substorm were injected in a region covering a 

90-degree sector centred on midnight. The observations were considered in terms of a standard 

model of substorm injections -  injection occurs in a limited spatial region around local 

midnight, the injection is impulsive, and ions plus electrons of all energies appear 

simultaneously.

By determining injection regions using more sophisticated field models for a larger number of 

substorm^Vill build on the work to perhaps gain a better insight into the substorm mechanism. 

Does the injection region vary substantially from substorm to substorm or is it a relatively fixed 

in geomagnetic space? If it is relatively fixed, where is it? If it varies, what governs the location 

of injection and what are its bounds?

3.4 CHARACTERISATIO N OF THE SUBSTORM  ENVIRONM ENT

Identification of substorms requires an exploration of the effects of substorm events, and the 

derivation of a set of criteria against which to determine if observations constitute a substorm. 

The following section reviews commonly used descriptions as to what manifestations in data 

constitute substorm events (biased towards magnetospheric spacecraft data), with a view to the 

following chapter’s work describing the set of criteria used in this work to establish an event’s 

credentials as a substorm.
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3.4.1 EVOLUTION OF FIELD CONFIGURATIONS

3.4.1.1 M AGNETIC FIELD

During a substorm growth phase the current sheet thins and the cross tail current increases and 

moves inward, leading to a tailward stretching of field lines in the near-Earth tail. The near-tail 

magnetic field weakens in the equatorial region where the cross tail current is not present and 

the lobe field strength increases as flux is added to the magnetotail [Pulkkinen, 1991]. At 

geosynchronous orbit and magnetic latitudes of up to -10 degrees the magnetic field changes 

are characterised by directional changes of the field as it becomes more tail-like. Occasionally 

during substorm periods the magnetic field can be seen to become parallel to the magnetic 

equator.

Short duration low frequency field oscillations are seen during onset associated with, although 

not coincident with, field collapse and injection events. These are Pi2 oscillations. Some 

observations and models indicate a near-Earth neutral line is formed outside X = -15 % during 

the expansion phase, and a substorm current wedge closes the cross tail current via the 

ionosphere, removing the cross tail current which distorted the magnetic field tailward during 

growth. Regardless of its cause, a dipolarisation of field lines occurs during expansion with the 

removal of the cross tail current and the thickening of the current sheet pulkkinen, 1994]. 

During recovery the plasma sheet is observed to rapidly thicken with hot plasma in the mid-tail 

region, although the new plasma does not carry as much current as the cooler plasma 

previously in the sheet, and the cross tail current recovers with more resistance to subsequent 

re-stretching of the tail.

3.4.1.2 ELECTRIC F IE L D

Comparatively little work has been done to model the electric field development during 

substorms as has been for magnetic fields. Post onset magnetospheric electric fields have a 

short-live^^iked component of several tens of mV/m, or regular pulses of 1-10 mV/m 

{PederserC 1994] superimposed on the background field Studying data from the electric field 

instrument on CRRES for fifty substorm events showed results similar io Pedersen\\99A]. 

High frequency disturbances commencing at onset were apparent in a limited number of 

events and would have made good onset indicators, although noise dominated and made 

substorm signatures impossible to identify in the majority of cases. It should be noted however 

that this data was partially reconstructed from magnetometer data using E.B = 0 and hence may 

have shown such onset features due to disturbances in the magnetic field.
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From the work of Birn et al.[\99l\ 1998] and Li et al. [1998] time-dependent tail electric fields 

may be shown to be able to betatron-accelerate test particles to reproduce the major 

phenomenology associated with particle injections. From these and observations Rowland 

, 1998] the major driver behind acceleration, and the morphology of the injection region may 

be these transient electric fields in the magnetic equatorial plane associated with the impulsive 

dipolarisation of the magnetic field.

3.4.2 SUBSTORM  PLASM A PARTICLE ENVIRONM ENT

With the detection of magnetic-field dipolarisations during substorm onsets, a simultaneous 

increase in the flux of energetic particles suddenly occurs [Deforest et al, 1971; Sauvaud et a l, 

1980; Baker, 1984; Williams et al, 1990]. Such a substorm related flux increase is denoted as a 

particle injection. The injection of energetic particles into the middle magnetosphere is a 

characteristic signature of a magnetospheric substorm. It is commonly believed that the 

injections are caused by the energization of particles in the midnight region near-Earth 

mdigneXoXdiiX [Pfitzer et a l, 1969; Barfield et al, 1977; Moore et al, 1981; MawA:,*’1986].

3.4.2.1 PR E-INJEC TIO N FLUX DROPOUTS

Prior to the injection, a broad decrease in fluxes may be seen associated with the stretching of 

the field lines in the tail, perhaps due to the earthward motion of particle trapping boundaries 

and particle trajectories on lines of constant-B. More severe particle flux dropouts can occur 

where fluxes drop by orders of magnitude, with the greatest decreases at higher energies. Near 

local midnight a substorm can be characterised typically by a drop out or decline in the flux of 

energetic particles during the growth phase [Bogott et a l, 1973; Rostoker et a l, 1975; Baker et 

al, 1979; Sauvaud et al, 1996].

A number of substorms exhibit a total flux dropout in the nighttime sectors before onset. Out of 

54 candidate substorm events used in preliminary work, nine had in-situ measurements in 

regions of low fluxes recorded between 2100 and 0600 LT, just prior to injection events. There 

are some instances of partial recovery of fluxes prior to the main injection, with some evidence 

of small injection events accompanying these recoveries. Sauvaud et a l [1996] investigated 

dropouts and argued that their cause was the betatron acceleration caused by the tailward 

distortion of the magnetotail. They first noted that during one dropout event recorded by 

AMPTE/CCE close to midnight at around X = -8.5 Re, the proton flux decrease for lower 

energies (35 -  47 keV) was around one magnitude, whereas the flux decrease for higher 

energies (211-399 keV) was nearer three orders of magnitude. This was accompanied by an 

increase in magnetic field magnitude consistent with an intensification of the cross-tail current 

during growth phase. An induced electric field caused by the stretching of the field lines was
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modelled causing drift-betatron deceleration of particles. The flux profiles at 6.6 % produced 

by the model exhibited similar large magnitude flux decreases for higher energies, and lower 

flux decreases for lower energies.

3.4.2.2 INJECTION CH ARACTERISTICS

Injections occur in a limited spatial region around local midnight, and it is often assumed that 

the injection is impulsive, and both charge species appear simultaneously. Particle analysers 

generally observe a number of discrete energy bands referred to as channels. Within channels 

injections appear as a pulse of particles with a distinct onset, an abrupt rise in count rates, a 

peak and a decline [Deforest et a l, \91 \\M auk , 1987, Reeves et al, 1990]. On platforms

away from midnight, particle injections reach analysers in higher energies channels first, with 

lower energy channels showing injection enhancements later. This is termed velocity 

dispersion and is a consequence of gradient-curvature drift speed being proportional to energy, 

and causes a coherent pulse of mixed-energy, mixed-pitch-angle particles to disperse in space 

(and time as seen at the detector). For velocity dispersion to be observed between energies, the 

distance between sensor and injection point is required to be large enough to manifest itself as a 

significant timing difference in the resolution of the instrument. It is possible to determine 

approximate injection times (and hence distance to injection point) by interpolating arrival time 

as a function of 1/energy, then determining model arrival time for a particle of near-infinite 

energy. Rough calculations of curvature and gradient drifts speeds using an idealised dipolar 

magnetic field can give distances to injection points. Some particle signatures are 

dispersionless though -  indicating they have been observed close to or inside the acceleration 

regions.

Within energy channels away from injection regions, higher-energies and higher-pitch-angles 

in the band arrive first, slowly pushing flux readings higher, followed by the highest fluxes 

sometime later and a tail-off of lower energy, lower pitch angle particles lagging behind their 

faster counterparts. The pulse width of flux increases can be interpreted as the time it takes the 

lowest energy particles in the band to traverse the injection region peeves et al, 1990].

Some substorms can appear to have multiple onsets with around 15 minutes between the 

particle injections. These secondary peaks may be associated with westward expansions of the 

substorm current wedge, and these expansions may be associated with new dipolarisations in 

the magnetosphere, each occurring westward of the previous dipolarisation, or serial initiation 

and quenching of a single event that fails to reach some threshold. Each dipolarisation (the 

stop-start characteristic of multiple onsets/pseudo break-ups is seen magnetically as well) 

results in a separate pulse of energetic particles near geosynchronous orbit.
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A  second source of more longer time-scale multiple peaks in the energetic particle fluxes are 

drift echoes [Lanzerotti et al, 1967; Belian et al, 1978] caused by the repeated azimuthal 

drifting of pulses of energetic particles around the Earth. Discrimination of these features from 

initial injections is possible due to the pronounced velocity dispersions associated with the 

process. High-energy particles that have been drifting a long time arrive well before their lower 

energy associates. Visual inspections of velocity dispersion features eliminate the majority of 

such echoes from consideration, especially if the precursor injection was observed, and help to 

identify events. Few drift echoes were observed in this work as dispersion and fresh activity 

subsume electron injection-pulse signatures within a period of order of one orbit. Proton 

signatures disperse on a much shorter time scale, with pulses often not apparent on detectors 

within half an orbit.

3.4.2.3 INJECTION EN ERG Y RANGE

Although a commonly quoted range for injections is 30 to 300 keV, often no definite upper 

bounds are placed on particle injection energy ranges as the extent of flux enhancement reaches 

and probably exceeds the energy limits of many detectors. It is clear that as a function of 

energy, the flux enhancement probably peaks between 43 to 135 keV, tailing off either side of 

this peak. Baker et a l [1982] reports several injection spikes over the 430 to 630 keV range 

during some substorms. There is no evidence of a sharp cut-off in the energies to which 

particles are accelerated.

Szita et a l [1993] used the SEM-2 instrument on Meteosat P2 to perform a superimposed 

epoch analysis on electron flux enhancement events, over an energy range from 43 keV to 300 

keV in five channels. Assuming an unknown, but significant proportion of these events are 

substorms, this yields indications on the general energy range of substorm particles:

Energy Range Notes

43 to 60 keV Significant peak 1.15 x 10̂  cm '^sf’keV ' 
(3.Ox higher than T-5 hours)

60 to 90 keV Significant peak 8.5 x 10'* em '^sr'keV ' 
(3.4x higher than T-5 hours)

90 to 135 keV Small peak 3 x 10'* cm'^sf'keV* 
(3.Ox higher than T-5 hours)

135 to 202 keV Small peak 1 x lO" cm'^sr'*keV’ 
(2.0x higher than T-5 hours)

202 to 300 keV No significant change in log (flux), although an 
Enhaneement is apparent

Table 3.4-1 Magnitude of superimposed electron flux enhancements over energy, Sdta  
e ta l  [1993].
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Geostationary studies tend to be prejudiced against the higher energy signatures as shell 

splitting disproportionately effects high-energy fluxes and can partially remove them from 

geostationary space. Studying individual injections in the LANL data, the higher energy 

injections in the 200-300 keV energy range are quite distinct when nearer to midnight. The 

larger the distance from injection however, the more shell splitting has occurred to produce a 

similar reduction in the high-energy flux increase as seen above. Analysis of the set of 187 

injections identified in this thesis results in energy range profiles that are consistent with Szita 

et al. [1993] when allowance is made for the log versus linear differences in the two work’s 

comparisons. In this work, for each injection where a coherent injection signature could be seen 

by a LANL spacecraft, the pre-injection minima and post-injection maxima flux levels were 

fitted with a spline function over energy. The maximum energy of an injection was defined as 

the lowest energy where the maxima spline fimction flux was less than 5% above the minima 

spline function flux. This yielded projected highest energies of injection for each event. A 

histogram of these amounts is presented in Figure 3.4-1.

Histogram of projected maximum energies for 
187 particle injections (Emax)

§

Emax

Figure 3.4-1 Maximum projected energies injected during substorms

The figure shows that although in some observations substorm injection spectra tail-off before 

150 keV, the majority show spectra tail-ends between 150 to 400 keV. A few injections show 

maximum energies of particle spectra up to 600 keV, with the distribution mode between 350 

and 400 keV. It should be noted that this also would be subject to shell splitting effects 

however -  artificially reducing the upper energy cut-off in many cases and indicating the true 

distribution probably has a higher mode value.
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The same LANL measurements show flux increases from 50 keV to 400 keV for ions during 

particle injections at onset.

3.4.2.4 INJECTION REG IO NS

Various studies [Reeves et a l, 1990, 1991, 1992; Boscher et a l,  1996] have placed the 

injection regions for different substorms around midnight with a range of estimates for their 

extent. One work finds multiple injection regions associated with separate peaks in the 

injection signature. It is likely that injections enter the magnetosphere through various 

nighttime longitudes with regions varying from substorm to substorm. Particles, either 

dispersed or non-dispersed injection pulses, are most often seen at geosynchronous altitudes but 

have been observed at orbital distances between X = -4.3 to -15 I^.

REEVES E TA L ., 1990

In Reeves et a l [1990] the authors investigated the substorm region and particle drifts for an 

event on February 1983 with three geostationary spacecraft. The event was not part of a 

multiple onset event but an isolated substorm. The observations were considered in terms of a 

‘standard model’ of substorm injections -  injection occurs in a limited spatial region around 

local midnight, the injections are impulsive, and ions plus electrons of all energies appear 

simultaneously. The spacecraft observed dispersed signatures for the injection and the particles 

were given pitch angles of 45°, which gave good resultant particle convergence in the tail. 

Invariant-conserving drift shells were then determined and the angular drift velocity at each 

field line on the drift shell was calculated by numerically integrating the analytical expression 

for the bounce averaged drift velocity along a model field line [Roederer, 1970]. This tool was 

used to trace the observed injection signatures particles back from satellite observation along 

drift shells to convergence point -  the assumed particle injection point. Proton injection 

positions determined the western edge of the injection region, and electron injection positions 

the eastern edge. The area indicated was 90° wide centred on midnight.

Good agreement was found with the western boundary of the region -  the three sets of proton 

traces from three separate spacecraft yielded injection sites within a few degrees of each other. 

The electron injection boundaries, however, were spread by nearly three hours of local time. 

This may have been due to the absence of electric fields or the lack of a relativistic treatment in 

the tracing code, or the lack of solar wind information and the subsequent inaccuracy regarding 

the exact state of the bow-side magnetic field. It may also be the case that the lower energy 

range slower electrons may have been subjected to more changes in the magnetic field or other 

dispersive effects. Also, it was noted that the model electron drifts were consistently too slow
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in comparison with measurements -  maybe due to the wrong choice of pitch angles (45° was 

found to be good for ions, but a value of 90° maybe more appropriate for electrons).

The time for lowest-energy-particle-of-channel traversal of the 9CP of injection region was 

compared with the timing derived from the initial pulse width. Initial pulse widths were 

however larger than calculated injection region traverse times would indicate. Reeves et a l 

[1990] infer this to indicate that injection was not instantaneous, although it could also be 

interpreted that a range of pitch angle particles were injected, with lower pitch angle particles 

composing the tail of the pulse.

REEVES E TA L ., 1992

In Reeves et a l [1992] an April 24 1979 multi-onset substorm was investigated (further to a 

CDAW 7 workshop and several in-depth studies of ISEE and ground based data). The substorm 

examined had three separate injections. Using the same method as the previously described, 

papers. Reeves obtained the easternmost edges of the injection regions. Lack of a proton 

sensing spacecraft close to the western edge prevented the determination of the western edge of 

the injection region. The three peaks originated 10 degrees east of midnight, -1 degrees and 0 

degrees using an assumed pitch angle of 45 degrees in tracing (a higher pitch angle would have 

placed them further west). The injection local time extents, the ranges over which particles 

were injected, were determined using an injection pulse-width analysis method and found to be 

to be 25 degrees +/- 5, 28 degrees +/- 5,110 degrees +/- 10 respectively for the three peaks.
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Figure 3.4-2 The longitudinal extents of the three injections seen in Reeves 
et al. |1992|. The radial extents are arbitrary.

REEVES ETAL., 1991

In this paper a substorm of October 16“" 1983 was studied using the drift tracing of ion and 

electron injection signatures, and was found to have an injection region between -48° and -2° 

longitude (-ve -  west).

3.4.3 EVENT FREQUENCY

Statistical analysis of substorms in Borovsky et al. [1993] has shown the most probable (mode) 

time between particle injections, as seen by LANL CPA/SOPA detectors onboard geostationary 

spacecraft, is At = 2.75 hours. This is interpreted to be the period between cyclically occurring 

substorms during prolonged southward IMF periods. Statistical analysis of the At values also 

finds a probability for the occurrence of individual substorms, with a mean time between
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random substorms of 5.74 hours. It is speculated that this random occurrence may be caused by 

a property of the solar wind that varies randomly with an approximately 5-hour time scale. 

Roughly half of all substorms have been classified as cyclical substorms, and about half as 

occurring randomly, with 1530 events occurring per yQar. Hargreaves [1996] used riometers to 

detect auroral electrons by measuring their modulation of cosmic radio noise. The paper’s 

findings include a variation of the frequency of substorms with the inferred speed of the solar 

wind (as a function of Kp) -  indicating frequency varies with V̂ . Using a typical average solar 

wind speed of 440 km/s, the derivation yields a frequency of 1300 pa (At = 6.75 hours). The 15 

hours prior to each of the 187 substorm events identified in this work were analysed for 

injections (just using particle signatures) and this yielded the frequency histogram shown in 

Figure 3.4-3.
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Figure 3.4-3 Histogram of number of 15-hour periods versus number of events 
seen in that period (for the 187 events identified in this work).

In the 15 hours periods prior to each event, 709 injections were identified, resulting in a rate of 

one injection every 3.96 hours. The average solar wind speed during this sample was 497 km/s, 

decreasing the comparable figure fromHargreaves\\996] to At = 4.76 hours. Borovsky’s work 

indicates a lower At, for cyclically occurring substorms. As the 187-injection identification 

process favoured locating easily differentiated substorms during non-storm times for tracing, 

this is not seen as contradictory. Borovsky’s comparable statistics was a mean of around one 

substorm every 5 hours. The three works give a good indication that injections occur with a 

mean frequency of one every 4 to 5 hours, with known solar wind velocity (energy input) 

dependence and an increased frequency during storm times.
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3.4.4 AE, AU AND AL INDICES

Substorms are associated with enhancements of the auroral ionospheric currents. Enhancement 

of ionospheric current activity is reflected in the 1-minute resolution AU, AL and AE indices 

[Davis et al, 1966] and hence these indices can act as indicators of enhanced substorm activity. 

The Auroral Electrojet (AE) index is obtained from a number of magnetometer stations 

distributed in local time at northem-hemisphere auroral zone latitudes. For each of the stations 

the north-south magnetic perturbation, H, is recorded as a function of time. Superposition of 

these data from all the stations enables a lower bound or maximum negative value for H to be 

determined -  the AL index. Similarly, an upper bound or maximum positive value of H is 

determined -  the AU index. The difference between the two indices, AU-AL, is the AE index.

The dominant features of auroral variations are the transient and irregular occurrence of an 

eastward current during local afternoon/evening, parallel to the auroral zone and a westward 

current during the local late evening/early morning. These currents, or electrojets, flow within 

the low ionosphere and are linked to remote current sources in the magnetosphere through field 

aligned currents. Physically, the AU index gives a good representation of the maximum 

magnetic perturbation generated by the eastward electrojet usually found in the afternoon 

sector. Similarly AL represents the maximum magnetic perturbation generated by the westward 

electrojet in the morning and midnight sectors. The eastward and westward electrojets appear 

to fluctuate independently of one another [Rostoker, 1972], so it may be useful to use AL 

independently for the purposes of identifying substorms.

An averaged profile of AE index development during the development of a substorm can be 

seen in Figure 3.4-4.
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Figure 3.4-4 Average AE index development \Koskinen, 1994|.
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CHAPTER 4 -  IDENTIFICATION OF SUBSTORM  EVENTS  

4.1 CHAPTER OBJECTIVE

Borovsky et al. [1993] found the mean rate of substorm occurrence was 4.2 per day. Using this 

figure as a guide would indicate that over the fifteen month lifetime of CRRES around 1900 

substorms occurred. This chapter develops criteria against which to identify the observable 

fraction of those 1900 events. The application of criteria to data results in the selection^ 87 

candidate substorm events, although this number of events is too high to trace within the time 

available. A subsequent reduction is applied to further lower the number of events to a 

manageable amount and maximise results from a limited number of injection traces.

4.2 CRITERIA FO R  SUBSTORM IDENTIFICATION IN DATA

One of the driving forces of this work was the availability of CRRES data. This provides a 

starting point when searching for substorms and considering the use of other data sets: CRRES 

flew for a 15-month period and provides a defined epoch within which to search for other 

relevant data sets. A number of data sets are available for that period and we continue below by 

describing relevant instrument data sets available for that period, discussing their suitability for 

identifying substorms and the methods used to identify substorms therein.

The data sets readily available for the August 1990 to October 1991 epoch:

CRRES magnetometer data,

GOES 6 and 7 magnetometer data,

CRRES/LEPA particle data,

CRRES/EPAS particle data,

LANL/SOPA-CPA particle data,

Meteosat/SEM-II particle data.

Ground magnetometer data (including Pi2’s),

AE, Kp and Dst indices.

For more information on these instruments please see Chapter 2.
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4.2.1 CRRES M AGNETOMETER DATA

The magnetometer was active throughout the CRRES mission and gave high-resolution data 

products in a +/- 45,000 nT range. The data obtained for this work was a set of ASCII Cartesian 

vector-triples of one-minute resolution. The VDH system is used for the data (H/Z parallel to 

magnetic dipole axis, +ve north; D/Y perpendicular to radius vector R and Z; V/X +ve east 

completing the right handed Cartesian system).

Magnetic data products can be used to identify times of enhanced substorm activity by the 

observation of growth phases contrasting with subsequent dipolarisation signatures. Magnetic 

field lines are stretched towards the tail and then suddenly recover to a dipolar configuration 

with resulting pseudo-periodic oscillations in some field components. The tailward stretching 

of magnetic field lines can be seen as a weakening in the H component of magnetic field data 

in the midnight tail region, and the dipolarisation as a strengthening of the same. Plotting 

graphs of Bn-Measured “ Bn-Modei best show this effect [after Yeoman et a l ,  1994] and removes the 

majority of magnetic field structural effects caused by the motion of a satellite through field 

gradients.

A number of complicating factors cause magnetometer data to be difficult to interpret in 

isolation however, and the GTO of the CRRES platform further complicates interpretation of 

this magnetometer’s data set. Systematic errors are often shown in the data, such as spacecraft 

manoeuvres changing the spin orientation of the satellite and causing regular sinusoidal 

distortions that are easily discounted although result in long periods of bad data. CRRES 

magnetometer data is dominated by the dipolar field at low L-shells making its use for 

magnetospheric diagnostics impossible during a large fraction of each orbit (~2 hours). Its 

inertially locked orbit makes local time coverage vary on a seasonal basis, with the best 

(tailward) coverage in the midlife of the CRRES mission. Because of the annual and diumal 

changes of the angle between the Earth-Sun line and the geomagnetic dipole axis, the magnetic 

latitude of CRRES continually varies. This makes interpretation of the magnitude and nature of 

disturbances difficult to diagnose as each CRRES apogee is in a different magnetic regime, 

which makes the building of expertise data interpretation difficult. Even with magnetic latitude 

information available and the Yeoman et a l [1994] Bn-Measured - By-Modei technique, it is difficult 

to develop experience in diagnosing the magnetosphere’s state from single-point magnetic 

measurements.

Some local particle currents in LEPA data appear to coincide with magnetic disturbances that 

could be interpreted as substorm-like -  on a num ber^bits there were indications that ion 

currents were causing dipolarisation-like magnetic field signatures. This leads to a problem
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when trying to differentiate between dynamic substorm structures with magnetic signatures, 

and standing magnetospheric currents that appear dynamic due to the motion of the spacecraft 

close by or through, as both exhibit some magnetic characteristics. The measurement of 

magnetic fields in locations other than the plasma particle injection measurements reduces the 

chances of such effects contaminating an event database. In spite of these difficulties CRRES 

magnetometer data was used to diagnose a significant number of events. The data was used in 

parallel to the GOES data below, providing good tail coverage for a significant fraction of time.

4.2.2 GOES 6 AND 7 MAGNETOMETER DATA

The GOES magnetometer data set has similar advantages and limitations for diagnosing 

magnetospheric substorm states but does not suffer from the limitations of a transfer orbit, nor 

is it co-located with any of the plasma instruments used to detect injections. The GOES 

instrumentation provides 0.275 second three-dimensional measurements of the magnetic field 

at a number of geostationary ring positions in a variety of magnetic local times. There have 

been nine GOES satellites launched to date and up to five were active in orbit during the 

CRRES epoch. [Wilkinson et a i, 1994]. Due to the geostationary nature of GOES positioning, 

the magnetic latitudes of the two spacecraft were constant, at a maximum of 1 OP -  aiding the 

interpretation of data.

Minute resolution data from two of the GOES satellites was available for this study. The B». 

Measured " BH-Modei techuique (above) was again used with this data to locate dipolarisation 

signatures. The starts and ends of dipolarisation signatures observed in this data set were 

further used to define growth, expansion and recovery phase timings for each substorm 

identified.
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Figure 4.2-1 Plotting graphs of Bẑ Measured -  Bz-Modei show the effects of field 
loading (stretching) during the growth phase, followed hy dipolarisation during 
expansion [after Yeoman et a l, 1994].

Figure 4.2-1, a plot of GOES-6 and GOES-7 data, shows dipolarisation at -0530 after a 

prolonged stretching of the field from before 0000. The expansion phase lasted around 15 

minutes. Magnetospheric magnetometer data such as this was used to give phase timings for 

the 187 events identified, and used to adapt Tsyganenko’s 1996 field model to substorm 

conditions.

4.2.3 CRRES LEPA PARTICLE DATA

The CRRES mission’s Low Energy Particle Analyser (LEPA) provided the first full pitch angle 

coverage for the electronvolt to 28.5 keV range of electrons and ions. LEPA particle data (in 

mode ten, the predominantly used mode) is categorised into three look directions; field-aligned 

towards the Earth, field-aligned towards the magnetic equator and perpendicular to the field. 

This selection occurred in orbit with magnetometer data prior to telemetry download. Particle 

injections are seen in the data, predominantly in the 90-degrees look-direction, although 

attributing them as substorms without corroborating data is difficult due to their large velocity 

dispersions and delays which often merge them with other injections. Many injections however 

occur without any dispersion and can clearly be seen down to sub-keV ranges. Injection event 

velocity dispersion fronts can be seen in the data, although the low energy range of the LEPA 

instrument often make drift echoes difficult to recognise prior to degradation of the injection 

pulse (the drift periods involved are 2 hours to days for the < 5 keV electrons). Dropouts are 

seen in the data with approximately the same frequency as in the LANL CPA/SOPA data sets.
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Due to the difficulties associated with the velocity dispersion and time delay of signatures in 

LEPA’s energy range, substorm selection was not constrained by requiring a recognisable 

signature in LEPA data. However, of the large number of substorms identified, those with 

spacecraft (including CRRES) in the tail region were favoured. This led to some events having 

clear electron injection signatures in the 28.5 keV to ~1 keV energy range in the LEPA data set.
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Figure 4.2-2 ITie background count channel for the CRRES/LEPA instrument over the entire duration of the 
mission.

The LEPA background channel is shown in Figure 4.2-2, representing relative levels of activity 

throughout the mission. Outbound and inbound sweeps of the spacecraft are separated to avoid 

interference, and month/orbit numbers marked at the edge of the plots with colour representing
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flux intensity. The major storm of March 1991 is clearly shown, injecting 15 MeV particles and 

energising an inner radiation belt for some months.

4.2.4 CRRES EPAS PARTICLE DATA

The CRRES mission’s Electron/Proton Angle Spectrometer (EPAS) instrument provided high- 

resolution three dimensional particle distributions in the energy range of 21-285 keV for 

electrons and from 37 keV to 3.2 MeV for protons, using ten (four) look directions and 

respectively fourteen (twelve) channels for electrons (protons) [Korth et ai, 1992]. At high L 

shells, good quality abrupt electron injections can be seen in EPAS data, along with dispersed 

injection signatures and echoes throughout the energy range of the instrument. The two top 

energy channels are sometimes noisy and injections are difficult to discern, although for most 

events EPAS provides a good instrument for the identification of injections as seen by CRRES, 

and compliments the LEPA energy range.

After initial dipolarisation selection, events were only retained in the event database if they 

showed injections in LANL data or a clear electron injection signature in the 21 to 208 keV 

energy range in EPAS data. However, in particle tracing EPAS was mostly used in the injection 

region to confirm the timing of event onsets and the duration of injection events.
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Figure 4.2-3 EPAS data plot showing a substorm injection signature at -2140 (courtesy of 
Reiner Freidel).

Figure 4.2-3 shows a typical EPAS plot for one orbit. Different electon channels (21-285 keV) 

are recorded as different line traces, the highest energy channel having the lowest fluxes and 

hence the bottom trace. This makes the initial injection and subsequent echo (2157 to 2355)
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easy to see. The dispersionless injection seen initially indicates CRRES was probably inside the 

injection region at onset (his event.

4.2.5 LANL SOPA/CPA PARTICLE DATA

Charged Particle Analyzers (CPA) and Synchronous Orbit Particle Analyzers (SOPA) have 

been flown on a series of spacecraft with a constellation spatially distributed around the 

geostationary ring. During CRRES’s lifetime up to five spacecraft were available at any one 

time, designated by their international satellite designator numbers (year + launch number that 

year). The instrument platforms had a spin period of 10.24 seconds with the spin axis pointed 

towards Earth, and with a spin-based accumulation period the instruments had a temporal 

resolution of the same. The most noticeable feature of the data set is the frequent impulsive 

injections typically seen close to midnight or just eastwards/westwards for electrons/protons. 

These are seen as increases in particle fluxes across several energy channels. Velocity 

dispersion and drift echoes are often visible in the data. Dropouts are sometimes visible in the 

data, with nine out of 54 events selected in a provisional iteration of work associated with 

dropouts observed by the LANL sensors. Injections are also seen in proton data although their 

dynamic range is much less than for electrons during simultaneous injections.

After initial magnetic dipolarisation selection, CPA/SOPA data was used alongside CRRES- 

EPAS data to eliminate those events that did not correlate with a clear electron injection 

signature or proton injection signature.
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Figure 4.2-4 An injection as seen in the CPA/SOPA data set (protons blue, 
electrons red, x-axis UT, y log flux with ions and electrons artificially separated 
by an offset).
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Figure 4.2-4 shows a collection of simultaneous CPA/SOPA readings for three spacecraft. The 

injection seen occurs at -1120, with 1989-046 closest to the east. 1990-095 is closest to the 

west and sees the proton injection, and 1987-097 is further to the west and sees the dispersed 

proton injection first, then the dispersed electron injection.

4.2.6 M ETEOSAT SEM -II PARTICLE DATA

Meteosat SEM-II was initially used in conjunction with CRRES data at the start of this work. It 

was determined that the low data resolution of one frame of data per 10 minutes for electrons in 

the range 30 to 300 keV was far too low to be useful for particle tracing work. The use of the 

data in this work was discontinued.

4.2.7 GROUND M A G N ET O M E T ER  DATA

Ground based magnetometer measurements can be used to derive several indices that describe 

magnetic activity and substorms in the Earth’s environment, and used directly to identify 

individual events in regions which map to station locations. However, the effort required 

identifying, acquiring and processing data sets of the required resolution for the entire epoch 

was not a viable proposition. In-situ magnetometer measurements from spacecraft were already 

available and showed variations in magnetic field conditions for wider regions than would be 

possible from individual station’s data. Although data from a number of geographic locations 

would translate to useful information on the state of multiple points within the magnetosphere, 

data was not readily locatable on the Internet nor would the volume of data have been easy to 

manage. No data of the resolution required to resolve Pi2 pulsations (of order 10 seconds) 

could be located at WDC-C2 Kyoto. Ground magnetometer data, and Pi2’s were therefore not 

used in this study.

4.2.8 AE, KP AND DST INDICES

4.2.8.1 AE INDEX

See 3.4.4 AE, AU and AL Indices.

The AE index is computed from auroral-zone data, and hence is the best index-indicator of 

substorm activity. However non-ideal coverage of magnetometer stations lead to a number of 

network gaps (eastern North America, 336.0° East to 24.3° East, and central Russia, 191.4° 

East to 237.1° East) and latitudinal displacement of electrojets can cause substorms to be 

missed. Substorm current systems can be quite localised in spatial extent so well defined 

substorms can be lost in the background noise of the index. Such circumstances could occur if 

the substorm current system is localised in longitudinal extent, and the intensified portion of the
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electrojet is located over network gaps, at high latitudes well poleward of the AE stations or 

during intense storms as the oval may move far south away from observatories. The imperfect 

coverage of the magnetometer networks used to determine the auroral electrojet indices 

[Mayaud, 1980] makes it likely that substorm signatures can be missed when the electrojets 

move equatorward or poleward [Rostoker, 1972]. As with the Kp index, a low AE index does 

not rule out a substorm, but a high AE index generally indicates the presence of substorm 

activity.

Also, a fraction of AE/AL index activity, the most suitable of the indices for substorm work, is 

directly driven by the solar wind [Rostoker et ai, 1987; Goertz et al, 1993]. Pronounced DP-2 

current system contamination can occur during periods of solar wind convection -  often the 

periods of interest in substorm studies. AE signatures cannot reflect the strength of individual 

events. Indeed, a preliminary statistical analysis of the amplitude of the particle-injection 

signatures for each substorm in Borovsky et a l [1993] indicated that particle injections are 

more reliable gauges for substorm occurrence than are the auroral electrojet indices.

Initially no AE index data was available to this study for the CRRES epoch and became 

available only in its later stages. For this reasons the AE index was not used for substorm 

identification purposes in the current work, although with the above arguments of incomplete 

coverage and directly driven ionospheric interference the index may have ruled out even if 

available.

4.2.S.2 DST INDEX

Although Kp and AE indices are primarily indicators of magnetospheric substorm activity, the 

Dst index was developed to give an indication of ring current strength alone. This can be used 

to indicate that substorm activity has occurred as a result of particle injection enhancement of 

the ring current by a decrease in the DST index. The Dst index is obtained from a network of 

near-equatorial geomagnetic observatories that measures the intensity of the globally 

symmetrical equatorial electrojet, or ring current. At such latitudes the H component of the 

magnetic perturbation is dominated by the intensity of the magnetospheric ring current. The 

Dst index is a direct measure of the hourly average of this perturbation. Hourly H-component 

magnetic variations are analysed to remove annual secular change trends from records of the 

worldwide array of low-latitude observatories. A cosine factor of the site latitude transforms 

residual variations to their equatorial equivalents and harmonic analysis isolates the term used 

as the Dst index. Sugiura et a l [1964] described the derivation of Dst values.
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Large negative perturbations are indicative of an increase in the intensity of the ring current and 

typically appear on time scales of about an hour. The index shows the effect of the globally 

symmetrical westward flowing high altitude equatorial ring current, which causes the ‘main 

phase’ worldwide H-component depression during large magnetic storms. The time resolution 

of the data is not high enough for the identification of individual injection events, although it 

can be used to show periods when injection events can be expected to have occurred.

4.2.5.3 KP INDEX

The KP index is obtained from a number of magnetometer stations at mid-latitudes. The Kp 

index is derived from the K index. The K index is the largest difference between the maximum 

absolute and the absolute minimum covered by any component of the magnetic vector in the 

three-hour period. The K indices for each three hour interval for a certain range of stations are 

standardised through the means of a ‘Frequency Distribution Reference’. This is a statistical 

tool to distribute certain percentages of the data into the index range from 0 to 9. The resulting 

range of Kg values are averaged over a number of stations to produce Kp values. FDRs are 

made up for each season and station and are used to normalise other variations out of the data. 

If the auroral zone expands equatorward the stations used can record the effects of the ̂ uroral 

electrojet current system, the magnetospheric ring current and field-aligned currents connect 

the magnetosphere to the ionosphere. These are termed magnetically disturbed periods and 

show as times when Kp values are elevated. Substorm effects will increase the Kp index value, 

although the temporal resolution of the index makes it little use in identifying individual 

substorms. Its primary use is in identifying storm periods and periods of turbulent solar wind 

conditions and other than as an input to some field models, no use could be made of the index 

here.

4.3 SUBSTORM IDENTIFICATION BY CONSENSUS

Each method for identifying substorms above, has advantages and disadvantages chiefly reliant 

on data interference (as in the case of the AE index) or spacecraft positioning (for in-situ 

particle and magnetometer data). It is argued here that exclusive reliance on one data source or 

type of data to identify substorms can result in misidentifications. A better approach is to 

identify a number of candidate events in one data set, and then to eliminate events which do not 

meet identification criteria in another simultaneous data set. This is achieved in practice by first 

identifying a large number of dipolarisation-like events in GOES and CRRES magnetic data, 

and then attempting to identify corresponding particle injection signatures with the CPA/SOPA 

and EPAS instruments to come to a consensus as to the nature of the events observed. This 

approach is specifically aimed at later particle tracing work, where it is essential that each event
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be identified as substorm injection with a high degree of confidence, although it is not essential 

that all events be identified.

4.3.1 M ETHOD

4.3.1.1 SPA CEC RA FT M AGNETIC FIELD DATA

Magnetic field data sets from CRRES, GOES 6 and GOES 7 magnetospheric spacecraft were 

acquired for use in this study. The data were ordered chronologically and compared with the 

Tsyganenko 1989 model field. Dipolarisation signatures were located in the combined data set 

by calculating Bz-meas -  Bz-model values for each spacecraft throughout the CRRES epoch of 

operations. Tsyganenko 1989 is a function of Kp index, position and tilt angle of the dipole 

field with respect to the Sun. To maximise the prominence of dipolarisations in ^-meas -  Bz_ 

MODEL traces, it was not desirable that the model field reflect any effects of the level of 

magnetospheric activity, potentially masking the events sought. Kp value was therefore set to a 

moderately active level and left constant -  also removing 3-hour boundary ‘steps’ from the 

traces caused with Kp changes. The one to five minute telemetry position data for CRRES were 

interpolated to give a smooth input variable to the Tsyganenko model and CRRES data from 

within 4.25 Re was excluded to avoid minor model errors giving disproportionate trace spikes 

in a region of large field values. Figure 4.3-1 shows the typical dipolarisation signatures 

located.
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Figure 4.3-1 Selected plots of Measured Bz -  Tsyganenko 1989 Model Bz.

As shown in Figure 4.3-1, GOES-6, GOES-7 and CRRES are the red, blue and green traces 

respectively, and the double vertical lines show local midnight crossings. Orbits 154 and 159 

show dipolarisations (-06:40 and ~07(X) UT) and data features around 0850 UT caused by 

GOES-6 moving into eclipse and solar cell currents changing. Orbit 458 shows a typical quiet 

orbit, and orbits 481 and 531 show dipolarisations near the dotted lines (531 without a 

significant decrease prior to onset. Orbit 593 is a significantly active orbit with a marked 

dipolarisation.

To speed identification and classification of events the three Bz-meas -  Bz-model traces were 

analysed by a pattern recognition program looking for sizeable increases in the value after a 

decrease or plateau. Each potential event so identified was offered for visual inspection, and
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rejection or acceptance. The application of such an algorithm removed some subjectivity from 

the interpretation of the data. Some obvious dipolarisations were not recognised however and 

an override was permitted to add events the program missed (usually due to a dipolarisation 

occurring over a compressed time-scale). The identification of events used data smoothed with 

an 11-minute moving boxcar average to avoid the effects of noise. The rules expressed in the 

pattern recognition code for a time to be initially identified as possibly containing a 

dipolarisation were:

• a potential event must be preceded with an average gradient less

than +0.5 nT/minute which is more than seven minutes long 

(stretching),

• there must be a gradient of at least 2.2 nT per minute at some 

point within the following 40 minutes, prior to the gradient 

becoming zero (dipolarisation, ignoring multi-onset/pseudo

breakup like structures),

• the total increase between trace minima and maxima must be at

least 30nT (the dipolarisation must be big enough to rule out 

other fluctuations).

The code rules erred on the side of caution and produced a high number of potential events 

(two to three times the number eventually accepted). The final rule, although necessary to rule 

out minor blips in the magnetospheric field, may have prejudiced the study against small 

substorms. The rules make assumptions about the time scales of substorms. The signatures seen 

were complicated by position changes of the spacecraft distorting the dipolarisation signatures 

seen. An identical disturbance to the field could occur on two separate occasions, with 

spacecraft in different local times, and significantly different signatures may be seen. The 

extent of this distortion might make it impossible to identify an event as a dipolarisation. With 

a number of spacecraft evenly distributed in local time this method would detect the majority of 

dipolarisations during the CRRES epoch. However, only two geostationary spacecraft with a 

local time separation of 2 hours are available. This method therefore will not detect a large 

number of events whilst CRRES is in the inner magnetosphere and the GOES satellites are in 

dayside geostationary space.

This algorithm located the majority of events judged by eye as dipolarisations. The initial 

sweep of the program identified 327 events and with only an additional 30 or so events later 

added manually.
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INITIAL OBSERVATIONS
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Figure 4.3-2 The distribution of dipolarisation signatures seen in GOES-06, GOES-07 and CRRES data. The 
dash line represents the averaged maximum changes in Bz.Me»s -  Bz_Mod for each local time hour (i.e. 
ayerage_over_events (max (Bz-Meas -  Bz-Mod) -  min (Bz-Mea$ -  Bz-Mod))* This measure indicates the noon events 
dffer in nature to their midnight counterparts.
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Figure 4.3-3 Distribution and average intensity of dipolarisations as seen by GOES-6, GOES-7 and 
CRRES in Solar-Magnetic co-ordinate local time (LT markers shown).

Figure 4.3-3 shows the distribution of the dipolarisations identified. The individual events are 

marked as blue diamonds and the average intensity increase in Bmeas - B^od is assessed by 

binning values into a 0.5 Re grid and red-shading the squares such that lighter red represents a 

higher intensity. A clear concentration of detections can be seen between 18(X)hrs and 0300hrs 

LT where 289 events were detected, against 67 events in the remaining 14 hours (it should be 

emphasised that these are the positions of the spacecraft detecting dipolarisations, and not 

events themselves). The LT distribution shows a peak at 2100-2200hrs LT and a minimum at 

14G0hrs. CRRES data was unavailable for the area from 0700-1300hrs although this is not 

thought to have significantly contributed to the low numbers of detections present throughout 

0300 to lôOOhrs. The bias of peak local time towards the evening sector may correlate, with 

observations indicating the most dramatic auroral effects are distributed around 2200 to 

2300hrs, and that morning injections appear less organised. Overlaid on Figure 4.3-3 is a plot 

of the average intensity of event. The intensity of an event is a measure of the observed size of 

the dipolarisation, post-onset maximum (Bz-meas -  Bz-model) - pre-onset minimum (Bz-meas -  

Bz-model)- The plot shows a maximum of over lOOnT centred on lOOOhrs. This corresponds 

with a region with low numbers of identified dipolarisations that may actually be other events
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such as encounters with the magnetopause. Throughout the region with a high number of 

dipolarisation observations, dipolarisations are characterised by average increases of 30 to 

50nT (note however that the pattern recognition program’s criteria cut-off anything below 

BOnT).

For a number of dipolarisations the effects of magnetic field reconfiguration could be seen at 

CRRES’s inner magnetosphere position several minutes before they manifested themselves at a 

GOES magnetometer. The shape of the dipolarisation region and its motion was confused by 

GOES frequently being several hours off local midnight, but the observations were compatible 

with dipolarisation starting in the inner magnetosphere and propagating outward.

DISCUSSION

The signatures were distributed between spacecraft as follows: 94 CRRES; 164 GOES-6; 98 

GOES-7. The disproportionately large number of high intensity events observed for GOES-6 is 

attributed to it having consistently low magnetic latitude of less than 5 degrees. GOES-7 has 

magnetic latitude of nearly 10 degrees, and coupled with the dipole tilt with respect to the Sun 

this may be enough to remove it from regions of tail stretching and dipolarisation or reduce the 

magnitude of changes seen in Bz during some periods. The nearby GOES-6 sees more events 

with larger changes in Bz, as it is more likely to be in a better place to view them. CRRES’s 

magnetic latitude varies between +/-30 degrees and its orbit takes it into the inner 

magnetosphere for significant periods, explaining its low figure.

GOES-6 sees a number of localised high Bz-meas features +/-40 minutes of local midnight 

during certain orbital ranges centred on midnight figu re  4.3-1, orbits 154 and 159). If it were 

not for their consistency and odd recoveries they could be mistaken for dipolarisation events. 

The orbital seasons for these events centre and maximise on the dates 1^^ September, 12th 

March and 13th September respectively -  spacecraft eclipse periods. The enhancements of % 

are probably due to currents in the solar panels stopping, removing an induced Bz component 

[Singer, 1998]. Some features that fit the overall profile for dipolarisations were seen, although 

with different time-scales. A number of events were seen by all three spacecraft close to 

midnight (although not centred upon it) with a prolonged (~3 hrs) decrease in the measured 

magnetic field strength (~30nT) followed by a gradual reversal process not rapid enough to be 

recognised as a traditional dipolarisation. This was either the spacecraft moving through a 

region of stretched magnetic field and back out, or the drawing out of the magnetotail (loading) 

without catastrophic unloading in the form of substorms, with a gradual relaxation returning the 

system to equilibrium state.
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The detection coverage-range of the spacecraft can be derived from the number of 

dipolarisations seen and estimates of the rate of general substorm activity. Borovsky*^[\992>\ 

gives an average frequency for substorm events as ~5 hours. The number observable 

dipolarisations will therefore be a function of the local time coverage the satellites, the period 

of observations and the average frequency figure. The CRRES mission was ~425 days giving a 

total number of substorms that would have typically occurred as 2050. 356 magnetic 

dipolarisation events were seen (some of which will not have been substorms). This indicates 

detection coverage of less than 17 %.

Two reasons may explain this:

• Ignoring the coverage provided by CRRES, and assuming that detection coverage is 

proportional to the local time range covered by the geostationary satellites, the GOES pair 

covered 4 hours of local time (17 %). Given their separation is two hours, the spacecraft 

could be assumed to see 1 hour of local time to either side. Given the highest 

concentrations of dipolarisations are seen between 1700 and 0300hrs, this would require 

the injection point or centre of dipolarisation to vary between 1800 and 0200hrs, the 

westward extent of which is unlikely.

• A large number of weaker dipolarisations have been missed by this study perhaps due to 

magnetic latitude displacement of the satellites in the tail region combined with too high an 

intensity threshold for identification. Thirty nanotelsas was the cut-off point employed in 

the program, and the average dipolarisations seen during nighttime local time space vary 

between 30 to 50nT, perhaps indicating this cut-off was too low. This argument is 

reinforced by the large discrepancy between the number of events seen by GOES-6 and 

GOES-7, indicating that latitudinal displacement greatly affects ability to see smaller 

magnitude dipolarisations.

A combination of the angular coverage and dipolarisation threshold arguments is seen as the 

most plausible explanation for the number of events seen.

The dayside dipolarisation events are not easily explained, other than as misidentifications. 

16% of the 356 events were during the dayside hours and may have been caused by 

magnetopause crossings. This figure is a useful indicator of the overall misidentification rate 

for the entire exercise. Some of the events seen could be contamination of the magnetic field 

readings by local ion or electron currents. The dayside events may well be so, as magnetopause 

currents would have such effects if structures were moving close to or through the spacecraft 

position or vice-versa. A number of discontinuities in the direction of the magnetic field can be
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directly associated (by identical start and end times) with plasma currents in the 

magnetosphere. On some CRRES orbits there were indications that ion currents were causing 

the magnetic field signature to change.

4.3.1.2 SPACECRA FT PARTICLE DATA

The dipolarisation list was used to form a list of candidate substorms by looking for clear 

coincident particle injection signatures. To be further included an event must have had a clear 

growth-phase signature (decline in electron fluxes or no significant activity) at the satellite 

nearest to local midnight, followed by a rapid increase in fluxes to levels higher than pre

growth levels. A second corroborating injection signature must also have been shown on 

another satellite.

METHOD

Particle analyser data for CRRES/EPAS, CRRES/LEPA, LANL/CPA, and LANL/SOPA for 

the two-hour periods either side of the 356 candidate dipolarisation events was obtained. An 

attempt to use pattern recognition routines to identify partiele injections in the same manner as 

dipolarisations failed due to complexity. Automatic identification was complicated by the 

subtk^of some injection signatures. An injeetion appears as an increase in the flux levels of an 

energy channel with a delay approximately proportional to I/E2 - 1/E, before being seen at 

lower energy channels. The signature peak also broadens as dispersion exaggerates the 

difference in arrival times of the extremes of the energy bands. These effects, although easily 

apparent to the experienced eye, are difficult to code into a set of rules to be applied to data. An 

alternative method of presenting particle data for each of the 356 events with inspection by eye 

was used. For each injection seen the minima and maxima in each energy channel before and 

after each onset on each instrument was manually highlighted. The identification of the pre

injection minima and mid-injection maxima, for each energy channel allowed for further 

attributes of each injection to be derived.

By fitting cubic splines to the fluxes as a function of energy to the minima and maxima, and 

line fitting flux increase arrival times as a function of 1/energy, two other values were derived. 

With the line fit the arrival time of theoretical 30 MeV particles was determined, giving a 

comparable start time for an injection event no matter where in local time the signature was 

seen. With the flux as a function of energy splines, two measures for the magnitude of the 

substorm were determined; the flux increase that would be seen for 40 keV particles; the 

maximum energy where a 5% increase in particle fluxes occurred. These measures may 

however have been effected by shell splitting preferentially removing high energy, high pitch 

angle particles from the injection pulse (see Chapter 7).
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Figure 4.3-4 An example of how the minima and maxima of a substorm 
injection were indicated in two LANL spacecraft CPA data set traces.

Figure 4.3-4 shows an example of the splining method. The two horizontal axes in black show 

the local time for the two LANL spacecraft and the traces above each show electrons fluxes for 

a number of energy channels (highest energy gives lower y-value trace). The dashed vertical 

line represents the time of observation of the dipolarisation. The black and green squares are 

slideable inputs to the spline/line fitting algorithms representing the minima and maxima of the 

injection. Plots of the flux spline over energy/time-of-observation line fit over 1/Energy are 

shown in black.

INITIAL OBSERVATIONS

A  number of events were clearly identified as being due to changes in the dynamic ram 

pressure of the solar wind and could be seen to cause flux increases across the magnetosphere 

instantaneously at 1 minute resolution, simultaneously across a number of spacecraft.

1 1 0 0 ,

1600

Figure 43-5 An instantaneous magnetosphere-wide increase in fluxes 
at SOPA/CPA energies probably caused by a change in the solar wind 
dynamic pressure. Several spacecraft see the flux increase at once.
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A different interpretation was placed on instantaneous increases across all energies for a single 

spacecraft. Where this was not accompanied by a prior flux dropout this was assumed to be an 

injection originating close-by. Where a clear flux dropout was observed, normally around 

midnight, it was assumed the spacecraft was moving from a substorm current wedge region or 

the tail current sheet or some other structure to a normal region of the plasma sheet rather than 

an injection. A number of events featured magnetopause crossings into magnetosheath or solar 

wind regions.

4.4  R E S U L T S

See Appendix A for a listing of events.

4.4.1 C O M PA RISO N W ITH OTHER CRRES SUBSTORM  LISTS

Two sizeable CRRES substorm lists exist for comparison, one based on CRRES/EPAS data 

and one based on CRRES/MICS data. Both lists show fewer substorms, although specifically 

deal with dispersionless injections as seen by CRRES. Both show good agreement with this 

work’s list close to tail region local times with ~45% of events having identical timing, and 

indicating similar events are being identified. This contrasts with a comparison of the MICS 

and EPAS lists where only 25% of events agree.

4.4.1.1 C RRES/M ICS DISPERSIONLESS INJECTION LIST

This list was provided by Perry [1997]. It is a compilation of 112 identified dispersionless 

injections as seen by the Medium-energy Ion Composition Spectrometer instrument between 

CRRES orbits 417 and 847. Of the events on the list, 52 are identified here as dipolarisations 

with 42 classified as substorms. The MICS list entries have onset times delayed between 2-30 

minutes with respect to the dipolarisation timings here. During the same period in this work 93 

events are listed, 45% of which agree with MICS timings. The disagreements may be due to 

several reasons: CPA/SOPA readings being needed to corroborate this work’s CRRES injection 

signatures; CRRES being in the inner magnetosphere and not seeing injections seen by 

CPA/SOPA instruments at geostationary altitudes; or no GOES spacecraft being sufficiently 

close to midnight to see the dipolarisation associated with the CRRES/MICS injection.

4.4.1.2 CRRES/EPAS DISPERSIONLESS INJECTION LIST

This list was provided by Friedel and Reeves [1996\. It is a compilation of 94 dispersionless 

injections as seen by the EPAS instrument. Of the events on the list, 32 are identified here as 

dipolarisations, including 25 classified as substorms. The EPAS list entries have onset times 

delayed between 2-20 minutes with respect to the dipolarisation timings here. Poor agreement
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is seen during the early period in the CRRES mission when the spacecraft was in the dawn 

sector, although the evening sector onwards shows much better agreement. During the period 

from orbit 443 to 811, with CRRES in the tail/towards the evening sector, 56 events were seen 

by EPAS, 21 agreeing with this work’s timing. The reason for the dawn sector discrepancy is 

unknown.

4.4.2 ORDERING O F EVENTS FOR PARTICLE TRACING

187 events were identified above, providing a wide selection of injection events to trace back to 

probe the location and extent of the injection region. Time would be better spent pursuing some 

rather than others however. The locations of spacecraft during some events provide better 

conditions for tracing than for other events, and the various signatures are clearer for some 

rather than others. A prioritisation and selection of events for tracing is therefore needed to 

maximise the results obtained whilst keeping the work feasible.

The factors which could be used to order events:

• prior magnetospheric activity level,

(minimises uncertainty of magnetic field state)

• number of spacecraft seeing injections,

(more positions for tracing -  better definition of injection region)

• number of spacecraft seeing dipolarisations,

(better accuracy for magnetic field fit -  see C huter 6)

• dipolarisation and injection magnitude,

(different sized events may have different mechanisms)

Particle tracing work relies upon the magnetosphere being in a known and relatively quiet state 

such that its electric and magnetic fields are in a state reflected in the substorm modified 

models fields in use. Tracing in a highly disturbed stormtime where fields are at variance with 

average models and particle invariants are not preserved due to the dynamism of the event’s 

environment would produce results which could be anticipated to be less accurate than if other 

events were used. This leads to the adoption of a strategy of favouring events where a long time 

has elapsed since the last substorm or other activity eliminating times when the magnetosphere 

was highly active and frequently reconfiguring the tail region. Discriminating against events
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with more than 350 minutes -  owtx Borovsky’s [1993] isolated mean -  between recognisable 

(albeit detected) injections, reduces the list to 51 events and eliminates periods during and after 

the March 1991 storm event which led to a reconfiguration of the magnetosphere and the 

establishment of a new radiation belt.

However, it may be desirable to trace mid-storm events for certain conclusions to be drawn. If 

activity has a different or substantially modified underlying mechanism or region depending on 

immediately prior magnetospheric unloading -  a small group of these events could be traced 

for comparison. The injection point may be nearer if the NENL has only just transformed to 

become the DNL in the neutral line paradigm, and particle tracing could show effects reflecting 

this. Selecting events for various sets of characteristics, such as strength or frequency of onsets 

will allow a variety of conclusions to be drawn from injection region tracing work, rather than 

just one category which may provide a reduced set of conclusion^ For this purpose a second set 

of events with more than 60 and less than 120 minutes since the last substorm was selected 

{Borovsky’s At figure for cyclically occurring substorms was 165 minutes). Tracing this 

category proved outside the scope of this thesis, although is a topic for future work.

As a measure to further maximise the accuracy of the magnetic field model, a bias is shown to 

events with both GOES satellites and CRRES in the tail at good (> 3.5 Re) altitudes. This also 

favours CRRES i^n a good position to detect either proton or electron injections, although 

due to the LT of apogee this can prove impossible to satisfy during parts of its mission. As this 

work chiefly deals with the electron component of injection signatures (see Chapter 6), LANL 

spacecraft should be in good position in the dawn/early morning sectors to detect electrons 

from injection, maximising the positions to trace from. The GOES and LANL local time 

requirements though, are often mutually exclusive due to the almost constant relative positions 

of the two sets of spacecraft, and the large number of data dropouts for the LANL spacecraft 

immediately to the east of the GOES pair (1982-019). The result is a compromise between 

GOES positioning for maximum field-fitting/dipolarisation diagnosing effectiveness, and 

particle detector positioning -  increasing the importance in having CRRES in the eastern tail 

region. As a result electron signature coverage in the eastern hemisphere is often not provided 

until the mid-morning sector, which although not ideal is not an obstruction to successful 

tracing of the event.
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Figure 4.4-1 An equatorial projection (SM co-ordinate system, XY plane) of spacecraft 
positioning for event number 32. The Sun is to the left, Earth is the central sphere, and 
concentric rings indicate 2 Re markers. Spacecraft are labelled, except for CRRES 
(which has a trail).

Figure 4.4-1 shows a good distribution of spacecraft for the purposes of tracing. Note the 

GOES pair in the magnetotail, CRRES vertically above the 6 Re radius line to the east, and 

1982-019/1987-097 further to the east. 1989-046 is to the west should proton tracing be 

required.

The events selected for tracing are presented in Chapter 7.

4.5  C O N C L U S IO N S  O N  S U B ST O R M  ID E N T IF IC A T IO N

Three major factors effect the classification of substorms. The immaturity of substorm theory 

causes the derivation of concrete criteria as to what constitutes a substorm to be problematic. If 

a single triggering feature were known to be present in all substorms or a single mechanism, we 

could look for that and use it as a simple flag for substorm activity. However such a single 

feature or mechanism is not defined, and we depend on a number of phenomena associated 

with, but not universally accepted as mandatory for, substorms. To complicate matters further, 

data sets have frequent gaps, are difficult to access, or simply of poor location coverage for 

substorms. Finally, the complexity of the magnetosphere provides another obstacle. One index 

or measurement may never completely classify a sub storm because of interference from other 

phenomenon. Even with the magnetometer data care had to be taken to rule-out current induced 

features by reference to other indicators. With some CRRES particle signatures it was 

impossible to rule out that flux increases were not from other sources. LANL particle 

signatures were clearer, although they too could be swamped im p le x  magnetospheric activity.
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Substorm onsets could be determined from other data such as satellite observations of magnetic 

field dipolarisations, images of auroral brightenings, ground-based magnetograms or riometer 

signatures. However, the data coverage for each of these other methods is non-continuous and 

many substorms would be missed. It is possible that researchers seeking to identify substorms 

identify differing phenomena with differing techniques. Even when the same individual 

technique is applied to a single data set, some misidentification will occur -  each technique 

having strengths and weaknesses in different orbital positions and at different times, and 

different susceptibilities to interference.

This work uses as key indicators of substorms, dipolarisations of the magnetotail and a 

subsequent or coincidental particle injection. This method maximises confidence that what are 

identified are in the majority view substorms within a reasonable level of effort. Comparisons 

with other’s lists confirm this. However, the spacecraft coverage is less than total, and will 

have missed many events as comparison with Borovsky et a l [1993] rates suggest. Until we 

have high time resolution near-midnight magnetometer data and nearby particle detector data, 

or some other method of substorm detection, continually available we will continue to have 

trouble diagnosing the state of the magnetosphere -  and even then complex activity will cause 

difficulty in interpretation. The multi-spacecraft constellation missions currently under 

discussion in many parts of the ISTP community should provide an invaluable diagnostic tool 

for the state of the magnetosphere and an invaluable resource for understanding substorm 

dynamics.

4.5.1 A NOTE ON THE PROJECTED MAXIMUM ENERGY MEASURE

Using the spline fits for flux as a function of energy for the pre-onset minima and the post

onset maxima, a guide to the maximum energy of the particles contained within the injection 

pulse was derived. The definition of Emax, the maximum energy of injection, was the lowest 

energy at which the difference between the two splines was less than 5% of the minimum. This 

technique, although a useful measure of the magnitude of the substorm did not take into 

account the relative local time position of the LANL geosynchronous satellite that the 

instrument was on. This weakens the accuracy of the measure as closer to injection measured 

fluxes are subject to less velocity dispersion and shell splitting before detection. Drift velocity 

will be faster for higher energy particles within an energy channel, and slower for lower energy 

particles, spreading out the injection pulse as seen by one channel, reducing the maximum 

fluxes seen as the pulse travels.

Allowing for theoretical velocity-dispersion effects, the time from beginning to end for the 

injection pulse to pass should be proportional to loeal time since injection. The injection flux
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enhancement above background levels, with a normal distribution of energies within the 

channel, will decrease roughly in proportion to 1/(1 + kAlt) where Alt is the local time the 

injection has moved through, and k is a constant. The pre-injection minima are closely related 

to each channel’s background and without dropout events can be approximated to constant 

throughout geostationary space. Therefore, if k were large and satellites of varying local times 

saw the particle pulse, it might be argued that they would see fluxes differ accordingly -  with a 

reduction on the Emax value for those furthest from the injection region. However, the most 

important input data points to the splines were at the higher end of the energy scale in the 

hundred’s of keV energy range. For electrons in the CPA L0E6 channel (200keV and 300keV) 

the simple-model orbital drift times are 17 to 35 minutes and 11 to 25 minutes respectively (the 

range of times comes from pitch angle distribution). This means that for an entire orbit of the 

Earth, the spread time becomes 24 minutes for the highest channel. For each event the eastward 

spacecraft closest to midnight was used for Ê ,iax computation. Often the spacecraft used before 

0600LT, although not within the injection, will have reduced velocity dispersion

effects. As we are in general dealing with drifts over less than ~6 LT hours, the spread for the 

highest channel will be less than 6 minutes, implying k is small and has only a minor effect on 

the Emax value.

Shell splitting effects may however effect this measure during periods of high dynamic 

pressure, where high pitch angle high-energy particles (100 keV+) are preferentially removed 

from the injection pulse. Such effects increase as observations move east through the midnight- 

dusk sector, and would also effect the estimated time of injection from particle signatures.

Unfortunately no record was made as to which instrument/spacecraft was used to derive each 

E m a x  value, so a relationship between E m a x  and LT cannot be comprehensively investigated. A 

survey of some injections and the corresponding Emax seen by a number of spacecraft show 

these effects to be less important than initially thought, with no clear relationship between Ç îax 

and local time in the first eight hours after midnight. Szita et al. [1996], Figure 4.5-1, 

corroborated this showing a similarly reduced-relationship between LT and peak flux of 

injection signatures. For the first twelve hours of local time no major drop-off in maximum 

fluxes is observed, contrary to an assumption based on velocity-dispersion reduction of peak 

fluxes. The observed effect may indicate this is not a serious threat to the validity of the 

measure. Doubts exist over the measure however given results in correlations with the solar 

wind in the next chapter that yielded no significant relationships.
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Figure 4.5-1 Szita et al. [1996| graph showing the relationship between peak flux seen by Meteosat’s 
SEM-2 instrument (a modifled LANL instrument) and local time.

It is also noted that during a period of intense substorm activity the background fluxes for each 

energy channel will be elevated. This will in turn elevate the minima spline functions without 

substantially increasing the injection maxima seen. This will reduce the Emax values seen 

during high activity periods, although these periods were avoided in this study.
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CHAPTER 5 -  SUBSTORM  RELATIONSHIP TO SOLAR W IND  

5.1 SUBSTORM  ENERGY

Substorms dissipate energy built up from solar wind input to the magnetosphere and substorm 

activity varies with solar wind conditions. This chapter addresses how solar wind energy is 

converted to substorms -  indirectly -  by attempting to determine how magnetospheric 

substorms vary in response to variance in the solar wind. This is achieved by correlating 

various measures of substorm activity with a number of solar wind attributes, after some 

preliminary work that characterises average solar wind conditions surrounding an onset with 

superimposed epoch analysis techniques. The superimposed epoch analysis, and immediacy of 

requisite data, lead to a consideration of substorm triggering and a contribution to its ongoing 

debate.

5.2 IM P-8 SO LA R  W IND DATA

IMP-8 solar wind measurements were obtained for each of the 187 events identified as 

candidate substorms. NASA Goddard’s web site (http://nssdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/omniweb/ow.html 

SPyCAT/NDADS) provides access to a compilation of data from various spacecraft for IMF 

values, energetic particle fluxes, plasma data and indices. IMP-8 Bx, By, Bz, solar wind density 

(psw), speed (Vsw) and ephemeris data were retrieved from this site for the solar wind-substorm 

investigation. IMP-8 spends a large fraction of its 12.2-day orbit in the solar wind and during 

the period under study had telemetry coverage of 70% -  resulting in good data for 130 

substorm onsets. IMP-8 rarely entered the magnetosphere but data

was excluded should the spacecraft near locations tail magnetic fields could interfere (an 

exclusion zone of a infinitely long 15 Re radius cylinder tailward of Earth was used). Data 

resolution was 2-minutes for particle data and 15 seconds for magnetic field data, with the high 

variance of the magnetometer data leading to the use of a 13-point moving boxcar average.

IMP-8 ranges between X = +38 to X = -38 Re. Three methods were investigated to adjust for 

the time differential (Tdeiay) between when data was taken at the spacecraft and when it can be 

assumed to be typical of the solar wind at the subsolar point:

k  Tdeiay ~  ( X g SM ~  1 5 R e) / V gw,

ii. Tdeiay ~ (X g sm  “  1 5 R e ) /V s w  + 1/G gun • tan  ̂ (Y g sm  /  (X g sm — 1 5 R e ))

[Baker, 1983; after Zwickl, reference therein].
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iii. Tdeiay ~ (Xgsm + Ygsm -  1 5Re)A/ ŝw .

Method iii. gave the most coherent superimposed epoch analysis results, used little 

computational time to calculate (a problem with method ii.) and was used throughout the rest of 

this work. The equation defines the magnetopause subsolar point 15 %  ahead of Earth, and 

assumes a Parker Spiral angle of 45°, causing positive Y g sm  displacement to have an effect 

equal to positive Xgsm displacement.

5.3 SOLAR W IN D  SUPERIM POSED EPOCH ANALYSIS

5.3.1 LITERATURE REVIEW

Foster et a l [1971] selected 54 substorms in the period June to December 1967 using the AE 

index and magnetograms as indicators of substorm activity. Using auroral zone magnetograms 

from stations closest to midnight. To was defined as the time of a negative bay sharp onset in 

the H component of more than 200 gamma. Data from the IMP-4 spacecraft was considered 4 

hours either side of each To, and a superimposed epoch analysis conducted for the |B|, V, n and 

T parameters of the solar wind. No significant structure in these parameters was found -  all 

parameters varied within one standard deviation although it is noted that n, number density had 

a peak around To-2.5. Further work involving Bz and the AE index led to a significant 

correlation being seen (Figure 5.3-1).
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Fip. 2. Avornffo porcentage of the maximum 
value of the AE  index and north-south com
ponent, of the interplanetary magnetic field dur
ing 54 isolated suhslorms. The AE  index was 
samjilcd at 2.5-min intervals. Dz, sampled every 
3 min. was treated as the component of a unit 
vector in solar magnetospla'ric coordinates.

Figure 5.3-1 As per inset caption. From Foster et aL[\91\\.

The average profile of Bz during substorms involves a 1 hour sharp decrease from Bz = 0 to 

min Bz and a two to three hour recovery to lower than pre-feature levels. AE index values 

showed a peak at To+40minutes, and was interpreted as the end of substorm expansion. The 

gradual (~70 min) increase in AE prior to TO (min Bz) was interpreted as supporting evidence 

for the existence of a substorm growth phase.

In conclusion Foster et a l stated that solar-wind proton data, the interplanetary magnetic field 

magnitude and equatorial-plane components do not exhibit any significant morphological 

features that can be related to substorm development. They confirmed that there was a strong 

relationship between a southward IMF and the occurrence of substorms.

Caan et a l [1978] selected substorms using digitised magnetograms and a pattern recognition 

program. The program scanned the data set looking for periods of nightside positive bays in the 

H component of magnetograms. These bays were clustered into substorm groupings, with the 

onset of the substorm defined as the earliest bay in the cluster.
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Figure 5.3-2 Superimposed epoch analysis of AE data 
centred on substorm onsets. From Caan etaU [1978].

This technique was applied to data from 1967 to 1969, producing 1800 substorm onset times. 

These times were used to perform superimposed epoch analyses of substorm signatures in a 

variety of space and ground data sets, including AE data sets and IMF Bz data sets. AE data 

showed a similar response to that reported \sy Foster et al. [1971].
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Figure 5.3-3 Superimposed epoch analysis of Bz data centred on 
substorm onsets. From Caan et al. [19781.

Data from Explorer 33 and Explorer 35 was used to determine the behaviour of the IMF during 

substorms. The uppermost trace represents the superimposed epoch average of the IMF Be 

(GSM) component for which IMF data were available. Below this average are displayed 

respectively, the Bz component for separated onsets, and the Bz behaviour using random times 

as onsets. The shape of the IMF Bz curve with separated onsets begins above zero, indicating 

the graph of all onsets includes some substorms that are part of multiple substorm/onset 

features. Caan notes a correlation between the average magnitude of the southward field (and 

the total preceding southward IMF flux) and the magnitude of the substorms, as measured by 

ground magnetometer bays.

It was concluded that a distinct southward component of the IMF was associated with 

substorms, that the component reached a peak negative value about twenty minutes prior to the
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average expansion onset. It is noted that this does not include any propagation delay times. This 

would have ‘smeared’ the result given the study was conducted over two years of data and the 

spacecraft should have been behind and in front of the Earth an equal amount. The majority of 

the delay is more likely to be composed of the 4-14 minute response time of the magnetosphere 

as seen by Sergeev et al. [1986]. Caan speculates that the proximity of the northward recovery 

of Bz to substorm onset may be indicative of a triggering mechanism, and pointed to a previous 

study {Caan et al. [1977]) where 60% of eighteen individual substorms were seen to be 

accompanied by northward fluctuations.

5.3.2 METHOD

A superimposed epoch analysis was conducted on the five measured variables and two derived 

variables -  dynamic pressure (Pdyn = Psw-Vsw^) and convection electric field strength (Esw) 

from T-15 to T+5 hours with respect to onset. This analysis contained no discrimination of 

onset tilt angle, however three other superimposed epoch analyses were conducted, 

discriminating between the onset solar wind data included by dipole tilt angle:

i. tilt < -8 degrees away from the Sun,

ii. tilt > +8 degrees away from the Sun,

iii. tilt > -8 and tilt < +8 degrees.

It should be noted that the calculation of Esw did not use V x B as would be expected. Esw was 

calculated using:

Esw = |B|.Vsw 

Equation 5.3.2-1

rather than using a cross product due to a lack in direction information for Vsw- It could be 

assumed that the B% could be omitted as Vsw should predominantly be in the GSM X direction, 

although the above equation gave Esw structures which had a sharper relief.

To establish the significance of any structure seen in the data, the values for the events were 

analysed in ten minute-average blocks. For each ten-minute period in the T-10 to T+5 hour 

range, the subset of ten minute averaged values for each event was compared with the entire 

187 X 20 hours of data available. The comparison was made using the Kolmogorov-Smimov 

statistic, which is a non-parametric comparison of the distribution functions of two data sets -  a 

measure of the probability of a data set (the 187 ten minute periods used to get the 

superimposed graph) coming randomly from a second data set (the entire 187 x 20 hours). A
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5% significance level was applied to the results of the test, indicating that highlighted 

superimposed data had a less than 5% chance of coming randomly from the entire data set. It is 

noted that this was a comparison between individual ten-minute blocks and solar wind data 

near substorm events, rather than normal data from the solar wind -  a necessary shortcut to 

save time.

In order to eliminate systematic features, three runs were made with random event onset times. 

The graphs produced showed no coherent structure in the data.

5.3.3 RESULTS

Figure 5.3-4 shows the results of including data points when the dipole tilt angle is less than -8P 

at onset. A number of features significant at the 5% level can be seen:

• elevated solar wind velocity T-15 to T-4 hours,

• Bz structure T-1 to T+1 hour (minimum -9.5 nT),

• Esw structure T-1 to T+1 hour.

Although the all-data set average is +0.35 nT for Bz, and the data subset local to substorms (T- 

15 to T+5) has an average o f-2.2 nT, reinforcing the reconnective energy input-substorm link.

Figure 5.3-5 shows the same, although for data when the dipole tilt angle was away from the 

Sun. The statistically significant features seen are:

• solar wind density increase T-4.5 to T-3 hours,

• Bz structure T-1.3 to T-0.3 hours (minimum -3.9 nT),

• Esw structure T-0.5 to T+0.5.

Statistical significance values were not calculated for the case of no tilt discrimination due to 

execution time requirements, although it is anticipated that the Ê w and Bz seen therein are 

significant. The third case of tilt discrimination (for data points between tilt > -8° and tilt < 

+8°) merely showed characteristics between the two extreme cases and these results are not 

presented here.
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Figure 53-4 The results of a superimposed epoch analysis, centred on suhstorm onsets, of solar wind 
parameters from IMP-8 (tilts < -8°).

The graph (Figure 5.3-4) shows time from T-15 hours to T-i-5 hours around onset (the vertical 

dashed line). The vertical scale shows values from -250 to 4-750, nominally km/s although 

scaling factors and other units are shown in the key for other variables. The tilt < -8° (i.e. the
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north-pole is towards the Sun) constraint reduces the number of data points in the average 

around onset to 25. Significant structures in the data are described in section 5.3.3 above.

N ro

Figure 5 J -5  As per Figure 5.3-4, although for data points when the dipole tilt was more than +8°
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Figure 53-6 As per Figure 53-4, although no tilt discrimination was made for data used.

5.3.4 DISCUSSION & CONCLUSIONS

The particle and field structures seen in the above figures do not represent the behaviour seen 

in any one substorm. Rather, the graphs are average pictures built-up from many different
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events, and can be used to indicate features prevalent in the periods leading up to onset (but not 

necessarily obligatory for an onset).

The most apparent feature comparing the graphs is that for the tilt < -8° analysis the traces are 

noisier and the features seen have greater vertical scale. This effect is greater than the increase 

in deviation that would be expected simply based on the reduced number of data points. This 

may be due to long term changes in solar wind conditions or the tilt angle presented to the Sun 

[Taylor et al, 1996]. The former may well be the case as data for the tilt < -8° analysis arises 

in the period from April-August 199] that included a number of large storms. The epoch 

followed a large storm in March injection of 15 MeV particles into a long lasting

radiation belt that may have effected the long term global magnetospheric response figure 

5.3-7). The tilt discriminated analysis requires a set of events from a time period of several 

years to determine if the tilt-dependency seen is a significant feature.

Change of Dst index over the CRRES mission
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Figure 5.3-7 The evolution of the Dst index over the lifetime of the CRRES mission.

For the tilt < -8° superimposed epoch analysis: the most notable features of the results are the 

structure of Bz and Esw around T = 0. Prior to T = 0 Bz is significantly negative, far below the 

0.35 nT entire data set average, for at least 3 hours. At T = -1 Bz takes a sharp downwards turn 

to values around -8 to -9 nT, with the minima lasting for around 40 minutes before a rapid ~15 

minute increase in values to pre-substorm values. The post-onset rapid increase in Bz values 

should not be interpreted as a sign of triggering (although the relatively small spike just prior to 

onset may be so). The data combined in this superimposed epoch analysis was selected on the 

basis that at T = 0 they share a common feature of a magnetospheric injection. If common solar 

wind features exist prior to this, which they appear to, then they should be betrayed in the 

superimposed epoch analysis. This causes values of Bz less than zero to be favoured, although
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after onset there is no such selection and the superimposed epoch trace reverts to a value closer 

to the data set average. If common solar wind features exist at onset, then these too may show 

up in the analysis, but events long after the T = 0 point should be treated as spurious unless 

the solar wind is cyclical in nature or substorms are cyclical (which they can be). This 

reasoning may be invalidated by many events (about half according io Borovsky [1993]) being 

part of cyclical storms composed of many substorms, and explains why the progress of % to 

positive values is gradual rather than dramatic -  some events are just one in a series that is 

continuously being powered by southward IMF.

For the no tilt discrimination superimposed epoch analysis: the Bz feature around T = 0 is of 

similar structure compared with the results of Foster et a l [1971] work. A significant 

depression in Bz values occurs from approximately T-1.5 hours (although it may be interpreted 

as starting at T-3.5 hours) and is indicative of a recormection driven growth phase. A post 

onset recovery of Bz values from around -4.7 nT is seen that takes less than 20 minutes. The 

Bz features mimic the structure seen in Foster et a l [1971] and Caan et a l [1978] results 

except for duration and magnitude, indicating that these events are probably the same class of 

event they saw. Those reported in Foster et a l [1971] had initial decreases lasting around 2 

hours and recoveries in Bz lasting 2 hours, with Caan et a l observing 2 to 3 hours and 1.5 

hours respectively. The features in the superimposed epoch analyses here are of shorter 

duration. This is taken to indicate that these onset timings are more accurate, and the lower 

minimum Bz values reinforces this, though may also indicate fewer non-substorms have got 

through this selection process or this collection exhibits more extreme solar wind 

characteristics than those 'm. Foster et a l [1971] and Caan et a l  [1978].

The Esw structure around onset, shared by each of the three superimposed epoch analysis, is 

characterised by a significant increase in the convection electric field, chiefly due to an increase 

in magnetic field strength rather than solar wind velocity. Esw values for the tilt < -8° case were 

twice those of the > +8°. It is noted though that tilt > +8° discrimination decreased the scale of 

the Bz structure around onset, and removed the rapid post-onset increase in Bz, the shape of the 

Esw trace with peak at t = 0 remains common across tilt discriminations due to changes in the 

other magnetic field components. Although the magnetic field direction changes for the two 

extreme cases were on average quite different, their Esw profiles were similar. The increase of 

Esw at least one hour prior to onset is indicative of reconnection activity coinciding with growth 

as would be anticipated.
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5.4 TRIG G ERING

5.4.1 THE T R IG G E R IN G  DEBATE

As has already been reviewed, Caan et a l [1978] indicated the proximity of the northward 

recovery of Bz to onset may be indicative of a causal link between IMF direction changes and 

onset, and points to a prior study -  Caan et a l [1977] -  where 60% of 18 individual substorms 

were seen to be accompanied by northward fluctuations. Rostoker et a l [1983] investigated this 

phenomenon further by isolating three clear-cut examples of individual substorms where 

evidence of the substorm triggering effect was apparent. This was to dispel doubts that previous 

examples of northward turning triggers were an inevitable result of the highly volatile IMF. 

They noted that northward turnings of the IMF triggering energy deposition in the ionosphere 

seems, at first sight counterintuitive as it is customary to associate substorm expansive phases 

with episodes of southward IMF. However, if the rate at which energy can be dissipated in the 

ionosphere and deposited in the ring current is less than the rate at which energy is entering the 

magnetosphere, energy should be stored in the magnetotail magnetic field. This would allow 

for the energy to power a substorm expansion phase even after the shutoff of energy input after 

a northward IMF trigger turning. Rostoker et a l [1983] concludes by suggesting that the energy 

needed to power the substorm expansive phase is stored in the magnetotail during periods of 

southward IMF and its release to substorm activity can be triggered by northward swings in 

IMF. While southern IMF powers the growth of substorms, from this work it is the northward 

turning of the IMF that leads to the impulsive release of energy stored in the magnetotail and 

reconfiguration of magnetotail current systems.

McPherron et a l [1986] notes that although sharp substorm onsets (as detected by the AL 

index) occasionally appear to be independent of northward turnings in the IMF, they more 

frequently appear to be triggered by them. Identifying substorms as minima in the AL index, 

sharp onsets (decreases of order 100 nT or larger) are observed to occur in 45% of these. The 

sharp changes in the AL index are interpreted as indicating a sudden substorm initiation. 

Treating these as a subset of all substorms, 44% of these correlated with northward turnings in 

the IMF. McPherron et a l [1986] determines that it is not necessary for the IMF to turn 

completely northward for an apparent triggering to occur, that northward turnings do not 

always trigger an onset in AL, and a number of events have no evident solar wind trigger -  

demonstrating that a sudden expansion onset does not require an obvious northward turning of 

the IMF. McPherron et a l [1986] also reports other work where the azimuthal component of 

the IMF can also have significant effects on the AL index, and some preliminary evidence 

indicates that By was more likely to be negative at the time of triggered onset.
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However, Lyons [1996] argues the case for IMF triggering of all substorms. It is noted that on 

average Bz remains negative for a significant period of time prior to onset, and that it appears 

to be a significant increase of Bz, rather than a full turning to the north that is associated with 

onset. Other work’s examples of substorms without northward turnings are called into question 

in two ways in the paper. Lyons questions whether the AL index, as used by many papers to 

identify substorms, is capable of distinguishing substorms from other types of auroral activity 

and cites that the scale size of IMF structures can be less than the scale size of the 

magnetosphere in the directions perpendicular to solar wind velocity. This would allow 

satellites measuring the solar wind a few tens of Re away to sample a different localised IMF 

environment to that which the magnetosphere is being subjected -  occasionally missing IMF 

changes and triggers that hit the Earth. This has been seen in multisatellite observations of the 

IMF in the vicinity of the Earth.

Perreault et a l [1976] studies inhomogeneities in the solar wind IMF of the scale of the 

magnetosphere during substorms using two satellites. IMF observations seen on one satellite 

appear to relate to those on another, but are clearly not identical. During substorm activity as 

expressed by the AE index, the IMF Bz component recorded in the noon-dusk sector of the 

magnetosphere appears more relevant than variations recorded in the dawn-noon sector. The 

authors note previous studies have assumed the IMF is uniform across the magnetosphere. 

They conclude from their substorm correlations that the magnetosphere may be more sensitive 

to IMF Bz variations in the dusk sector of the magnetosphere. In this thesis and many other 

works a single-point in-situ measurement of the IMF is taken and assumed to reflect the 

environment of the entire magnetosphere. Perreault et alCs result indicates caution should be 

observed in such practice.

Lyons [1996] attributes changes in the By component as another source of inadequately 

explored substorm triggers -  with a reduction in the By value to near zero appearing to cause 

substorms in some opponents work. The paper singles out an example in McPherron et a l 

[1986] that illustrates stable IMF conditions during a substorm onset. Investigating By values at 

the time (which McPherron does not record doing) it is found that By swings through zero at 

the time of onset. Lyons concludes that if substorms are distinguished from other disturbances, 

published studies taken together suggest that ‘most if not all substorm expansion phases’ are 

triggered by convection electric field reduction, showing substorms in general are not the result 

of an internal magnetospheric instability.

Henderson et a l [1996] shows typical substorms can occur without identifiable triggers in the 

solar wind. Henderson uses a much more comprehensive set of data to unambiguously identify
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substorms, including the LANL geosynchronous orbit particle detectors, and midlatitude Pi2 

pulsation data. This is in acknowledgement of Lyons [1996] comments that some sharp 

decreases in the AL index during intervals of steady IMF/solar wind may not be substorms, but 

enhancements of the convection driven DP 2 current system. Henderson claims to use the IMP- 

8 data set to measure solar wind parameters only when IMP-8 is close to the Sun-Earth line of 

sight, to remove ambiguities caused by small-scale variations in the solar wind on the scale of 

the magnetosphere {siftQi Perreault et al. [1976]), however at least one event uses data from 25 

R e away. Henderson states that Lyons questioning of McPherron et al. [1986] results (who 

found 29% of substorms occurred when the IMF was measured to be steadily southward) was 

motivated by a desire to reconcile these observations with his recent substorm model. However, 

some of Lyons objections are found to be valid, and hence Henderson is motivated to 

unambiguously find onsets without triggers, such that some substorms could be the result of a 

purely internal magnetospheric instability. Henderson et al. [1996] attempted to show this with 

a set of six substorm observations from multiple locations in the magnetosphere and the 

ground, and IMP-8 measurements. Of the six examples, in one IMP-8 is 25 Re away from the 

Sun-Earth line and may not be measuring the IMF to which the magnetosphere is exposed, and 

one has a 3 nT disturbance in Bx, and three have IMF changes 0.5 or 1 hour ahead of onset. 

The most convincing case has a 3 nT disturbance in Bx, although this may be too minor to be 

implicated. With Sergeev et al. [1976] and other work showing substorm onsets can lag IMF 

discontinuity contact with the magnetopause by 4-14 minutes for 90% of events, the later three 

examples could be IMF triggered, with a lag in response. The time scale of the substorm 

mechanism after any such trigger is unknown, although it is reasonable to assume given the 

body of work on the matter that it is less than an hour -  within scope of some of the 

disturbances seen for the three example events.

Henderson et al. does arguably show substorms without IMF triggers, but these are perhaps 

another subclass to the substorms of Lyons theory. These substorms show that either the 

process from trigger to onset may require time to develop, or that a fraction of substorms are 

the result of some process, phenomenon or mechanism intrinsic to the magnetosphere -  i.e. 

internally triggered. This raises the possibility that some substorms that occur during disturbed 

solar wind/IMF periods are incorrectly attributed as immediately triggered in prior studies.

The triggering debate is still unresolved, and may continue to be so until the substorm 

mechanism(s) are finalised. Lyons contends that ‘most, and perhaps all, expansions are 

triggered by IMF changes’, although much work shows that not all substorms are triggered by 

reductions of the solar wind electric field. The volatility of the solar wind and the inevitability 

of having a culpable feature near any onset during active periods hamper the work.
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5.4.2 SOLAR WIND TRIGGERING OF THE 187 EVENT COLLECTION

Links have been shown to exist between southward periods of IMF and substorm growth 

phases as well as between solar wind disturbances and expansion phase onsets. It is still under 

debate as to whether decreases in the solar wind electric field accompany all substorm onsets. 

IMP-8 and ISEE-1 do not always detect such turnings in association with all onsets, possibly 

because the scale of triggering features is smaller than spacecraft distance from the 

magnetosphere, or the lag time for the response is longer than we assume. It has been shown 

that a substantial number of substorms are prefaced by a northward turning of the IMF. It is 

therefore reasonable to look for confirmation of this in the collection of substorm events 

identified here, and the solar wind data readily to hand.

This will sub-classify the events into triggered and non-triggered. As this work is an 

investigation of the substorm mechanism or mechanisms, if injections are invoked in different 

ways the mechanism may behave with according variation, hence sub-classification may 

highlight the differences when interpreting results.

5.4.2.I RESULTS

Plots of the IMF conditions for the 187-event collection of injectionSused elsewhere in this 

work were analysed for conspicuous IMF events that could be identified as triggers.

Classification of the 187 events:

E v en ts 14 11 31
(4 0 % )

5 12 4 110 1

Table 5.4-1 IMF conditions at time of onset for the 187-event collection.

The column headers indicate the sign of Bz and that of its gradient, with no or ‘++’ symbol 

indicating the IMF Bz component was broadly stable (e.g. -ve++ indicates negative but 

increasing). Some events were clearly associated with dynamic pressure increases. By far the 

largest number of events were disqualified from the evaluation due to noisy solar wind 

conditions making categorisation impossible.

By values were also assessed and found to show that a large number of events (47%) occurred 

when By was stably negative, and 25% when stably positive with no implications for 

triggering.
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5.4.3 CO NC LUSIO NS ON SOLAR W IND TRIGGERING OF SUBSTORM S

The relationship between the solar wind, particularly the orientation of the IMF, and substorm 

activity has been extensively investigated. The accumulated evidence illustrates the non-linear 

nature of the solar wind’s connection with the magnetosphere. Assuming that magnetic activity 

was driven linearly by the southward IMF component would lead to a conclusion that such 

activity should decrease when the interplanetary magnetic field turns north. Assuming instead 

that reconnection stores energy within the magnetotail, allows for solar wind trigger events to 

initiate stored energy release. The essential role of the magnetotail in substorm physics is to 

power substorm processes through release of stored magnetic energy. It is noted that since 

many onsets appear to occur during steady solar wind conditions, a process internal to the 

magnetosphere causes substorm onsets. However, since many onsets are correlated with 

changes in the interplanetary environment, it is reasonable to conclude that this internal process 

can be influenced by external factors.

In McPherron et al. [1986], 44% of substorm onsets correlate with northward turnings of the 

IMF after a period of southward pointing. Similar work by Caan et a l [1976] gave a figure of 

60% of observed substorms, and in this work 47% of the 187 substorms where solar wind data 

was available appear to have northward turning triggers. 32% appear to be coincident with 

southward turnings, and 20% are associated with stable Bz.

The two groups (triggered/non-triggered) identified in other work are identical in all properties, 

such that non-triggered events cannot be said to be different from substorms. Also, there is no 

dependence of triggering or non-triggering of substorms on location of the monitor, contrary to 

Lyons’ concerns over displacement from the Sun-Earth line [McPherron & Hsu, private 

communication]. They conclude that the substorm onset is an internal process susceptible to 

external perturbation.

Lyons view of a drop in the cross-tail electric field being the exclusive substorm trigger 

contradicts many current views, as do observations of ~70% of events being triggered by 

northward turnings. One danger of substorm trigger studies is the IMF’s extreme volatility. 

When surveying the 187-substorm collection it was noted how easy it was to allow an error- 

margin for a slightly incorrect onset time, and allow a little too much trigger-propagation time. 

With such an extended window, it became almost inevitable that there would be at least one 

northward turning that would be readily attributable as a trigger -  if not many. This could lead 

to the attribution of unsuitable solar wind structures as triggers. In an effort to guard against 

this, magnetic dipolarisation timing was rigorously used to define substorm onsets. Allowing a 

margin of 8-14 minutes for the effects of a trigger to propagate through the magnetospheric
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system [Sergeev et a l, 1976], did however still result in a large window within which to look 

for candidate trigger events. It was noted that other work too had marginally negotiable onset 

times permitting for the possibility of unintended enhancement of results.

Therefore this work would appear not to support Lyons theory for substorm triggering, but 

reinforces the idea that reconnection pushes the magnetospheric equilibrium into an unstable 

equilibrium. When any of a number of variations in the solar wind occurs, the equilibrium 

becomes unsuitable for conditions, and substorm activity may result from the system reverting 

to a new equilibrium. A northward turning of the IMF is not mandatory for an event to occur 

and many are caused by other perturbations, a number of which appear to be purely internal.

5.5 C O R R E L A T IO N  O F  S O L A R  W IN D  A T T R IB U T E S  W IT H  O N S E T S

It is known that the solar wind drives substorm processes indirectly through magnetotail 

storage of magnetic flux energy. Solar wind convection of flux from reconnection at the 

magnetospheric subsolar region to the magnetotail stores energy for substorm processes, and is 

proportional to the product of the solar wind velocity and southward magnetic field strength. If 

the assumption is made that plasmoids remove a roughly constant proportion of the available 

energy, a correlation between the energy imparted to the magnetosphere over certain periods 

and the dissipation of energy by substorms should be demonstrable.

This work involved characterising substorm activity for the fifteen-hour period prior to the 

187 identified onsets by determining the rate at which onsets were occurring and the magnitude 

of the injections involved. The rate and magnitude data, along with IMP-8 solar wind data, was 

used to examine the linkage between the solar wind and the resultant magnetospheric response.

5.5.1 INTRODUCTION

One of the first major discoveries of the space age, that of the solar wind, quickly led to work 

showing that long term averages of geomagnetic activity were related to averages of the solar- 

wind velocity. Studies of the link between the solar wind and general magnetospheric activity 

have been conducted in the past using such long term averages as geomagnetic indices. 

However, comparison of high temporal resolution geomagnetic index data and solar wind 

velocity showed no such correlation until Dungey indicated that the IMF was also important in 

controlling geomagnetic activity. Dungey's suggestion of solar wind-magnetospheric 

reconnection during periods of southward IMF led to work examining the relationship of 

magnetic indices and the direction of the Bz component. Arnoldy [1971] used correlation 

analysis between hourly averages of the AE index representing substorm activity, and various 

solar wind parameters with time lags for subsequent effects to manifest themselves. The results
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of AE index correlations (r) with solar wind speed, density, IMF magnitude, and hourly 

integrals of Bn and Bs are shown in Figure 5.5-1. Bn and Bg are respectively the magnitudes of 

the Zgsm component when it is greater than zero and less than zero.

Coefficient 
of , 

correlotion
t I.O

- 0.8
800 hours

■0.6

0.2f

AE logs AE leodsHours
Fig. 1. Linear correlation coefficient of varioua interplanetary parameters with AE  for lead 

or lag times up to 5 houi^. In this figure and all subsequent figures B, refers to the south
ward-directed Z component of the interplanetary field.

Figure 5.5-1 Correlation of various soiar wind parameters and AE Arnoldy [1971].

This work highlighted the integral of Bg in the preceding hour as having the highest correlation 

with the hourly averages of AE (r « 0.8). Arnoldy also points out that the integral appears to be 

linearly related to the AE hourly average and correlation was highest when IMF components in 

the GSM system were used. He interprets the hour lag shown for correlation maximum as 

indicating that energy is not accrued for more than about 1 hour before it appears in a substorm 

(or, rather is manifested in the AE index).

Baker [1981] used eight months of IMP-8 data in a similar study, although with greatly 

improved temporal resolution. The paper investigated the Vgw correlation with AE and found 

little significant (values ranging from r = 0.1 to 0.4 with one rogue result at r = 0.7). Bz was 

found to have a more consistent correlation in the range of r = 0.4 to 0.6 although with a 40 

minute lag between Bz and AE index. Bz.Vgw was found to be a good correlator with AE data, 

reaching slightly higher correlations (r = 0.6) than e, the power input to the magnetosphere (r =

0.54). Both peaked with a 40-minute lag. Further work based on studies between solar wind 

parameters and geomagnetic indices using dimensional analysis \Q&Akasofu to propose that the 

coupling function be expressed in units of power input to the magnetosphere. An expression 

for the power input to the magnetosphere derived by Vasyliunas et a l [1982] and Bargatze et
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al. [1985] relates to the solar wind dynamic pressure and the electric field using principles of 

dimensional similitude, and simplifies to:

e  • g ( 0  =

Equation 5.5.1-1

Where k is a constant, psw is the solar-wind dynamic pressure, Esw is the solar wind induced 

electric field and g (0) is an angular gating fimction for reconnection between the solar wind 

and magnetosphere, where theta is the IMF clock angle and B is the southward magnetic field 

component, g (0) acts to increase the value during periods of southward IMF and reduces it to 

zero during northward IMF periods. This function gave the highest correlation between 

interplanetary conditions and the AE index.

Baker\\9%2>] built on this and his earlier work using ISEE-3 data and differentiated between 

correlations during quiet and disturbed magnetospheric conditions. It was found that AE 

correlations were significantly enhanced duringqakbperiods (to r = 0.7 to 0.8 withe, V.Bg and 

V^.Bs) but during active periods V.Bg was reduced to correlations of around 0.6, and e less than

0.4. Quiet periods characterised by small Dst and Kp, low peak AE levels and isolated 

substorm activity were found to be highly predictable, contrasting with disturbed periods 

showing low AE correlations. A better correlation during active periods was obtained by using 

Ut -  the total energy dissipation rate of the magnetosphere calculated in terms of the sum of the 

ring current energy injection rate, ionospheric joule heating and auroral particle energy flux 

using the DST and AE indices. This gave a much higher correlation (r > 0.6) with all solar 

wind parameters during disturbed times. The characteristic lag between AE and solar wind 

parameter during quiet times, of 25 to 40 minutes, was reduced in Up correlations to less than 

15 minutes during disturbed periods.

5.5.2 C O R R ELA TIO N  METHOD

The IMP-8 data set (detailed earlier) and three other derived variables were use for correlation:

i. Dynamic pressure (Vsw * density),

ii. Power#l: ki.(p.Vsw^)''^^Vsw.(-l)-Bz,

(e, a simplified Equation 5.5.1-1),

iii. Power#]: k2.(p.Vsw^)‘'^^Vsw.Bz^.
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The power equations represent terms for the square of the stand-off distance to the 

magnetopause (Ic )̂ indicating a surface area through which energy is being transferred, the 

solar wind kinetic energy flux representing the rate of incidence of energy on that area, and a 

gating function for switching off power during periods of northward IMF.

Equation iii, from Freeman [1998], has a similar derivation to the first, but uses what might be 

a better choice for \q , 1c^= k.(p.Vsw^) '̂ -̂

Prior work had established onset times for 187 substorm events. The onset times were 

determined from dipolarisation and particle injection analysis of data from CREES and GOES 

magnetometer data sets, CRRES EPAS, and LANE CPA/S OP A data. For each of the 187 

events the particle signatures were analysed to give characteristic attributes. The minima just 

prior to each energy channel’s substorm-characteristic flux elevation were identified, and the 

following continuous cubic-spline functions fitted to the discrete time/energy/flux values:

t (e) = min_time_spline (e),

f  (e) = min Jlux_spline (e).

Where e is the channel’s maximum energy, t (e) is the energy chaimel’s time of arrival at the 

sensor, f  (e) the electron flux in that energy channel prior to the injection, and flux spline (e) 

and time spline (e) are the fitted functions. Similar function fitting was applied to the injection 

channel maxima to get max_time_spline (e) and max_êi^^_spline (e). The resulting functions 

were used to identify the following electron injection characteristics:

• Time of injection, to = min_time_spline (10^10 keV),

• Flux increase at 40 keV, Af̂ o ^

{maxJlux_spline {40 keV) - minJlux_spline {40 keV)),

• Maximum energy of inj ection, Ê ax =

{{max Jlux_spline (e) - min Jlwcjspline (e)) / min J lu x  spline (e) = 5%).

The Emax was defined so as to represent the upper energy bound of the particles injected into the 

magnetosphere, and was the lowest energy above 20 keV where the difference between the 

minimum pre-injection flux and the injection maximum was less than 5%.

The rate of substorms was measured in two ways. One was the number of injections in the 15 

hours prior to onset {R), giving figures from one to eight (with a mode of 4 substorms in 15
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hours). Another, more localised measure was to determine the minutes since the last injection 

(‘TSLSS’ or time since last substorm).

Each event had initially been surveyed for magnetic signatures, resulting in two magnetic 

dipolarisation attributes: the magnitude of the Bz increase seen (Magoip), and the rate of that 

change (Magoip.RATE)- It was noted however, that the magnetic latitude and longitude of the 

observing platform could adversely affect these measures. Elsewhere in this thesis, the 

magnetic field is fitted to each individual event for particle tracing purposes. The coefficients 

used to obtain a closer fit between average-model and measured field would provide a better 

correlator free from platform-location complications. However as these values exist only for a 

small subset of the 187 events under examination, and the technique for obtaining them is not 

considered fully mature, they were not included in the correlation.

These eight event attributes, Magoip, Magoip.RATE, E^ax (ions & electrons), Af*o (ions & 

electrons), R, and TSLSS along with growth phase and expansion phase duration were 

compared with the solar wind attributes using Spearman’s Rank correlation method, and a T- 

test to assess the significance of the correlations seen.

The solar wind attributes were evaluated prior to each of the 187 events in a number of 

different periods, reflecting a number of different theories regarding the way solar wind energy 

is imparted to the magnetosphere. The attributes were evaluated over five different periods:

i. all prior 15 hours,

ii. the Bz trough immediately prior to onset,

iii. the period since the last substorm,

iv. the period until the next substorm {Freeman [1998\),

V. a sliding window, beginning between 180 and 10 minutes 

prior to onset and lasting 10 to 120 minutes.

The latter period evaluates the correlations over variable lags between correlating variables to 

search for maximum correlations and hence time delayed cause-effect relationships. Following 

results from superimposed epoch analysis work indicating a dependence of the solar wind 

signature up to onset with dipole tilt to the Sun, the events in the correlations were separated by 

onset dipole tilt:

• tilt > +8 degrees
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• tilt < -8 degrees

• No tilt discrimination

Solar wind variables were assessed by the use of both integrals and averages over the periods 

under consideration. Bad data periods of more than 2.5 minutes were excluded from any 

statistic, and if bad data persisted in an evaluation period, the entire event was discarded from 

the correlation.

Finally, the assessment could vary whether the solar wind attributes were assessed when the 

IMF was coupled with the magnetosphere or not. This ‘gating’ added the solar wind values to 

the average or sums dependant on whether Bz was negative, reflecting the expectation that 

gating would effect an attribute’s ability to influence substorm makeup. From clarity, all results 

presented are from a gated assessment unless stated otherwise.

5.5.3 A N T IC IPA TE D  RESULTS

Increased energy or flux input to the magnetosphere should on average be balanced by 

increased energy dissipation from the magnetosphere, a fraction of which will be manifested in 

the form of substorms. Whether the result will be increased substorm magnitude or an 

increased rate of substorms or a combination of the two effects was unknown. An increase of 

either or both should be seen subsequent to elevated convection electric field values. Under 

Dungey ’s model such increase in flux transport leads to the need for greater rates of substorm 

activity to impulsively recycle flux from the tail to the bow reconnection point. In current 

substorm models, flux builds-up in the magnetotail to provide energy for substorms with longer 

periods of southward pointing IMF, or greater magnitudes of Bg or faster convection providing 

more power. A correlation between substorm activity and the integral of Bg would therefore be 

expected (Bg = Bz when Bz < 0 and Bg = 0 when Bz >= 0). By magnitude may also show a 

correlation with substorm energy dissipation, with variations in electric field strength in the 

polar ionosphere being a result from its modulation. Bx magnitude does not contribute to the 

convection electric field, and no correlations would be anticipated.

5.5.4 RESULTS

The results are first considered for substorm-measure inter-correlations, with each attribute 

correlated with the others over all 187 events. Substorm-solar wind correlations for the fixed 

periods were then assessed, and finally the variable width-lag sliding-window results are 

reduced and considered. Correlations are noted only if they are higher than r = 0.5, and the T- 

test significance was less than 2.5% -  indicating the result have a better-than one-in-forty 

chance of being representative given the statistical distributions involved.
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5.5.4.1 IN TER -C O R R ELA TIO N  OF SUBSTORM  M EASURES

The auto-correlation was again divided by dipole tilt. All correlations r >= 0.30 which give a 

good (< 2.5% probability of error) significance are in bold. Dipole tilt is positive when the 

magnetic north pole is away from the Sun.

62 Events 
Onset tilt < -8° ABz/T E«,„ AFIux Rate TSLSS AAE TUNSS ATcrowth AT Ex pan AT(Bz<0)

Dipolarist’n ABz 0.58 -0.22 0.15 -0.08 -0.03 -0.07 -0.16 0.18 0.33 -0.06

Rate ABz/T - -0.31 0.12 0 0.08 0.03 -0.19 -0.16 0.09 -0.05

Emax Injection - - -0.02 0.37 -0.40 -0.15 0.03 -0.04 -0.11 0.13

AFIux (%40keV - - - 0.24 0.05 -0.05 0.1 0.05 -0.05 0.05

Rate (T-15 => T=0) - - - - -0.54 -0.18 0 -0.16 -0.05 -0.09

TSLSS - - - - - 0.06 0.06 0.1 -0.07 -0.08

AAE - - - - - - 0.19 -0.16 -0.25 0.22

TUNSS - - - - - - - -0.02 -0.13 -0.18
A T c ro w th - - - - - - - - 0.12 0.06

AT Exoan - - - - - - - - - 0.01

47 Events 
Onset tilt > +8® ABz/T En... AFIux Rate TSLSS AAE TUNSS ATcrowth ATEipan AT(Bz<0)

Dipolarist’n ABz 0.37 0.25 -0.13 -0.05 -0.13 0.30 0.04 -0.07 0.33 -0.04

Rate ABz/T - 0.21 0.1 0.07 0.08 0.25 0.25 -0.01 -0.16 0.08

Emax Injection - - -0.09 0.07 0.18 0.16 0.2 0.09 0 0.03

AFIux @40keV - - - 0.29 -0.07 0.2 -0.1 -0.07 0.2 -0.07

Rate (T-15 => T=0) - - - - -0.51 0.1 0.06 0.04 0.08 0.02

TSLSS - - - - - -0.11 0.02 0.18 -0.15 -0.04

AAE - - - - - - 0.16 -0.21 0.11 -0.04

TUNSS - - - - - - - 0.04 -0.02 -0.18
A T c ro w th - - - - - - - - -0.1 0

AT Exoan - - - - - - - - - -0.01

187 Events 
No tilt discrlm. ABz/T Epiai AFIux Rate TSLSS AAE TUNSS ATcrowth ATEapan AT(Bz<0)

Dipolarist’n ABz 0.51 -0.06 0.03 0.00 -0.04 0.11 -0.03 0.02 0.24 0

Rate ABz/T - -0.08 0.02 0.1 -0.03 0.08 -0.1 -0.12 -0.12 -0.01

Emax Injection - - 0.03 0.17 -0.06 -0.06 0.14 -0.01 0 0.1

AFIux @40keV - - - 0.15 -0.01 0.06 0.1 -0.02 0.06 -0.02

Rate (T-15 => T=0) - - - - -0.48 -0.11 -0.15 -0.13 -0.06 0.02

TSLSS - - - - - 0.06 0.21 0.24 -0.06 -0.08

AAE - - - - - - 0.08 -0.13 -0.01 0.12

TUNSS - - - - - - - 0.04 0.01 -0.19
ATcrowth - - - - - - - - 0.07 0

AT Exnan - - - - - - - - - 0.01

Table 5.5-1 r-values for auto correlation of substorm measures, divided by dipole tilt.

Bold shows correlations where r >= 0.30 and significance < 0.025, italics show weaker 

relationships where r >= 0.15 and significance <0.10.

DISCUSSION
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Considering first the case with no tilt discrimination, the correlations showed little or no 

relationships between the substorm measures except those between related measures (e.g. 

TSLSS and the rate of substorms in the prior fifteen hours).

In the case where the tilt was away from the Sun (tilt > +8°) a relationship between the size of 

the observed magnetospheric dipolarisation and the length of the expansion phase becomes 

apparent, implying the larger dipolarisations require more time occur as would be expected.

In the case where the tilt was towards the Sun (tilt < -8°) three relationships with the Emex 

measure were demonstrated. However, as this measure appears compromised in this and other 

work, and these relationships are not (even remotely) exhibited in the other tilt-angle divisions 

of the data it is thought too tenuous to conclude from.

A more persistent albeit weak correlation is shown across all three comparisons between the 

flux increase at 40 keV and substorm rate, indicating the magnetosphere probably reacts to 

increased energy input with a greater number of more populous injections.

S.5.4.2 CO R RELA TIO NS W ITH SOLAR W IND PARAM ETERS  

DIPOLARISA TION INCREASE ABz

Solar Wind r Events in 
correlation Tilt discrimination Period

IM FBz -0.57 32 <-8° Trough
Power#! 0.49 32 <-8° Trough
Power#2 0.52 32 <-8° Trough
IMF Bz -0.35 !!6 None Trough
Power#! 0.36 !!6 None Trough
Power#2 0.38 !!6 None Trough

Table 5.5-2 Significant correlation values for solar wind attributes and substorm 
dipolarisation ABg.

Good correlations are obtained between the power input to the magnetosphere and 

magnetospheric dipolarisation when integrated over the IMF Bz trough immediately prior to 

onset and IMF Bz shows a good anticorrelation with the dipolarisation measure. Together these 

are interpreted as indicating that the more energy input to the magnetosphere or flux convected 

to the tail, the larger the resultant dipolarisations.

PROJECTED MAXIM UM  INJECTION ENERGYEkM A X

Solar Wind r Events in 
correlation Tilt discrimination Period
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IMF Bz 0.63 13 <-8° All 15 hrs
Power#2 -0.73 13 <-8° All 15 hrs
IMF Bz 0.59 31 None All 15 hrs
Power#! -0.59 31 None All 15 hrs
Power#2 -0.64 31 None All 15 hrs
IMF Bz 0.71 25 >+8° TUNSS
Power#! -0.68 25 >+8° TUNSS
Power#2 -0.64 25 >+8° TUNSS

Table 5.5-3 Significant correlation values for solar wind attributes and substorm EM»x

As anticipated the peak energy seen in an injection shows a relationship with the amount of 

energy absorbed by the magnetosphere. However, the result returned was a strong 

anticorrelation with the integrated power function. The sign (or sense) of this relationship was 

consistent across many different ways of assessing the correlation with different periods, 

averaging, and gating (often with larger numbers of events in the correlation). This may 

indicate that the maximum energy of injections may actually decrease with the addition of 

energy to the magnetosphere although this is thought unlikely. A more probable explanation 

may come from a weakness in the Ejviax measure, where a high-speed solar wind imparting 

more energy to the magnetosphere, will also increase the magnetopause dynamic pressure. 

From work in the tracing chapter, this is known to increase shell splitting -  an effect which 

preferentially effects higher energy particles -  removing them from the particle signature 

giving the appearance the injection peters-out at a lower energy during high dynamic pressure 

periods. This scenario would explain why the measure reduces with increased energy input.

FLUX INCREASE A T  40 KEV

Solar Wind r Events in 
correiation Tiit discrimination Period

IMF Bz -0.49 32 >+8° Trough

Velocity 0.50 32 >+8° Trough

Power# 1 0.48 32 >+8° Trough

IMF Bz -0.45 35 >+8° TSLSS
Power#! 0.44 35 >-1-8° TSLSS
IMF Bz -0.27 123 None TSLSS
Velocity 0.30 123 None TSLSS
Power#! 0.29 123 None TSLSS
Power#2 0.27 123 None TSLSS

Table 5.5-4 Significant correlation values for solar wind attributes and substorm 40 keV 
flux increase.

A relationship is shown between variables connected with or representing the power input to 

the magnetosphere and the flux increase for 40 keV electrons. This indicates that the 

magnetosphere responds to increased energy input with greater injection fluxes, with the power 

input during the period of southward IMF immediately prior to onset appearing the most
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significant. It is notable however that this relationship did not manifest itself whilst the dipole 

was pointing towards the Sun.

RATE OF SUBSTORMS IN  PRIOR 15 HOURS

Solar Wind r Events in 
correlation Tilt discrimination Period

Dynamic pressure 0.50 32 <-8° Trough

Power#2 0.38 32 <-8° Trough

Table 5.5-5 Significant correlation values for solar wind attributes and substorm rate.

Solar Wind r Events in 
correlation

Gating

X / /
Tilt discrim. Period

Velocity 0.67 29 X <-8° All 15 hrs
Dynamic pressure 0.66 29 X <-8° All 15 hrs

Velocity 0.63 31 X <-8° Trough
Dynamic pressure 0.59 31 X <-8° Trough

Table 5.5-6 Significant correlation values for solar wind attributes and substorm rate.
Gating solar wind data onB%<0 was suspended for these correlations.

The rate measure returned relatively high correlations with the solar wind velocity, dynamic 

pressure and power variables. It is noted that all significant results were returned when 

discriminating for events that occurred when the Earth was tilted towards the Sun. Although 

correlations were seen at other tilts, none were above the correlation and confidence thresholds. 

Removal of gating on Bz < 0 increased the correlations, with the highest correlation occurring 

between the solar wind assessed over the full 15 hours without gating (rate is a determined 

from the full 15 hours of data, and hence this is expected).

Averaging solar wind attributes over all 15 hours, rather than integrating them as above, 

resulted in good correlations (0.67 > r > 0.49) between rate and solar wind velocity and power 

input.

TIME SINCE L A ST  SUBSTORM (TSLSS)

No significant results.

A E  MAGNITUDE

No significant results.

EXPANSION PHASE DURATION

No significant results.

GROWTH PHASE DURA TION
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No significant results,

TIME UNTIL N EX T SUBSTORM (TUNSS)

No significant results.

DISCUSSION

When considering the correlations with solar wind parameters, it is clear that substorm 

attributes are most closely associated with IMF Bz and solar wind velocity and hence power 

input and dynamic pressure on the magnetosphere. However many correlations resulted in r- 

values which fluctuated more widely over tilt discriminations than would be expected, or were 

based on few events, or in the case of the Emsx correlation, based on a possibly inexact measure. 

The conclusions therefore must be cautious.

The Ewax anticorrelation is dismissed due to doubts over the measure -  probable shell splitting 

effects. The correlation exercise gave good indications that the size of the dipolarisation seen, 

and the magnitude of the 40 keV electron flux increase in the injection pulse, are dependent on 

the energy input during the Bz trough or time since the last substorm -  although the lack of any 

such correlations with the AAE measure is difficult to explain, which may be due to convection 

current contamination of AE data. Arnoldy [1971] the lack of any correlations seen with 

the AAE measure would indicate the results shown in Figure 5.5-1 is largely due to the DP-2 

current system rather than a eorrelation directly with substorm activity.

The rate of substorm injection is also connected with solar wind velocity, dynamic pressure and 

energy input. The division of correlation batches by tilt angle proved inconclusive and the 

changes in results may be indicative of changes in magnetospheric behaviour or merely due to 

long-term changes in the solar wind during different seasons. This is discussed elsewhere.
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S.5.4.3 VARIABLE LAG/INTEGRATION PERIOD CORRELATIONS

Correlation values for dipolarisation delta-Bz and solar wind power 
equation#!, with variable integration periods over variable lags
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Figure 5^-2 Correlations of solar wind power, integrated over a variable duration 
period with variable lags, with substorm dipolarisation ABz. The colour of the grid 
points represent the correlation of solar wind data (r) with lag (x) integrated over 
period (y) with the event ABz.

DISCUSSION

The work allowing various time lags between solar wind variable and substorm attribute 

attempts to show the time periods involved within which the substorm mechanism acts. This 

assumes that the periods involved have broad averages and that their variances are not great 

with respect to the sample number of events.

Arnoldy [1971], using an arbitrary energy accruement period of 1 hour, showed a peak 

correlation lag time to be in the region of one hour prior to resulting activity as expressed by 

the AE index. Sergeev et a l [1976] and other work show substorm onsets can lag IMF 

discontinuity contact with the magnetopause by 4-14 minutes for 90% of events. Arnoldy 

[1971] indicates that the energy storage mechanism may take over four times longer than that 

from input of energy to output. Bargatze et at. [1985] shows through a linear prediction filter 

(LPF) study of the AL-indices reaction to solar wind input that the best responses are seen 

between T-2.5 hours to approximately T-1 hours, for stored/unloading effects. The results of 

this study are presented in Figure 5.5-2 and show the peak correlations with dipolarisation ABz 

are seen by integrating solar wind power in the range T-2 hours to T-30 minutes. The ranges on 

this result are consistent with both Arnoldy [1971] and Bargatze et ai [1985].

Chaotic correlation surfaces over lag/duration space were seen with other substorm measures 

indicating similar relationships, although these are not presented as they lacked clear
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conclusions. This may indicate that the initial assumption of only a small variance in the lag 

and duration times over many substorms for the charging-period to be

incorrect, or that the number of events was insufficient to produce consistent results.

5.5.5 DISCUSSION O F TILT ANGLE EFFECTS

The use of tilt angle discrimination in the correlation work has resulted in some correlation 

result differentiation. Coupled with the results from super-imposed epoch analysis where 

similar discrimination resulted in quite different average solar wind signatures, this may 

indicate that the substorm sets identified by use of tilt angle differed in their nature.

It is quite clear that although the statistical significance levels used were quite strict (1%) it 

would be preferred to have many more events. Selection for periods without long bad data 

periods and for specific tilt angles reduced the number of events for some statistics. A number 

of high correlations values with only a few events contributing were rejected with the 

significance measure, but to draw conclusions that different species of substorms occurred with 

different tilt angles would be premature with one study with as few as 13 events in some 

correlations. These results have a high likelihood of being a statistical selection effect.

The use of tilt discrimination may show differences in results due to the occurrence of intense 

magnetic storms during the spring season of CRRES’s mission (as has been discussed with 

respect to superimposed epoch analysis results). It can be seen from Figure 2.5-1 CRRES 

experienceivarious levels of geomagnetic activity during its mission. This variation is most 

noticeable around the March 22"  ̂ 1991 storm event. This or seasonal variation in activity may 

be the cause of a differentiation in the results divided by tilt, rather than the angle the Earth’s 

dipole presented to the Sun itself, which would have merely acted as a selector for season in the 

analysis. As CRRES lasted only one year, the study has an inherent ambiguity of season versus 

solar wind conditions at that time. Certainly the magnetospheric state was changed with the 

formation of a new intense radiation belt after the storm, that lasted for a number of months -  

perhaps with ramifications for magnetospheric energy storage or onset triggering.

5.5.6 PR O G R E SSIO N  OF STUDY

Although 187 events were used within this study, IMP-8 data dropouts and further selection 

based on tilt effects reduced the events eligible for correlation substantially such that some 

were inconclusive. Further, the validity of some substorm measures, such as ^ax remains in 

question. However, this type of correlative study if conducted with adequate magnetospheric 

and solar wind data coverage could provide a key to the substorm mechanism, and is worth 

further pursuit. To advance this correlative work, the techniques used here should be applied to
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a much larger database of solar wind and magnetospheric events over several years and many 

seasons of tilt angle -  including periods without substorms. The latter will remove the bias in 

the data toward substorm periods, and presumably toward southward IMF periods. As 

southward IMF probably results in more energy for substorms, the inclusion of periods devoid 

of substorms would probably correlate with northward IMF would strengthen the technique’s 

results accordingly.

A strategy would be to go through the LANL data set for a number of years, identify substorms 

(perhaps with an automated method) and then conduct rate and magnitude correlations of the 

results with IMP-8 data. An attempt to automate the identification of substorms within this data 

set proved problematic.

Another improvement to the above technique may be to measure the substorm magnitude with 

some form of total-flux measure. A variant of the spline functions used to determine and 

the flux change at 40 keV could be used to determine the total energy of the particle pulse 

below the injection signature. This may provide a less local time dependent measure subject to 

reduced dispersive effects -  especially if events are constrained such that a spacecraft is near 

the eastern injection boundary to reduce shell splitting effects. As the attribute measured would 

be a direct measure of the energy of one component of the substorm (i.e. it will be the sum of 

all the energies of the particles modelled as having been in the injection by the spline) it may 

provide a better correlation with the energy input to the magnetosphere.

A number of the substorm measures employed rely on platform positioning to be effective (e.g. 

size of dipolarisation, Em3x)- The ideal situation would be to have good tail coverage for each 

and every injection event providing unbiased measurements of the field changes and injection 

fluxes prior to the effects of shell splitting. This would entail near-saturation of the 

magnetosphere with spacecraft and is not possible. However, Swarm -  a current 

magnetospheric mission proposal -  or one of the other large magnetospheric constellation 

missions, if launched will advance substorm/solar wind studies considerably with 

magnetometer/plasma packages well distributed in GTO space.
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C H A PTE R  6 -  PA R TIC LE TRA CIN G  

6.1 PA R TIC LE D R IFT  TH EO RY

6.1.1 GUIDING C EN TR E APPROXIMATION

The motion of a particle of charge q, through a magnetic field B and an electric field E subject 

to an external force F is defined by the equation:

— m —  
d t  I d t

+ F

Equation 6.1.1-1

The solution of this equation for trapped particles in magnetospheric fields results in three 

periodicities. In order of decreasing frequency they are:

• cyclotron motion of the particle in the plane perpendicular to the

magnetic vector,

• bounce motion of the particle up and down the magnetic field

line between mirror points,

• and azimuthal drift motion of the particle about the Earth.

The solution of the equation is a helical motion about a field line representing the cyclotron 

motion of the particle. The guiding centre of the particle’s motion travels along this field line. 

The average radius of the circular orbit of the particle about its guiding centre is called the 

Larmor radius or gyroradius ( p c ) ,  and the time it takes to orbit the guiding centre the cyclotron 

period.

Figure 6.1-1 Cyclotron motion (from Roederer, 1970)
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The guiding centre of the particle has a velocity parallel to the magnetic field (parallel velocity) 

equal to the component of the particle’s velocity parallel to the field. The perpendicular 

component of the guiding centre’s velocity is termed the drift velocity (Vd), and is discussed 

below.

Adequately tracing particles using Equation 6.1.1-1 is numerically intensive for comparatively 

low levels of accuracy. Instead, tracing the guiding centres of particles by calculating their drift 

velocities provides a method that generally provides a more accurate trace for a given effort.

6.1.2 ADIABATIC INVARIANTS

6.1.2.1 FIRST A D IA B A T IC  INVARIANT p

If spatial field variations are very small at the scale of a particle’s gyroradius, and any time- 

dependency is very small during intervals of the order of its gyroperiod, it can be shown that:

P*Lu  = — -— = const.
2moB

Equation 6.1.2-1

Where P_i* is the particle’s momentum in the guiding centre system frame of reference, p 

represents the relativistic magnetic moment and the first adiabatic invariant Roederer, 1970].

6.1.2.2 SECOND A D IA BA TIC  INVARIANT J

If temporal field variation is very small at the time-scale of a particle’s gyroperiod, it can be 

shown that the quantity J in Equation 6.1.2-2 is an adiabatic invariant that is conserved during 

the drift of a trapped particle:

fJ  = \ p . cos a.ds  = const.

Equation 6.1.2-2

Where S m is the mirror point and S ’m its conjugate. J is the second adiabatic invariant

[Roederer, 1970]. f  ^ S -

6.1.2.3 C O N SERVA TIO N OF ADIABATIC INVARIANTS IN TRACING

The first adiabatic invariant is used to calculate magnetic mirror points for particles on new 

field lines after energy exchanges with the electric field due to drift motion, and hence is 

implicitly conserved in this particle tracing algorithm:
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2mo
^MIRRORf^M -  ^MIRROR^.^M +  APF

P  _  ^M IRROR , ^ +  A P F
^MIRRORn ~ n

Equation 6.1.2-3 ( W c f  j d t

The second adiabatic invariant is user-monitored through the particle trace by evaluation and 

comparison with the initial value. The third adiabatic invariant (flux encompassed by a guiding 

drift shell of a particle remains constant) is a longer-term invariant and is not considered here.

6.1.3 GUIDING CENTRE DRIFTS

Particles trapped within the magnetosphere move under the influence of external forces, 

inhomogeneities in the magnetic field and time-dependencies of electric and magnetic fields. 

This leads to the characteristic motion or drifts, of particle injections about the Earth, and an 

energy dependency of drift velocity results in the dispersed signatures seen in injection events.

6.1.3.1 FORCE DRIFT

Under the influence of an external force F and ignoring any external electric fields the 

perpendicular component of Equation 6.1.1-1 is:

</pj_ = F̂  + qy ̂  X B
dt

Equation 6.1.3-1

To determine the resultant force drift of the particle’s guiding centre, Vp, it is necessary to 

transform into the frame of reference of the guiding centre travelling at Vp where the particle 

executes a circular motion under the action of the Lorentz force alone. Finding Vp requires that 

a frame of reference travelling with the guiding centre is found where the external force, Fj_, is 

balanced by the induced electric field caused by the drift of the guiding centre through the 

magnetic field (qE* = qVp x B):

^E -f Fĵ  = Fĵ  + q \p  X B = 0

Equation 6.1.3-2 

Multiplying throughout this equation by e/qB:
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F, xe  F x e

Equation 6.1.3-3

Where e is the unit vector in the unit vector in the direction of B.

Figure 6.1-2 Cycloid motion of a particle subject to a perpendicular 
force, resulting in a guiding centre force drift {Roederer, 1970).

The particle moves with a constant velocity Vp that is perpendicular to both B and Fj_. No net 

work is done on the particle and particles drift independently of mass and energy. If the 

direction of the perpendicular force is not charge dependent then positive and negative particles 

drift in opposing directions.

6.1.3.2 ELECTROSTATIC DRIFT

If however the electric field provides a charge dependent force, particles drift independently of 

charge;

E x e
B

Equation 6.1.3-4

Electric field drift is in the same direction regardless of particle charge. If there are no parallel 

field components, a 90° pitch angle particle will drift along equipotential lines in a uniform 

magnetic field where electrostatic potential energy varies little over a cyclotron orbit compared 

with the particle’s energy. Equation 6.1.3-4 represents the particle motion even if the electric 

field is not electrostatic, but time varying [Roederer, 1970].
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6.1.3.3 GRADIENT DRIFT

If particle motion is modelled within a non-uniform magnetic field with a gradient 

perpendicular to the magnetic field, at some points in the particle’s gyratory motion its Larmor 

radius will contract in stronger magnetic field regions (Q and S), and will grow in weaker field 

regions (P and R). The result will be a net partiele motion perpendicular to both the magnetic 

field and the gradient (Figure 6.1-3).

We o k e r  Fi e l d  
. , L a r g e r  p

S t r o n g e r  F ie ld

Figure 6.1-3 The effect of a perpendicular gradient in the magnetic field on 
the cycloidal motion of a particle {Roederer, 1970).

In Figure 6.1-3, pc is the gyroradius of the particle. For a 90° pitch angle particle in a magnetic 

field with a perpendicular gradient, a gradient drift occurs at right angles to both gradient and 

field. The gradient drift velocity Vo is shown in Equation 6.1.3-5, as derived in Roederer 

[1970] by replacing the effect of the gradient with an equivalent force and calculating the 

resultant force drift as above.

Equation 6.I.3-5

This drift is dependent on both the particle’s energy and charge.
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6.1.3.4 CURVATURE DRIFT

6 g

Figure 6.1-4 A diagram showing a guiding centre’s motion 
on a curved field line. Rc is the radius of curvature, e is the 
unit magnetic field vector and n its normal [Roederer, 1970|.

If the guiding centre followed a curved field line, any mass in the guiding centre (non-inertial) 

frame of reference would experience an inertial (centrifugal) force:

WVm

This force will cause a curvature drift:

Equation 6.1.3-6

mvn
ex V^B

qB

Equation 6.1.3-7

Again with energy and charge dependencies.

6.1.3.5 SECOND ORDER DRIFTS (INCLUDING POLARISATION)

Second order drifts are caused by time-dependent variations in the drift velocity of particles, 

such as changes caused by a dynamic magnetic, electric field or a direction-changing drift 

along a curved equipotential. When a particle is accelerated in this way, an observer in the 

guiding-centre frame of reference would see an inertial force -m.dV/dt. In order to induce a 

countering electric field in the guiding-centre frame (using the same technique as above to 

evaluate the resultant drift), the drift must change with the addition of:

V^=— ^ V x B  
qB^

Equation 6.1.3-8
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Polarisation drifts, caused by a time-dependent electric field, are included within this drift term. 

Note -  the coarse time variations of electric field or magnetic field models caused by changes 

in input parameters (e.g. indices or solar wind values) may cause occasional massive dV/dt’s. 

In order to avoid an unphysical representation, the variations in input parameters were 

smoothed with time.

6.1.3.6 OTHER D R IFT S

Other drifts such as gravitational drift exist, but contribute minimally to the overall drift 

velocity of the particle (gravitational drift is negligible for anything over a few eV). These are 

ignored for the remainder of this work.

6.1.3.7 OVERALL D R IF T  VELOCITY EQUATION

When taking into account relativistic considerations, this becomes:

-E? + ̂ (vî+2v^KB + m„jV„

Equation 6.1.3-9

Where mo is the particles rest mass, y = (1 - and p = v/c (relativity becomes important

above a few tens of keV).

The inclusion of the dV/dt term results in the solution of the equation being iterative. The initial 

value of dV/dt is an unknown and is assumed to be zero.

6.1.3.8 CO NSTRAINTS

For general guiding centre motion calculations the time variations of fields must be small with 

respect to the gyroperiod and spatial variations must be small with respect to the gyroradius. 

For guiding centre gradient drifts, the magnetic field intensity must vary little along the 

cyclotron orbit:

Equation 6.1.3-10

For curvature drift, the radius of curvature of the field must be much greater than the 

gyroradius of the particle:
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Pc

Equation 6.1.3-11

In injection signature regions (beyond 4Re) outside of the particle acceleration region it can be 

assumed that the above constraints are satisfied for the energy range under consideration.

6.1.4 BOUNCE AVERAGING

a.

Figure 6.1-5 A diagram showing a particle trapped in a magnetic bottle between two magnetic m irror 
points {Roederer, 1970].

Figure 6.1-J? represents the behaviour of trapped particles in the magnetosphere, with magnetic 

mirror points towards the poles and their positions dependent on the particle’s equatorial pitch 

angle, oti is the pitch angle of the particle at the magnetic minima, and am the pitch angle at the 

magnetic mirror points (90°), where Bm is the associated field strength.

Drift velocity varies over the full bounce of a particle in the magnetosphere. Between the top 

and bottom of a bounce the magnetic field strength changes and the orientation of the magnetic 

field to electric field differ. For the average drift velocity of the particle to be accessed, the drift 

velocity must be determined for a number of positions along the field line, weighted for the 

time the particle spends there during a bounce (as Vy varies), and averaged.
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Equation 6.1.4 1 Xb represents the time for one 
complete bounce motion, and s an arc-length of the 
field line between Sm and Sm’ the mirror points.

6.1.4.1 NUMERICAL SOLUTION

N

Figure 6.1-6 Numerical bounce averaging scheme.

One method of bounce average velocity determination is to numerically evaluate the average. 

The field line is traced until the |BMinor| value for the particle is passed. At each node of the field 

line trace the drift velocity (Vd) of the guiding centre is evaluated. To determine the average for 

the bounce, a weighting value W is approximated from the parallel particle velocity:

i w
2 "

n+1

Equation 6.1.4-2

Where N represents the position vector of the nodes. Special care is paid to the final weighting 

for the drift velocity between the final node and the BMirror position (determined by linear 

interpolation) with the particle occupying this region of space a disproportionate amount of 

time. The treatment of this area is complicated by the presence of a singularity at the BMirror
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point in functions giving time-occupied as a function of distance divided by parallel velocity. 

This could be circumvented by approximating the guiding centre of the particle as a point mass 

with an initial velocity, under the action of a retarding force provided by the bunching of 

magnetic field lines in the region, and treating the final weighting as equal to twice the time the 

force takes to decelerate the mass to zero in the parallel direction:

-W _  =
X Bp_R̂  ]• B

Equation 6.1.4-3 Where Bp.rl represents the magnetic 
field assessed one Larmor radius away.

However, guiding centre drifts using this method were too fast and hence this method for 

handling the singularity w«̂ -s dropped. Instead the field line is assessed with over 1,000 nodes 

to reduce the significance of the region between the final node and bounce point. Calculation of 

local V|| and Vj. is made using the magnetic moment and pitch angle for a point s, from:

sin^ «0 sin^ a{s)

Equation 6.1.4-4

f
V„ =  V 1 -

sin^ 6To.B(j) 2̂
Bl

<Vd> is then calculated:

V, =  V
sin^  <3fQ.B(5)

V y

Equation 6.1.4-5

(Vd) =

The resultant bounce-averaged drift vector is applied to the minima point (nominally the 

guiding centre position). The new position vector is field-line traced to locate a new minima 

which becomes the new particle position.
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6.1.4.2 A NA LY TIC A L SOLUTION

Another bounce averaging scheme exists [Roederer, 1970]. In this an equation for the drifts, 

through a field-geometric argument is transformed into the bounce average equations shown 

below.

B.

Equation 6.1.4-6

Where Xb is the bounce time of the particle, and VqI is the gradient of the invariant integral. It is 

required that the assessment of V qI is at a high enough resolution that the singularity at the 

mirror points is well handled. The equation is simply assessed at the magnetic equator 

(subscript 0 denoting values at the same), however as it requires four field traces it is time 

consuming.

6.1.4.3 CO M PA RISO N

The two methods are theoretically equivalent methods implemented in different ways. Both 

ways were used in early testing, typically with up to 1500 field line steps involved for each 

bounce-averaging operation -  dependent on pitch angle. The analytical method was found to be 

noticeably slower in execution, and produced faster guiding centre velocities than the 

numerical method. It is noted that prior work has favoured the analytical implementation from 

Roederer [1970], although as the numerical method gave better fits to multiple observations of 

echo times, the faster-executing numerical method was used for all work.

6.2 T R A C IN G  A L G O R IT H M

6.2.1 R U N G E -K U T T A  TECHNIQUE

The Runge-Kutta technique is used to give higher accuracy when integrating an ordinary 

differential equation. The particle trajectory tracing involves the integration of a drift velocity 

equation to get position, and hence the Runge-Kutta method is applicable and provides 

improved accuracy when compared with Euler’s method.

Equation 6.2.1-1 Euler’s method, where P represents 
the time-series position of the particle, f  is the velocity 
function, and h is the interval through which the 
solution is to be advanced.
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X

Figure 6.2-1 Top panel: Euler method of solving a differential equation: 
iterative evaluation of the function incrementing the position in steps of length 
h. Bottom panel: Runge-Kutta method where a ‘trial step’ of %h is fîrst tried to 
get to (2) and the function re-evaluated there to give a result used to get from 
(1) to (3). [Numerical Recipes, Press, 1986].

The second order Runge-Kutta method advances the solution initially by only Yzh to evaluate 

the differential equation at a midway point, and uses that evaluation to advance from one 

iteration position to the next.

k , = h f ’ ( P „ )

K = ¥ ' { P n ^ \ K )

n̂+\ ~ ^2

Equation 6.2.1-2

The method results in a greater accuracy when tracing curved lines, for a low penalty in terms 

of algorithmic complexity. The second order technique doubles computational load compared 

with the Euler method for the same step size, but this is acceptable for the improved accuracy 

in evaluating velocity drifts and tracing curved field lines. Higher order Runge-Kutta 

techniques exist, but were judged unnecessarily complicated for this application, and this could 

easily be translated to implementation errors.
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6.2.2 ADAPTIVE STEP-SIZE TIMING MECHANISM

Many particle tracing algorithms work on the basis of fixed time slices and the solution of 

differential equations for each full time step. This is acceptable for tracing the progress of a few 

particles of relatively narrow energy range. However, if a particle of much higher energy is 

encountered, the fixed time step can cause the particle to sweep through a great distance per 

iteration, perhaps with resultant inaccuracies. Conversely, a particle of much lower energy may 

only crawl along taking an unnecessarily long computation time to travel through a relatively 

mundane region of the magnetosphere. The solution implemented in this work was to specify 

the accuracy of the tracing not in terms of a fixed time-slice for each iteration, but a fixed 

distance the particle must move each iteration. Specifying a scale-length for particle movement 

allowed the algorithm to treat the paths of high energy and low energy particles with the same 

level of relative accuracy, and allowed the accuracy of each trace to be specified in terms of a 

scale-length of the local magnetosphere.

6.2.3 CO-ORDINATE SYSTEM

The co-ordinate system chosen in which to conduct the particle tracing was the Solar Magnetic 

(SM) system:

Axis Definition

X In the Sun-Earth line/dipole axis plane, perpendicular to the dipole axis
Y Completes the right handed system (roughly opposite to Earth’s orbital 

motion)
Z Anti-parallel to the magnetic moment (positive northward)

Table 6.2-1 The SM co-ordinate system.

The solar magnetic co-ordinate system is aligned to the Earth’s magnetic field which dominates 

near Earth particle motion, and motion in the near Earth tail regions. The Geocentric Solar 

Magnetospheric system could have been used -  the external magnetic field models are supplied 

in this system -  but the SM system was selected as it is the natural system of the dominant 

dipolar field component. Frequently executed internal magnetic field models Bi„t generate 

results with inputs and outputs in the SM system, as does the co-rotational electric field model 

(by dependency on This resulted in the SM system being the default to minimise 

computational overheads and inaccuracies introduced by conversions. The use of this co

ordinate system reduces the need for any consideration of the dipole tilt angle close to the Earth 

when interpreting results, as would be required for interpreting results presented in the 

Geocentric Solar Magnetospheric system (where the x-component is parallel to the Earth-Sun 

line). Care however must be taken interpreting results in the tail region as the dipole tilt angle 

will pitch the tail above and below the z = 0 plane with yearly and diurnal periods.
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6.2.4 TRANSFORMATIONS

The above decision required that values from models and data sources in other systems be 

converted to and from the SM system. The Geographic/Solar Magnetic/Geocentric Solar 

Magnetospheric set of transformations used in the tracing program were derived Hendrix 

[1996]. The transformations are derived and implemented as a series of component rotations 

[Hapgood, 1992], which are a function of date, time, and tilt angle.

6.2.4.1 VALIDATION OF TRANSFORMATIONS

Validaticn was conducted by ensuring the transformations used together with inverses resulted 

in near-unity matrices being generated. As a precautionary measure against accidental 

inaccuracies being introduced, a continuous check occurs within the tracing program. Every 

time a CRRES ephemeris record is read the transformations are run with random parameters 

and the results input to the inverse transformation. The output is compared with the initial 

random parameters and processing is stopped if a discrepancy is found.

The transformations are also compared with the position for CRRES as given in the 

spacecraft’s ephemeris data in various geocentric co-ordinate systems. Discrepancies of 

500 to +500 km occur between these values over an orbit -  this is assumed to be attributable to 

the ephemeris data using a transformation system which takes into account the 400 km offset in 

the magnetic dipole’s position and the spin axis. A 400km inaccuracy is assumed insignificant 

for the purposes of particle tracing and accounting for the offset would complicate and slow the 

tracking program to an extent unwarranted by the gain in accuracy.
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6.2.5 ALGORITHM

i f  (tim e to m ove partic le  aga in ) {

old_P =  P

V (P) =  B ounce_A veraged_D rift_V elocity (P)

// A daptive T im in g  A lgorith m  - M ake particle m ove by set d istan ce ( AD)

AT = A D /V ( P )

AP = (V ( P ) /2 ) * (d o u b le )A T  

P ’ =  P +  AP

// D elta  P osition  is the o ffset to the R unge K utta m id -poin t

V (P ’) =  B ounce_A veraged_D rift_V elocity (P ’)

AT =  AD / V (P ’)

AP =  V (P ’) * AT

// N ew  p osition  is the B min on  the field  line w e ’ve ju st m oved onto

Trace_Field_Line (P+AP)

P = B _M in_Position  

AP =  P-old_P

// C alcu late  the new  param eters for the partic le , tak ing into accou nt energy transactions w ith  the electric field

AW =  E(P).q.AP 

i f  ((y - 1 ) * m * c *c +  AW <  0) 

kill particle -  its out o f  energy  

else{

y =  ( y * m * c * c  + AW ) / (m * c * c) / /A sse ss  (non +  rest m ass) energy

W  =  (y -1 ) *  m * c * c // ‘N on -rela tiv istic’ energy

V = V ( c * c * ( l - l  /y^))

// C alcu late  new  m irror p o in t m agnetic field  m agnitude from  first adiab atic invarian t and energy gain/loss  

B M irr o r  = y ^ * V * V * m  /  (2p) / /  Perp k inetic energy / mu

}

i f  ( B M i n  <  B M irro r ) / /I s  m ovem ent

tto =  |sin"' (V(B_M in/B_M irror))| / /  Use sin^ (9 0 )  /  B  = sin^ (P A ) /  Bmin to get new  pitch  angle  

else  {

b mirror = b min * 1.01 //  Steals energy from  perpendicu lar m otion , and a b it m ore

tto =  Isin ‘ (V(B_M in/B_M irror))|

|i  =  y ^ * V ^ * m  / (2.B_M irror) //  H ere is a forced  a lteration  o f  p

}

// A daptive T im in g  A lgorithm  - M ake particle m ove by set d istan ce. A ssum e th e partic le  m oves a t the sam e speed for  
the next iteration , and w ork  out w hen  to next calcu late its m ovem ents

t (next_m ovem ent) = t + AT

boundary_and_earth_atm ospheric_collision_checks (P)

Figure 6.2-2 Particle tracing algorithm -  the particle movement algorithm is executed for each particle in 
an incrementing time-loop.
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6.2.6 HANDLING O F SPECIAL CASE SITUATIONS

6.2.6.1 OUT OF PA R A L L E L  ENERGY

During the execution of the algorithm energy can be gained or lost to the electric field. If the 

particle runs out of energy, tracing is suspended. If however the simulated particle still has 

energy, but has exhausted its parallel energy (i.e. its new Bviirror value would be less than the 

minima on the field line) then energy must be extracted from the perpendicular velocity -  this 

violates the first adiabatic invariant. The only other alternative would be to drift along an 

equipotential -  although the rationale for doing this in favour of violating p is weak, and it 

would cause additional processing. This is a non-ideal resolution of the problem -  a wave- 

particle interaction or high frequency change to the magnetic field could promote the particle to 

another p-state when considering the particle moving forward in time, although this is an 

imprecise argument. Communications with another researcher actively engaged in particle 

tracing in electric fields has shown no obviously better solution. When particle drift requires 

that the first adiabatic invariant be violated, this may actually be a case of tracing a particle that 

could not exist with the specified start parameters in the specified start place -  as is discussed 

in Chapter 7.

6.2.6.2 M IRROR P O IN T  BELOW  SURFACE /OUT OF BOUNDS

Should the particle mirror within atmospheric altitudes or leave a bounding box surrounding 

the Earth, particle tracing is halted. The box extends for 13 Earth radii in all directions, except 

for the - X  direction where up to 30 Earth radii downtail is permitted (although simulations 

rarely proceed that far).

6.3 M AGNETO SPHERIC MAGNETIC FIELD M ODELS

The tracing of particle paths in the magnetosphere requires magnetic field models as a function 

of time and position. Magnetospheric field models are usually supplied as external components 

induced by magnetospheric current systems, and internal components caused by the magnetic- 

dipole, and are superimposed to produce a composite field model. Tracing particles during 

substorm events, where by definition the magnetosphere is undergoing considerable magnetic 

reconfiguration, adds considerable complexity to obtaining good particle traces. This section 

addresses the problem by attempting to adapt existing field models to reflect substorm 

magnetic field development.

6.3.1 INTERNAL F IE L D  MODEL

The internal field model used is the standard International Geomagnetic Reference Field 

(IGRF) 1990 empirical model assessed to the thirteenth harmonic. The model uses spherical
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harmonics to represent the scalar potential in geocentric co-ordinates, with coefficients based 

on data from magnetic stations, satellites, marine vessels and aircraft. The IGRF models are 

weighted means of models developed by various agencies around the world. Coefficient sets 

exist for each five-year period from 1945 to 1995. During the periods between consecutive 

models, linear interpolation is recommended. In this implementation however, the 1990 set of 

coefficients have been used exclusively, with a drift adjustment for the number of days elapsed 

since January 1990. This was sufficient for the CRRES epoch that extended only as far as 

October 1991. Although a number of other models exist, the IGRF model is dide facto standard 

in the field. The IGRF model has a relatively insignificant evaluation time in comparison with 

external models, and is highly accurate in comparison with external field model discrepancies.

6.3.2 EXTERNAL FIELD  M ODELS

The following external magnetic field models were considered for particle tracing work:

• Olson-Pfitzer dynamic [Olson and PJitzer, 1982; Pfitzer et al,

1988],

• Tsyganenko 1989c [Tsyganenko, 1989],

• Tsyganenko 1996a [Tsyganenko, 1996],

• Tsyganenko 1996a with Pulkkinen [1991, 1992, 1994]

adaptations for substorm activity and a Tsyganenko [1997,

private communications] substorm current wedge module.

The latter model has substorm adaptations fitted to GOES 6, GOES 7 and CRRES 

magnetometer data with a SCW module included. After performance and comparison with 

candidate-substorm period magnetic field data, this variant of Tsyganenko’s 1996a model was 

used for the particle tracing work due to its close fit to the measured data.

6.3.2.1 TSY G A NENK O  1996 MODEL

Tsyganenko 1996 is a data-based geomagnetospheric magnetic field model with an explicitly 

defined magnetopause; ring current; tail current; large-scale Region 1 and 2 Birkeland current 

systems; and IMF penetration across the magnetopause boundary. Respectively the 

contributions of these current systems to the overall Tsyganenko 96 model are shown below.

^E xterna l ^Magnetopause ^RingCurreni ^ Birkelandregion^ ^Birkelandregion2

Equation 6.3.2-1
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Interplanetary 
Magnetic Field Tail Current

Plasma Mantle

Magnetic Tail

Plasma Sheet

Neutral Sheet Current

Field-aligned Current
Ring Current

Magnetopause
Solar Wind

^Magnetopause Current

F ig u r e  6 .3 -1  M a g n e to s p h e r ic  c u r r e n t  s y s te m s . T s y g a n e n k o ’s m o d e ls  a r e  a c o m p o s ite  o f  th e  e ffe c ts  o f  
a n u m b e r  o f  c u r r e n t  te r m s , in c lu d in g  th e  r in g  c u r r e n t ,  ta il c u r r e n t ,  m a g n e to p a u s e  c u r r e n t  a b o v e .

Each term is a function of its own set of indices and/or solar wind parameters, and the net 

model field was least squares fitted to a statistically applied database of spacecraft 

magnetometer data, dipole tilt angle, geomagnetic indices and solar wind measurements. This 

least squares fitting resulted in regression coefficients for each input parameter for the 

response-functions. However, geomagnetic indices can often be imprecise indicators of 

magnetospheric state and substorm activity, and hence this fitting results in a model that may 

not reflect magnetic configuration in substorms. Rather, this model returns an average of the 

magnetospheric state derived from the range of database points corresponding to the input 

permutation of parameters.

The calibration of the predicted fields by using in-situ magnetometer data leads to less reliable 

models in regions or under conditions where few observations exist, e.g., high-latitude lobes, or 

extremes of solar wind pressure. It should be noted that model predictions could also be 

unreliable in highly time-variable situations such as substorms, although attempts can be made 

to devise individually event-tailored models by using contemporary magnetometer data to 

calibrate current systems within the models.

This model responds to a number of parameters. Previous Tsyganenko models [Tsyganenko,

1989] were calibrated only by Kp-index, and hence did not allow proper modelling of solar
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wind effects. This model is a function of solar wind IMF orientation in the YZ plane, solar 

wind dynamic pressure, dipole tilt, and Dst index (in particle tracing work the solar wind 

variables come from IMP-8 data where possible).

6.3.3 G R O W TH /EXPAN SIO N/RECO VERY PHASE ADAPTATIONS

Prior to and during substorm injections the magnetic field deviates from average conditions. 

Magnetic field models provide only a limited imprecise response to substorm conditions 

through the use of geomagnetic indices. Tsyganenko [1996] and other models make no specific 

allowance for substorm stage. This poses a difficulty for particle tracing during substorms, as 

only averaged magnetic field models are available in distinctly non-average situations. 

Pulkkinen\\.99\, 1992, 1994] makes data-fitted adjustments to the model current systems to 

allow for the theorised global magnetic development of substorms from growth through to 

recovery stages, providing a more accurate field model for substorm particle tracing. This 

methodology is followed here.

During the growth phase the magnetic configuration is observed to change with an increase of 

the tail flux, and a thinning of the near-Earth current sheet. The expansion phase sees a rapid 

thickening of the current sheet, decrease in tail flux and the activation of the substorm current 

wedge. During the recovery phase the alterations to the magnetospheric current systems 

subside. To reflect these changes, substorm-time dependent modifications are made, on the 

basis of magnetometer data, to the effected current systems providing contributions to the 

Tsyganenko 1996 model.

6.3.3.1 CURRENT SH E E T  THINNING

Current sheet half thickness, D, contributes to the ring current (Brc) and tail current (By) terms 

in Tsyganenko [1996] (Equation 6.3.2-1). Pulkkinen [1991, 1994] moderates the contribution 

of D with a coefficient that is temporally and spatially dependent:

D - y f { X J , t ) . D

Ait) 1
f i X J , t )  = 1 +

Equation 6.3.3-1 A variation on Pulkkinen’s modifier 
for D, current sheet half thickness [1991,1994].

Xm defines the location, and AX and AY the scale size of the thinned region with X and Y the 

co-ordinates of the evaluation point. From spacecraft observations it has been deduced that Xn 

» -10 Re, although Xm, AX and AY are all variables which may be fitted to each individual
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substorm. From example in Pulkkinen [1991] AX and AY can have values of 8 Re and 4 Re 

respectively.

A (-T ^ ) = 0 

^ (0 ) -

-  ^MAX
A (T ,) = 0

Equation 6.3.3-2

A(t) is a function decreasing from zero to a value of ̂ i n  over the growth phase (t = -Tq to 0), 

increasing to A m ax  over the expansion phase (t = 0 to Te) and then decreasing back to zero 

over the recovery (t = T e to T r) . The time evolution of A(t) is assumed to be linear.

6 .3 J .2  TAIL FLUX INCREASE

The increase of tail flux implies an increase in the cross-tail current, and requires that the tail 

field term B j be increased:

B y ,  — >  ( l + / y , ( / ) ) B y ,

Equation 6.3.3-3

Where fj (t) is a function starting at zero at the beginning of the growth phase, reaching 

maximum at onset (fr-MAx), decreasing to a minimum at the end of expansion (f-.MiN), and 

returning to zero after recovery.

fA - T c )  = 0

f r  ( ^ )  “  I t - m a x

f r  ~  f r - M iN

. 4 % ) = o

Equation 6.3.3-4

As the cross tail current closes across the magnetopause, the surface magnetic field term (the 

result of the return current over and under the magnetopause) must increase by a corresponding 

amount. In Tsyganenko’s 1989 model an independent mathematical construct exists for the 

term (Bsc) allowing this corresponding increase. In Tsyganenko’s 1996 model this does not 

exist. Instead a potential is fitted to a defined magnetopause shape generating tail shielding 

field, reacting to any increase in the Bj term and solely multiplying this by the modifier 

maintains model consistency.
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6.3.3.3 RING  C U R R E N T  M ODIFICATION

The ring current term Brc is allowed to decrease or increase over the expansion phase:

-^ (1  + A c

Equation 6.3.3-S

The decision to allow the ring current term to either increase or decrease post-onset arises from 

the expectation that substorm activity will increase the ring current, and Pulkkinen’s [1994] 

approach which results in the term decreasing the ring current at the end of the expansion 

phase. Pulkkinen [1998] indicates Tsyganenko’s model current systems and real magnetosphere 

current systems fail to map as their mutual naming suggests they should. The result of 

modifying the coefficient in terms of increasing or decreasing Bz depends upon the position of 

the model ring current and the model evaluation position. In T96 the ring current is modelled 

with a maximum current between 6 -  8 Re. This results in a decrease in the ring current causing 

Bz to increase inside geostationary space -  i.e. the effect at the start of the onset and allowed 

for by Pulkkinen’s negative coefficients. Regardless of this, ring current activity should 

increase, not decrease, and to keep the adapted model aligned to theorised phenomenological 

development the ring current term was allowed to be positive should the fitting require this. All 

values fitted to substorm conditions were positive values, although due the arbitrary 

distribution of fit values, no conclusions are drawn from this.

fR C  (t) is a function starting at zero at onset, assumed reach a maximum/minimum ( I ^ c -m a x )  at 

the end of the expansion phase and decreasing in magnitude over a time-scale much longer than 

that of recovery, such that the coefficient may be effectively regarded as constant over the 

recovery phase. This is a second departure ixom Pulkkinen’s scheme [1994] where the term fRc 

reduces to zero over the recovery phase and was made as the ring current may retain current 

fluxes long after a recovery phase has ended, keeping the modification scheme as physically 

realistic as possible.

/ . c ( 0 ) = 0

A c  ( A  )  “  / r c - m a x

A c  ( A  )  “  f RC-MAX

Equation 6.3 3-6

This is in keeping with observations that Dst values decay over periods of order hours to days 

or months as the ring current decays after a storm, with pitch angle scattering of ions into the 

loss cone by neutral interaction.
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6.3.3.4 SUBSTORM  CURRENT W EDGE COM PONENT

The formation of a substorm current wedge after onset is believed to be the principal cause of 

major reconfiguration of the magnetospheric field on the nightside. Dynamic model 

representations of the magnetosphere magnetic field would be incomplete without this 

component, but the substorm current wedge has been missing in all available models, partly 

due to its geometrical complexity, Tsyganenko has provided an implementation of a simple 

analytical model for the magnetic field produced by the substorm current wedge.

The key element of the wedge is the vector potential of a pair of current loops. Applying 

appropriate shift, rotation, and stretch transformations makes it possible to obtain a suitable 

geometry for the system, including field-aligned currents. The model current wedge has a 

variable longitudinal width and can be further generalised by including warping effects due to 

the tilt of Earth's dipole. The model can be added to Tsyganenko data-based models of the 

magnetosphere and makes it possible to reproduce the fast restructuring of the near-Earth field 

during the explosive phase of a substorm [adapted from abstract Tsyganenko, 1997]. The model 

contains a number of parameters to vary the geometry of the wedge, and one parameter that 

adjusts the strength of the wedge field. To simplify fitting to magnetometer data, the geometry 

parameters are constant at Tsyganenko’s suggested values, and the amplitude term is fitted to a 

maximum value.

The amplitude parameter:

Am pl{t) = A m p l^ ^ .fsc w it)

Equation 6.3.3-V

Where fscw (0 is varied linearly with :

fscw  ( ^ )  “  ^  
fscw  ^

Equation 6.3.3-S

6.3.3.5 EVALUATIO N  OF SUBSTORM  FIELD M ODIFIERS

Individual parameters were varied and their effects on Bmeas -  Bmodel plotted to determine 

their individual effects and magnitudes. The fi-MiN/MAx (tail flux) parameters were significant 

manipulators of the Tsyganenko model, with co-efficients between -1 and +1 capable of 

causing the characteristic pre-onset decrease, and the post-onset increases. The variation of 

Amin and Amax (current sheet thickness) produced variation in the senses expected, and were
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as significant as the tail flux parameters. Ring current decrease by a negative fRc-MAx was found 

to increase model values at geostationary orbit in the tail -  the effect observed in dipolarisation 

data during the expansion phase. Results from changing AmplMAx gave ambiguous results, and 

effects that were far smaller in magnitude than changing the other free parameters.

6.3.3.6 FITTING SUBSTORM FIELD MODIFIERS TO M AGNETO M ETER DATA

In summary, for the theoretical scheme of magnetic development in the magnetosphere the 

temporal evolution of the free-parameters in the modifications is as follows:

Growth
Field stretching

Expansion
Field dipolarisation

Ana

Recovery
Field relaxation

0

Current sheet thins, 
tail flux increases.

Current sheet thickens, 
tail flux decreases, 
ring current increases 
substonn current wedge activates.

Current sheet returns to normal, 
tail flux returns to normal, 
ring cuir. dccr. (over own timcscalc), 
substorm current wedge deactivates.

t = -T„ t == 0 t = T. t = T.

Figure 63-2 Schematic showing the duration of individual modifications to the magnetospheric 
current systems in T96 and SCW modules.

Note the relative magnitudes of each modification are incidental to the schematic. Applying the 

SCW and Pulkkinen modifications to the T96 model required identification of the starts and 

durations of the substorm phases. The free parameters in the above equations were fitted to 1- 

minute data from GOES 6, GOES 7, and CRRES where available and appropriately positioned 

in the tail (MET = 00 +/-6 hours, and L > 5 Re).

The free parameters fitted to each substorm were A m i n ,  A m a x ,  f r - M iN ,  ^ t - m a x ,  f R C - M A x ,  and 

AmplMAx, along with the three parameters associated with current sheet thinning geometry. 

Fitting was done with two different merit functions:

^  J  ^j<^M EAS ~  ^M O D E ti^i ^ M A X ’ ^T -M IN » ^T-M A X » ^R C -M A X ’ ^ ^ P L l A x ) )

CRRE^
GOES-en

N

Equation 6.3.3-9 Least squares fit of BMeas - BModel. P represents spacecraft position.
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i=n

I '̂ ^^ M E A S  ^yWOO£Z.(^’ '^MIN’ '^MAX’ fT-MIN’ ^T-MAX’ ^RGMAX’ '^ ^ P i lA x ) ) |^ ^
SC= t=-Tr 
CRREE 
GOES-6/1

N

Equation 6.3.3-10 Least difference fit of B^eas - B^odei

Equation 6.3.3-9 provided a merit function whose least-squares fit proved susceptible to noise 

in the magnetometer data sets and was overly biased with noise spikes (averaging was not 

possible in the fitting program). Equation 6.3.3-10 provided the best fit judged numerically and 

by eye. The parameter sets provided by the least-difference fit were used in later work.

Parameter-space was searched with the objective of minimising the fitting functions. A full 

search of all parameter space would have taken 100,000 years for all 187 events, so a partial 

search was made for each of a subset of 56 events selected for possible tracing (on the basis of 

spacecraft positioning and magnetospheric activity). This resulted in a more acceptable run 

time of days. The partial search varied each parameter in turn, whilst others were kept at fixed 

values (either initial values, or the values determined from prior iterations). The order of 

parameters searching was defined by the significance they had on the overall field model, with 

the significant parameters being searched first, and hence favouring them in case that more than 

one local minima exists in parameter space. Table 6.3-1 represents the scope and order of the 

parameter search.

fr-MAX 0.00 2.20 0.01

E-MIN 0.00 -1.00 -0.05

X m -5 -15 +0.50

AX 2 15 +0.50

AY 0.5 8 +0.50

A-max 0.00 15.00 0.05

A min 0.00 -1.00 -0.005

E c-max -1.00 6.00 0.20

AmplMAX 0.00 1400 25

Table 6.3-1 Scope of the parameter search for T96 model fitting.

The above search strategy assumes that the merit function evaluated over parameter space has 

only one local minima: with the complexity of magnetic field data and the possibly contrary 

effects of the parameters, this is may not be the case. To reduce the possibility of a local 

minima being found, a second pass was made with the fitting algorithm using the set of 

parameters found in the first pass as a starting point. Variations in the two sets were minimal, 

and mostly attributable to using a coarser increment for each variable in the first pass.
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6.3.3.7 RESULTS

Event A min A max f tmax f tmin f rcmax AmpI max ft delta X ft delta Y ft Xm

4 -0.81 0.2 1.6 -0.4 0 0 7 5 -12
6 0 15 0.2 0 0 300 4 1 -11.5
7 0 2.8 0.125 0 3 0 4 1 -7
8 0 0 1.4 0 2 300 4 1 -12
11 -0.55 0.8 1.4 0 0 0 12 5 -12
13 -0.15 2.3 0.925 0 0.75 0 4 1 -12
14 -0.75 0.1 1.35 0 0.5 100 12 5 -12
17 0 0 1.45 0 3.75 0 4 1 -12
18 0 0 1.625 0 2.5 0 4 5 -12
21 0 0.9 0.4 0 1.25 0 4 1 -7
28 -0.99 0 1.1 0 1.25 0 8.5 2 -12
31 0 2.1 1.475 0 0.75 0 4 1 -12
32 -0.94 0 1.275 0 1.75 0 12 5 -12
33 -0.99 0 1.325 0 8 0 4 1 -12
34 -0.89 0 1.05 0 0 0 12 5 -9.5
41 0 0 0.75 0 2.25 0 4 1 -12
43 -0.96 0 1 0 2.25 0 4 5 -9
49 -0.92 0 0.775 0 6 0 12 5 -9
51 0 1.3 0.65 0 0 0 4 1 -7
61 0 0 0.2 0 0.25 600 4 1 -12
65 0 2.5 0.325 0 0.25 0 4 1 -7
67 0 0 0.75 0 0 300 4 1 -12
71 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0
74 0 6.5 0.75 -0.35 0 0 4 1 -12
75 0 5.5 0.8 -0.3 0 0 4 1 -12
81 -0.15 3 0.7 -0.05 0.25 0 4 1 -7
83 -0.99 5.3 0 -0.5 0 0 4 1 -7
84 -0.15 3.9 0.925 0 0.75 0 12 1 -7
88 0 1.7 0.65 -0.1 0 0 4 1 -7
90 -0.5 1.8 0 -0.45 0 0 4 1 -7
92 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
102 0 0 3 0 8 0 4 5 -12
106 -0.75 0 1.85 0 6 0 4 5 -12
126 -0.99 0 0.8 0 1.25 0 12 5 -7
129 -0.05 0.7 0.275 -0.86 0 0 4 1 -7
139 0 0 0.375 -0.75 0 0 4 1 -7
141 0 3.8 0.45 -0.6 0 0 4 1 -7
142 0 3.6 0.15 -0.2 0 0 4 1 -7
145 0 1.8 0.2 0 1.75 400 4 2 -12
151 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
152 -0.1 5.7 0.4 -0.15 0 0 4 1 -12
153 0 10.2 0 -0.45 0 0 4 4.5 -11
155 0 1.7 0.3 -0.35 0 0 4 1 -7
158 0 10.1 0 -0.25 0 0 4 1.5 -10.5
160 0 14.4 0 -0.88 0 0 4 1 -10
163 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
166 -0.75 4.4 0.025 -0.97 0 0 4.5 5 -11.5
167 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
168 -0.99 0 1.25 0 1.75 0 12 5 -7
170 0 0 0 0 2.75 0 0 0 0
171 0 0 0 0 0.75 0 0 0 0
173 0 11 0 -0.3 1 800 4 1 -12
180 -0.99 2.1 0.525 0 3.75 400 4 1 -12
181 -0.87 0 0.175 0 1.25 0 4 1 -7
185 -0.35 0 0 -0.99 0 0 4 1 -7
186 0 10.8 0 0 0.5 0 4 1.5 -10.5

Averages: -0.27821 2.428571 0.620536 -0.15893 1.21875 57.14286 4.785714 1.919643 -8.61607

Table 6.3-2 Magnetic field fitting coefficients.
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6.3.4 COMPARISON W ITH SPACECRAFT DATA

The average disagreement (ABav) for each event was assessed between t = - l  to t  = +l hours 

relative to each onset as per Equation 6.3.4-1. This was done for each of the four external 

models (plus the IGRF 1990 internal model). The IGRF model was also assessed in isolation. 

As this study chiefly concerns particle motion in the outer magnetosphere and the inner 

magnetospheric regions can have disproportionately large absolute errors for small relative 

model errors, data and models were only compared when CRRES was at L-shells greater than 4 

Re. The total disagreements for each model, summed over all events, are presented in the 

following table. Computational time indices are also shown for comparison.

t=+\Hr

^ B av -

SC— t=—\H r  ,Z 
CRRES,
G O E S -en

N

Equation 6.3.4-1 Comparison of magnetometer data and 
model values. P represents spacecraft position.

Model

Average difference per 
data point

Normalised
Execution time

Z  lABxl + IAByI + lABzl / 
N(nT)

(tint + te.i)/ t|„

IGRF 1990 146 1.00 1.00
Olson-Pfitzer 85 N/A N/A N/A
Tsyganenko 89c 123 0.84 2.26
Tsyganenko 96a 109 0.74 15.99

Tsyganenko 96 fitted 
Pulkkinen adaptations and 

SCW module

99 0.67 16.11

Table 6.3-3 Comparison of magnetic field models against CRRES/GOES magnetometer data 
and relative execution times.

As shown in Table 6.3-3, Tsyganenko’s 1996 model with adaptations is an improvement over 

T96 and T89 (IGRF internal model shown for comparison) for minimal extra processing time. 

The implementation of Olson-Pfitzer 85 used gave frequent mathematical exceptions excluding 

it from the comparison. The fitted model with substorm adaptations produces the best results 

and is assumed to give the most realistic representation of the magnetosphere during events. It 

is the most computationally expensive, although not prohibitively so.
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CRRES

Goes-6
+Z-97

n T

Goes-7
+Z-97

n T

dBx
dBx(fit)

dBy
dBy(fit)

dBz
dBz(fit)

E ven t 32, Idf: f tm a x  1.330, f tm in  0.000, f j c m a x  1.000, A m p lm ax  0.000
A_m m -0.910,A_m dx 0, f_XYt_delta_x 12.000, f_X Y t_deltaj?  8.000, f_X Y t_xm -H .500

Figure 63-3 Event 32 magnetic model f i t

In Figure 6.3-3 lighter colours represent B m e a s  -  B m o d e l  component vectors prior to fitting, 

darker colour after and the vertical bars mark onset and end of expansion from left to right. The 

fit reduces model-measured Bz disagreement considerably. The fj-MAx value of 1.330 and the 

Amin of -0.91 are responsible for the removal of the stretching signature, and their subsequent 

removal responsible for the dipolarisation increase in B m e a s - z  - B m o d e l  z -  The fit for GOES-6 

(-2330 LT) is better than that for GOES-7 (-0130LT), perhaps due to slow propagation of the 

real disturbance outwards, and the instantaneous global nature of the disturbance/fit in the 

model. The CRRES magnetometer measurements suffer from a spin related error during this 

time.
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' LIT : 07:18:40 /  2342-1990 /  E ven t 32

. T ilt :-31.685760, K p . 3 , P D y n  : 2.732675 (nPa), By : 2.260000, Bz : 5 990000

LIT:(l7 2 ^ 4 0 /2 3 - lM 9 9 0  /E v e n t3 2

■; Tilt -31.492365, K p : 3
, , ■,.■■■ III! I . . . ,.  .' V jn a j t i  r .1

0, Dst : 12.000000, P D y n  2.732675 (nPa), By : 2,260000, Bz : 5.990000

' T ilt : -31 157570, Kp : 3,000000, D s t . 12.000000, P D y n  : 2.732675 (nPa), By : 2.260000, Bz : 5.990000

Figure 63-4 A cartoon showing the modelled magnetic development of event 32 
according to the magnetic fit.

As shown in Figure 6.3-4 growth starts at 0720, onset occurs at 0814, the end of the (short) 

expansion phase is at 0824, with recovery some time after that. The top panel shows the pre

growth magnetosphere, the middle growth-stretching, and the bottom panel the effects of the 

current sheet thinning and tail flux increase.
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H 3
i U T  : U8 M:40 /  23-12-ly90 /  E ven t 32

Tilt : -29.677577, Kp : 3.00ÛÛ00, D$t ; 7.000000, P D jm  : 2.732675 (nPa), By : 2,260000, Bz ; 5.990000

Î U T : 03 22 00 /  23-12-1990 /E v e n t  32

Till ■ -29.384584, Kp : 3 0, Dst : 7 000000, P D y n  : 2 732675 (nPa), B y : 2.260000, B z : 5.990000

T i l t . -27.896895, Kp : 3,000000, Dst ; 7.000000, P D y n  ; 2.732675 (nPa), B y : 2.260000, B z : 5.990000

Figure 6.3-5 Cartoon (see last figure).

As shown in Figure 6.3-5, the top panel shows the pinching off of a plasmoid-like object in 

Tsyganenko’s model at onset. It should be noted that the NENL-type features are purely 

features of the model. The middle panel shows the inner magnetosphere dipolarised at the end 

of the expansion, and the bottom panel shows the magnetosphere having returned to normal.
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6.3.5 DISCUSSION

The fitting of magnetic field models to substorm dipolarisations is a developing technique 

needing further refinement, but already allows for better injection particle tracing with a 

minimal increase in trace-processing time. Tsyganenko’s models are an average of 

magnetospheric activity rather than an accurate representation of magnetic field vectors in all 

positions at all times, and the introduction of data-fitting for substorm epochs gives a closer 

alignment of these models to real data that reflects substorm modifications to the 

magnetosphere. This gives an additional order of approximation on top of Tsyganenko’s 

models, but still has results with frequent deviations in magnetic vector direction and 

magnitude (an average of 33nT per component over all events) when compared with 

magnetometer data from the nightside magnetosphere. This will be due to a number of effects:

• the magnetic ramifications of old events will still be apparent in

the magnetosphere some time after the original events have 

ended and will not always be reflected in the Dst index,

• magnetopause compressions will occur and be missed in solar

wind pressure data due to spacecraft displacement from the 

Earth-Sun line or data outages,

• the magnetic field is often a great deal more complex and

dynamic than modelled and postulated substorm effects would 

suggest.

Figure 6.3-6 shows a magnetic dipolarisation occurring whilst superimposed on other activity.
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Goes-6
+Z-97

CRRES

Goes-7

 dBx
 dBx(fit)

Event 185, Idf: f tm a x  0.000, f_tmin -0.900, f jc m a x  0.000, Ampl_max 0.1
A min 0.000, A max 4, f_XYt_delta x  4.500, f_XYt_delta_y 1.500, f_XYt_xm-15.(

Figure 6.3-6 Event 185 magnetic model f it

In Figure 6.3-6 the lighter colours represent B m e a s  -  B m o d e l  component vectors prior to fitting, 

darker colour after and vertical lines show onset and end of expansion times. Note how GOES- 

6 (~2100LT) and 7 (-2300LT) Z-components failed to automatically fit due to the ’ground 

state’ of the magnetospheric magnetic field being altered with a high measured value (trace is 

initially above zero). GOES-6 B% and By values are or are close to being off-scale indicating 

effect of other magnetic field distortions.

Although the free parameters fitted to the magnetic field could provide a measure of the 

magnitude of magnetic effects in the magnetosphere, many fittings fail to produce convincing 

results with the distribution of individual coefficients appears eccentric. Fitting variables are 

therefore not used as a measure of the magnetic activity for solar wind correlation work. The 

magnetic field model fitting is simplistic, with the effects of changes in the current systems 

propagating instantaneously throughout the entire magnetosphere, when results indicate that 

dipolarisations, for example, spread from the inner magnetosphere outwards. Effects of 

dipolarisations can be seen to reach spacecraft at different locations at different times, with 

different magnitudes in the data set used in this study, even with the two GOES satellites 

separated by only two hours of local time.
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Future adjustments to the technique would include the introduction of some term to reflect the 

shift in ground state. The weighting of data used to fit the model for proximity of spacecraft to 

local midnight would also be desirable. This would reduce interference from noisy 

measurements closer to the magnetopause, which are currently given as equal a weighting as 

those close to midnight, and are probably less relevant to substorm magnetic developments that 

happen in the tail. The use of both the SCW module and individual current alterations was a 

belt-and-braces approach, and both sets of measures may interfere, explaining the eccentric 

distribution of coefficients. One further direction may be to separate these and examine them 

individually for the best-fit. Due to the importance of having accurate magnetic field 

information for particle tracing, the T96 model with individual event fitting was used for all 

tracing work.

6.4 M A G N ETO SPH ERIC  ELECTRIC FIELD M ODELS

The large-scale electric field is not as well modelled as the magnetospheric magnetic field and 

particle-tracing work has frequently either ignored its effects or used fast simple models. 

Electric field models allow particle-tracing algorithms to take into account guiding centre ExB 

drift and also the energy gained/lost to the electric field.

The electric field is approximated by the sum of two components:

• the co-rotation component induced by the rotation of the dipole,

• and the convection component caused by the solar wind

dragging of magnetospheric field lines, and the subsequent 

return motion of flux to the front of the magnetopause.

Volland-Stern [1973], a simple numerical model, is frequently used for the convection field. 

More sophisticated (and computationally expensive) models of the convection electric field 

exist [Weiiner 1995; Heppner-Maynard-Rich (Heppner and Maynard, 1987 / Rich et al, 1989)]. 

These are orientated to ionosphere work, but may be used at magnetospheric altitudes by 

tracing equipotential magnetic field lines [Toivanen et a l,  1997].

6.4.1 COROTATION FIELD MODEL

This is represented by:

^  Corot ~  ^  ^ F L

Equation 6.4.1-1
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Where Vfl is the velocity vector of the field line due to the rotation of the Earth, This field 

component is dominant within ~2 Re of Earth, and its contribution can be clearly seen in Figure 

6.4-1 as a large radially inward directed vectors below this altitude.

6.4.2 CO NVECTIO N FIELD M ODELS

6.4.2.1 V O LLA N D -STER N

Volland [1973] and Stern [1974, | proposed the following large-scale potential field as

representative of solar wind convection:

= Æ7?^.sin(^)

E  = —V 0 g

0.045
A =

{ \-Q .\5 9 K p  + 0 m 9 K p ^ f

Equation 6.4.2-1 Volland-Stern convection potential

A is a coefficient which determines the electric field intensity and is a function of Kp (a non- 

attributable example is shown above), R the radial distance from the Earth’s centre, andij) the 

local time in radians. The value for the exponent y was determined by both Volland and Stem 

to be 2. Figure 6.4-1 shows the effect of this field in the mid to distant tail regions, and other 

regions outside of the dominant co-rotational field, as an east-west directed field vector. Kp 

values are smoothed prior to input to the above to produce a closer fit to real data.
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S / o l l a n d - s t e r n  m o d e l  w i t h  c o r o t a t l o n a l  c o m p o n e n t

-*-Y

\ \

\ \ \

Figure 6.4-1 Equatorial projection in SM co-ordinate system of corotational field model (dominant 
near Earth, directed radially inwards) with superimposed Volland-Stern convection model. Dots 
indicate pointing direction of vectors.

6.4.2.2 IONOSPHERIC MODELS AND EQUIPOTENTIAL TRACING

Under stable eonditions the points on magnetospheric magnetic field line can be assumed to be 

electrical equipotentials and this may be used to map calculation of electric field vectors or 

potentials throughout the magnetosphere. Ionospheric potential models such as Rich et al. 

[1989] or Weimer [1995] can be used with magnetospheric mapping algorithms to provide 

more realistic representations of electric field structures than simpler solutions [Maynard, 

1995; Toivanen et a i , 1997, 1998]. However, using field lines tracing imposes a significant 

computational overhead when compared with simpler models.

Electric field models provide potential values deteiTnined from measurements derived from 

satellite passes above the poles. To extend these to magnetospheric altitudes and electric field 

vectors. Equation 6.4.2-2 must be evaluated at the modelling point:
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E = —

Equation 6.4.2 2

To determine the local field gradient for a point (P) in magnetospheric space, three points are 

located relative to P: Px, Py and Pz. All three points are mapped using field line tracing to 

geomagnetic footprints on the Earth’s surface in the northern hemisphere (P’, Px’, Py’, Pz’)- 

The potentials for points P’, Px’, Py’, Pz’ are then determined and the gradient between on the 

points in the magnetosphere, which have potentials equal to their traced footprints, calculated. 

Due to the use of sounding rockets and ground-based radars to investigate the polar electric 

field, the high-latitude ionospheric convection field is normally represented in a co-rotating 

reference frame. As a result, a corotational component must be added to the above to obtain a 

valid electric field vector for the magnetosphere. The entire plasma sheet maps to a very 

narrow latitudinal band at ionospheric altitudes, and small electric field structures in the 

ionosphere map to large regions in the magnetosphere. Therefore changes due to growth phase 

magnetic field stretching can have a significant impact on the large-scale magnetospheric 

electric field.

6.4.2.3 WEIMER-96

Weimer 96 gives polar cap electric potentials in kV as a function of geomagnetic latitude and 

geomagnetic local time; IMF magnitude; IMF clock angle (degrees from northward toward 

GSM +Y); solar wind velocity and dipole tilt (positive north towards Sun). The model uses a 

least squares fitted finite series of spherical harmonics to represent the potential function on the 

ionospheric-sphere based on the DE-2 data set [Weimer, 1995]. The position inputs to the 

model are corrected geomagnetic co-ordinates and are essentially the same as invariant co

ordinates. Both are determined by tracing the field line to zero altitude in the SM system.

The Weimer-96 model by default gives the potential field for the northern hemisphere, 

although reversing the sign of both the By component in IMF clock angle calculations and the 

dipole tilt angle will result in the potential field for the southern hemisphere being generated.
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W e im e r  9 6  m odel with corotatlonal co m p o n en t

-+-X

-*-Y

Figure 6.4-2 Equatorial projection in SM co-ordinate system of corotational field model with 
superimposed Weimer 96 convection model.

As shown in Figure 6.4-2, dots indicate pointing direction of vectors. Note the regions at the 

top where field-line tracing is not possible/inaccurate. Both By and Bz were negative during the 

rendering of the model, with By = 4.02 nT and Vsw = 577 m s'.

6.4.2.4 HEPPNER-MAYNARD-RICH

This model provides the electric field potential poleward of 60° geomagnetic latitude based on 

OGO-6 and DE-2 electric field measurements. Seven different modes of potential map exist for 

different IMF By/Bz conditions and hemispheres [Rich et a i, 1989].
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Model no. Model IM F B z IM F  By Hemisphere

1 A < 0 <0 N
2 BC < 0 > 0 N

< 0 <0 S
3 DE < 0 > 0 s

4 BCP > 0 > 0 N
5 BCPP » 0 >0 N
6 DEP > 0 < 0 N
7 DEPP » 0 < 0 N

Table 6.4-1 Table of HMR model modes.

Spherical harmonics represent the potential field as a function of MLT and MLat. Models for 

the two hemispheres may differ under the same conditions, and resolving the field value using 

field line mappings in either direction may give different results.

Heppner-M aynard m odel with corotatlonal c o m p o n e n t

\

\

-1 2 R e

Figure 6.4-3 Equatorial projection in SM co-ordinate system of corotational field model with 
superimposed HMR model 1.
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6.4.3 INDUCTIVE COMPONENT DUE TO MAGNETIC FIELD EVOLUTION

A temporally evolving magnetic field fitted to magnetometer values during growth and 

expansion phases provides the opportunity to approximate the inductive component of the 

electric field due to a dynamic magnetic field [Li et a l,  1998]. However, the fit of model to 

substorm magnetic field data would need to reflect only the immediate substorm 

reconfiguration of the magnetosphere, and no other effects, as is suspected with the current fit. 

Deriving electric field values from changing magnetic field model values would involve a 

MHD solution to the fields or the integration of Faraday’s Law over the source region ôB/à 

[Toivanen, 1997], both of which are beyond the scope of this work.

6.4.4 ELIMINATION OF PARALLEL ELECTRIC FIELD COMPONENTS

The sum of Ecoro/ and Eco«v (Ero/a) may contain an unrealistic component parallel to the total 

magnetic field B/„, + with some models. This is eliminated in the particle tracing program 

by:

^Corrected ~  ( |® | ^  ^ T o ta l  |® |

Equation 6.4.4-1
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6.4.5 COMPARISON WITH CRRES ELECTRIC FIELD DATA

A v e ra g e d  C R R E S  EFI data

Y

. + 8 R e .

-1 2 R e

Figure 6.4-4 Equatorial projection in SM co-ordinate system of spatially averaged CRRES/EFI data.

As shown in Figure 6.4-4, the electric field portrayed is extremely complicated, although the 

broad convectional/corotational pattern can be seen, as well as a null region towards ISOOhrs 

LT. Data in 1990 is generally unavailable due to quality problems.

Electric field data exists for the duration of the CRRES mission in 1991, and may be used to 

judge the accuracy and usefulness of the composite models available. In order to provide a 

measure of disagreement (A E a v ) for each event Equation 6.3.4-1 was assessed between t = -1 

to t = +1 hours relative to 42 of the 56 onsets selected for possible tracing. This was done for 

each of the three convectional models with corotational components. As this chiefly concerns 

particle motion in the outer magnetosphere, data and models where only compared when 

CRRES was at L-shells greater than 4 Re. The total disagreements for each composite model
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summed over all events where data was available and comparative computational time indices 

are presented in Table 6.4-2.

t=+\hr

i= - \h r  ^ Z

N

Equation 6.4.5-1 Comparison of model and CRRES 
electric Held data. P represents the spacecraft position.

Model

Average difTerence per 
data point Normalised Normalised

I|A Ex| + lAEy|+|AEz|/N 
(V/m)

AEav Execution time

Volland-Stem + Corotational 7.940e^ 1.00 1.00
Weimer-96 + Corotational 1.733e^ 0.218 488

H-M-R + Corotational 1.753e-4 0.221 488
Table 6.4-2 Model accuracy and computation time comparison. 

Electric field profile (Y = 0), at onset (Tsy96 modified)

1.00E-01 -r----------------------------------- - -

1 OOE-02

1 OOE-03

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10

X, Earth Radii

■Volland-Stern W eim er96 -H eppner-M aynard

Figure 6.4-5 The convection field models values, with corotational component 
included, along Y = 0/Z = 0 at a substorm onset.
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Electric field profile (X = 0), at onset (Tsy96 modified)

1.00E-05

1.00E-02

1.00E-03

1.00E-04

10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2  1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10

Y, Earth Radii

-Volland-Stem Weimer96 Heppner-Maynard

Figure 6.4-6 The convection field models values, with corotational component 
included, along X = 0/Z = 0 at a substorm onset.

As shown in Figure 6.4-6, the increase in values on the dawn side is due to convection. Note 

the Volland-Stern model and the equipotential models disagree at Y = 6 Re.

Electric drift speed profile (Y = 0), at onset (Tsy96 modified)
1 OOE+05

1 OOE+04

i > 1OOE+03

1 OOE+02
10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0 -1 -2 -3 -4 -5 -6 -7 -8 -9 -10

X, Earth Radii
Volland-Stern Welmer96 leppner-Maynard

Figure 6.4-7 Resulting E cross B drift speeds.

6.4.6 CONCLUSIONS

The more sophisticated models provide a more accurate field model during substorm phases, 

although the Volland-Stem model used significantly less computation time. To allow a large 

number of particles to be traced in a reasonable time, the Volland-Stern model was used for the 

remainder of the particle tracing work whilst noting more accurate results may be possible with 

the equipotential models.
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6.5 TESTING

To establish the validity of this implementation of guiding centre drift for substorm conditions, 

non-trivial tests have been conducted using the timing of particle signatures detected by 

multiple instruments at various local times. The tests use the detection of a drifting injection 

pulse at one instrument, a trace of particles back to one or more other instruments and a 

comparison of the simulated particle arrival times with observations. All tests use the modified 

Tsyganenko 1996 model, the Volland-Stem electric field model and numerical bounce 

averaging.

6.5.1 ECHO TR A C E  TO INJECTION OBSERVATIONS

6.5.1.1 EVENT 35 (O N SE T  1019, 080191)

Event 35 showed a good injection signature at spacecraft 1982-019, 1987-097 and 1984-129 

with spacecraft 1989-046 appearing to be within the injection region (approximate local times: 

0900, 1200, 1600 and 0000 respectively). Particles from the leading extent of the injection 

pulse seen at 1984-129 were traced backward through the location of spacecraft 1987-097 and 

1984-129. The results are shown below in Figure 6.5-2, with a freeze-frame of the tracing in 

Figure 6.5-1. No solar wind data exists after January 5‘̂  for dynamic pressure, although in early 

part of the month it was varying between 1.1 and 3 nPa. By 0800 on the lO*’ it was 3 nPa. A 

dynamic pressure of 1.18 nPa was found to produce the best fit.
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Figure 6.5-1 Event #35 particle trace testing environm ent

As shown in Figure 6.5-1, five particles were selected from the leading edge of an injection 

signature at 1984-129 (lower spectrogram). Spacecraft passing times were noted and compared 

with the observation times from two other spacecraft and were found to be in close agreement.
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Magnetic field dipolarisation was observed to begin at 1055, and particle convergence at or 

prior to 1059, between 0300 and 0130 local time.

Varying the pitch angles (ao) of leading edge particles has a significant impact on comparison 

times, altering drift velocities near local midnight up to a factor of 1.4 over the full pitch angle 

range. As the relative differences in the drift speeds of different pitch angle particles change 

and sometimes reverse with local time [Reeves et al, 1991], the pitch angles of the leading 

edge of an injection pulse could change accordingly as some pitch angles fall behind others at 

various points. It is likely however, that the leading particles will be those with highest pitch- 

angle (the fastest particles), so it is intuitive to choose the highest possible values. The 

magnetic latitude of the observing spacecraft reduces the particles that can be seen to those that 

do not mirror prior to spacecraft encounter. This provides a maximum to the pitch angles that 

can be seen -  particle pitch angles must be less than or equal to that of a particle mirroring at 

the spacecraft’s location. The observed particles were therefore assumed to be mirroring at the 

spacecraft and the traced particles ao set accordingly.

300 keV - ^ - 4

1982-019 1987-097 1984-129

1106_________________I 1112_________ O b se rv a tio n  t im e  11115________________________

2 2 Qg 11110 M o d e l o b s . t i tn e  11115

140 keV ■ 1112 .1119 11130
" n i l  11118

9 5  k e V  ^  ■ 1116 1 1127 11140
"1140

65keV ^  "1120 11136 11158
“  11122 # M36 "1158

 ►
Time (not to scale across energies)

Figure 6.5-2 Comparison of modelled and actual arrival times of particles at spacecraft for event 35.

Figure 6.5-2 shows the level of agreement between modelled particles and data, within the 

error limits of trace particle selection/attributing flux rises as substorm injections. The particles 

were assigned values of ao « 62° based on 1984-129’s magnetic latitude precluding the 

observation of lower pitch angles. The timing discrepancies seen at 1987-097 may be due to its 

lower magnetic latitude allowing the observation of higher pitch angle (faster guiding centre 

velocity) particles in the passing injection pulse.
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6.5.1.2 EVENT 13

Event 13 is a simple injection signature that has components from within the 30-200 keV range 

of the CPA instrument, and can be seen travelling between 1984-129 and 1987-097. Particles 

from the leading edge of the injection as seen by 1984-129 were identified and traced 

backwards. A coincidence was defined as when an observing spacecraft and a modelled 

particle passed each other in local time. A single pitch angle value was attributed to the 

particles observed at 1984-129, and this value was iteratively decreased until the best match 

between modelled coincidence time and instrument observation time was seen for the 95 keV 

particle. The two other particles gave resultant spacecraft local time coincidences with 

differences to observations close to instrument resolution.

1982-019 1984-129
200 keV

0550:58 10559

140 keV
0552:26 1 0605

95 keV wW ■ 0553:57 |0 6 m
0553:37

Time (not to scale across energies)

Figure 6.5-3 Comparative schematic showing the modelled and actual arrival times of particles at 
sensors for event 13.

6.5.1.3 CONCLUSIONS

The tracing model/program using the modified Tsyganenko 1996 model, Volland-Stem and 

numerical bounce averaging produces results of acceptable quality for injection tracing during 

substorm conditions. In testing over extended distances the timings between observed and 

modelled particles agreed within a few minutes. Of the discrepancies seen these may be 

attributable to incorrect energy assignment, or possibly shell-splitting effects. Indications from 

the first test are that the time a geostationary spacecraft sees an injection will be effected by up 

to a few minutes by its magnetic latitude precluding seeing high pitch-angle fast particles.

Also, a programming error led to the discovery that varying the solar wind dynamic pressure 

input to the Tsyganenko model has a substantial effect on overall particle speeds. A reduction 

in dynamic pressure (nominally of order 1-10 nPa) leads to faster particles and an increase to
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slower particles. This is due to solar wind alteration to the geometry of the dayside 

magnetosphere, and a modulation of particle curvature drift velocity.

6.6 ERROR A N A L Y SIS

6.6.1 M ODEL IN A C C U R A C IES

6.6.1.1 M AGNETIC FIELD M ODEL INACCURACIES

Inaccuracies exist within magnetospheric field models close to component currents and 

mathematical discontinuities in the Tsyganenko models, such as the tilted-tail hinge in the T89 

model. Tsyganenko’s latest model T96 eliminates some discontinuities (such as the tail hinge 

with a tail warping function), but the ramping of various model currents to fit the field to 

magnetometer data may have exacerbated existing or caused new discontinuities. It is not 

possible to establish whether the model field values for the locations each traced particle moves 

through are correct, however during tracing the field is constantly evaluated to determine if the 

field values supplied to the guiding centre drift algorithm are reasonable. As less sophisticated 

models without event fitting have been used to get satisfactory results in previous particle 

tracing work, it is hoped that this approach to substorm magnetic field modelling is at least as if 

not more accurate.

6.6.1.2 ELECTRIC F IE L D  MODEL INACCURACIES

Previous tracing work has generally used Volland-Stem’s average model to represent the 

electric field for particle tracing (if the electric field has been taken account of at all), although 

Toivanen et al. [1997] uses a more sophisticated equipotential tracing of ionospheric electric 

field models. This approach has been tested with CRRES data and found more accurate, 

although time consuming. Due to the consideration of computational time, the Volland-Stem 

model has been used for this work. This field is not fitted to substorm conditions and does not 

react to solar wind inputs. This is therefore assumed to be one of the major sources of 

discrepancy between model conditions and real conditions in the magnetosphere. Some 

substorm models [Reeves et al, 1998] have NENL-like collapse caused electric fields driving 

acceleration within geostationary regions at onset. If this is representative of real conditions 

tracing close to onset times and regions electric field model values could be expected to diverge 

from real values.

6.6.2 INSTRU M EN T DATA ERRORS

Magnetometer and particle instmment data is an important component of this work. 

Magnetometer data is used to identify substorms and adapt models during substorm periods and 

if the data has persistent errors this will effect these operations accordingly. Any artificial
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increase in model field strength will incorrectly decrease the drift speed of the particles leading 

to longer modelled travel times than actually occur, with a decrease causing modelled particles 

to be faster, and vector direction inaccuracies causing direction-of-drift errors. Such increases 

and decreases could be caused by incorrect model adaptation from bad magnetometer data, 

although this would have to be of a large magnitude to be significant. The magnetometer data 

however is indicated to be calibrated and no errors suspected, except during periods of eclipse 

for GOES [Singer, 1998], and it is expected such errors do not significantly affect model fitting 

work.

Particle instrument data is used to identify events and supply candidate particles for tracing. 

Calibration errors in absolute particle fluxes have no consequence in this work as substorm 

injection signatures are notable mainly due to their relative effects across energy levels and 

their temporal evolution with respect to background levels. More reliance however is placed on 

the energy levels of channels, with the particle energy being important for guiding centre drift 

equations. However, there are no suspicions that any of the LANL or CRRES energy band 

ranges are incorrect. The difference in energy levels between channels forms the basis for the 

large differences of particle arrival times at sensors, and this timing difference which is 

exploited to triangulate back to injection points. As channel energy levels are usually in 

geometric sequence, an error of a few percent in each figure will be insignificant compared 

with the differences between those channels, implying any such calibration errors to be 

insignificant.

It is noted that this work relies on large volumes of particle and magnetometer data and studies 

it at a coarse resolution. Many studies of smaller timescale events have taken place using 

ERAS, LERA, LANL, GOES and CRRES magnetometer data, giving good grounds to believe 

instrument results interpreted in this context.

6.6.3 PROGRAM  E R R O R S

The tracing program developed for this application uses data from many spacecraft (10) and 

instruments (13) in many co-ordinate systems, calculates sophisticated field models, simulates 

the guiding centre motion of drifting particles and presents a graphical user interface capable of 

tracing backwards or forwards in time. In such a complex construction it is anticipated some 

errors have occurred in coding, some of which will still exist. In coding though, the rigour of 

graphically displaying data and model results has led to an immediate test of all work -  

‘making it look right’. A number of errors that would not have been easily detected numerically 

have been diagnosed from their visual effects, including a number of original looking magnetic 

field model configurations. Further, a defensive method of programming was adopted, with
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data files checked for out-of-bounds values; function inputs validated and transformation 

inverses checked every hundred iterations to ensure they continue to produce unity matrices (as 

a guard against bug introduction). Mathematical model errors have been guarded against by 

testing with real data, and in the case of magnetic field models, plotting to ensure the field line 

configurations were as expected. Magnetic field, electric field and guiding centre drift models 

have all been tested against real data to establish gross errors do not exist in the program.

6.7 SELECTION OF TRACE PARTICLES

6.7.1 PR E FER R EN TIA L USE OF ELECTRONS AS TRACE PARTICLES

This work concentrates on the use of electrons as preferred tracers, although in principle 

protons might be just as suitable. There are a number of reasons for this;

• ion injections are often less distinct and enhancements weaker 

compared with backgrounds fluctuations,

• as a function of local time, ion injection signature enhancements decay 

to noise levels faster, making identification difficult and echoes rare,

• in the NENL model electrons are accelerated after ions, during 

dipolarisation, and hence start drifting on more normal field lines,

[Friedel e ta l ,  1996].

Ions allow better establishment of the western extents of injection regions, and an attempt is 

made to trace a few protons from injections for that purpose where possible.

6.7.2 SELECTION FRO M  TYPICAL PULSE SIGNATURES

Particles from different parts of a dispersed injection signature can yield different information 

about the substorm injection region. Making the assumption that particles of all energies and 

pitch angles are injected simultaneously throughout the injection region allows the pulse widths 

of each channel to be used in conjunction with proton tracing to provide two different 

indications as to the approximate size of the injection region.

Electron injections are composed of particles between keV and hundreds of keV, and a range of 

pitch angles. The slower drift speeds of keV particles will cause them to take longer to reach an 

instrument, with those from the farthest extent of the injection region taking the longest. 

Conversely, the fast high-energy particles will take the least time to reach the spacecraft, with 

those from the nearest extent of the injection region taking the least time of all. Similarly, low
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pitch angle particles will take a long time, and high pitch angle particles a short time. The 

resultant injection signature is seen in Figure 6.7-1.

Geostationary
Spacecraft

Injection region

Particle trace seen  across  
instrum ent energy channels

D ifferentially  d rifting  
in jec tion  firom various 

p a r ts  of in jec tio n  reg ion
E lectron  in jec tion  reg ion  

Ion in jec tion  region

Figure 6.7-1 Differential drift of electrons of differing energies from different parts of the injection 
region.

Figure 6.7-1 shows particles within a single energy channel injected at different locations 

within an injection region [Birn el al, 1997]. A and C are at the higher end of the channel’s 

spectrum and have high pitch angles, B and D the lower end. A and B are at the easternmost 

edge of the injection region. Particles such as A reach the spacecraft first, forming the initial 

rise in counts, C gets to the spacecraft before B and D eventually get to the sensor some time 

later, perhaps being lost in an echo or subsequent injection. The overall result of a large number 

of such particles and those with attributes between those described is the characteristic humped 

signature.

To get information on the size of the injection region, a particle from the leading edge and, 

where possible, the trailing edge of each channel are selected for tracing. These give bounds for 

injection regions, which may be partially corroborated with proton traces when coherent proton 

signatures are identifiable.
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CHAPTER 7 -  TRACING OF SUBSTORM  EVENTS

Prior chaptCTS have been leading towards the goal of using particle tracing to obtain 

information on the morphology of injection regions. This chapter brings the threads of those 

chapters together to trace selected event signatures to their injection points.

In Chapter 3, the phenomenology of substorms was reviewed in order to, in Chapter 4, 

formulate a set of rules by which substorms could be identified. Chapter 4 also applied those 

rules to produce a list of 187 substorm events. That number being impractical for tracing, the 

chapter concluded by cherry picking the best thirteen events such that the magnetospheric 

environment and distribution of spacecraft was most conducive to successful tracing. Chapter 5 

examined the solar wind-substorm relationship. This was a slight aside to the main objective of 

the work -  taking advantage of the fact that all data required was to hand. It did however afford 

an understanding of the solar wind-magnetospheric connection during the growth phase, which 

proved useful in the analysis of conditions for tracing. Chapter 6 formulated and tested 

algorithms for the tracing of particles from observations to their convergence points. These 

convergence points are to be interpreted in this chapter as where particles cease to be 

accelerated in the injection region, or at least the point where the bulk transport of particles into 

the magnetosphere ceases -  effectively demarcating the edges of the injection-process region.

This chapter applies the particle tracing methodology to the identified, tracing-friendly 

injections in an attempt to identify the injection region eastward electron boundary or 

boundaries.

7.1 PRIOR PARTICLE TRACING W ORK

Other work has used near geostationary particle tracing to derive a number of different results. 

Amongst others, results notable for this work are:

• individual injection region width/location determination using electron 

leading-edge tracing, protons and injection pulse widths. Reeves et al.

[1990, 1991, 1992],

• simulations of particle trajectories in growth and recovery phases -  tracing 

in a time evolving magnetic field, Toivanen^et-eth [199^,

• acceleration of electrons and ions in MHD simulations of the fields 

associated with neutral line formation and dipolarisations, to produce the 

major observed characteristics of a substorm injection, Birn etal. [1998].
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This work analyses injection signatures seen on multiple spacecraft, and uses inter-spacecraft 

drift times to provide pitch angle information to help determine the injection regions 

easternmost extent.

7.2 SHELL SPLITTING

Azimuthal asymmetry of the Earth’s magnetic field introduces pitch angle dependence in 

particle drift orbits. Particles of differing pitch angle, starting at the same radial distance drift 

on shells with radial distances that vary as a function of local time. Magnetospheric populations 

such as substorm injections are subject to this effect, which is termed shell splitting [Takahashi, 

1997]. The effect exerts a detrimental effect upon coherent injection pulses travelling around 

the magnetosphere, with a radial dispersion that can remove high pitch angle particles from the 

observable pulse. It has a correspondingly detrimental effect on particle tracing as the 

technique needs to make assumptions regarding leading edge pitch angles. Shell splitting 

introduces a factor that can change leading edge pitch angles for different injection pulses, and 

also causes leading edge pitch angles to vary across energies. The extent of radial-distribution 

of an injection is dependent on the particle energies involved (Figure 7.2-2), the 

magnetospheric state (Figure 7.2-3 -  in this model, most effected by Dst and solar wind 

dynamic pressure), and radial distance from the Earth (Figure 7.2-1). Particle populations 

closer to the Earth show less shell splitting due to the more symmetric field.
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Figure 7.2-1 The three panels show the increasing effects of shell 
splitting on 200 keV particles as a function of radial distance from the 
Earth.

In Figure 7.2-1, panels are SM co-ordinate system equatorial planes with the Sun to the left. 

The three coloured lines represent electrons of various pitch angles released simultaneously in 

the tail (blue 60°, red 30°, and black 5°). Descending down the panels, they show electrons
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released at 6.5, 5.5 and 4.5 Re tailwards. During tracing, the electrons moved radially outwards 

and gained up to several kiloelectrovolts of electric field energy, changing pitch angle 

accordingly.

T ilt : 6 ,8 16 01 9 , Kp : 3.61 1111, 30/0 8 /91  U T  . 23:26.40

2 R f i  4 R f i  6 1 » r l i * K ^ ‘’ * T 0 R e  12 R e+X

T ilt : 6 3 16 01 9, K p 3 .6 11 11 1 , D st : -80  0 00 00 0, P D y n  9 .454590  (n P a), B y  : 0 000000, B z  : 5 000000

T ilt : 6 .050870. Kp 3 305556, 30/0 8 /91  U T  2 3 \ 2 0

T ilt  6 .050870, K p 3 ,305556, D st -I ), P D y ti 9 .454590 (n P d), B y  0

Figure 7.2-2 The two panels show the effect of energy on shell splitting, with 
200 keV particles in the topmost panel, and 45 keV particles below. The 200 
keV particles are dispersed more readily than lower energy particles.
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Figure 7.2-3 The two panels show the effect of magnetospheric field condition 
on shell splitting.

In Figure 7.2-3, the top panel shows the drift paths of three 200 keV electrons (blue 60°, red 

30°, and black 5° pitch angles) when the Dst is uniformly -80 nT, and the solar wind dynamic 

pressure is a constant 9.45 nPa. The bottom panel shows the same particles under a Dst of -10 

nT and a solar wind dynamic pressure of 1.25 nPa.

Shell splitting will be greatest for the high energy, high pitch angle component of the 

population during periods of low Dst values or high dynamic pressure. If radial penetration of 

the injection region is minimal, this may remove high pitch angle (would be leading edge) 

particles from an injection as seen at geostationary orbit in the morning-noon sector.
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7.3 RESULTANT PITCH ANGLE DISTRIBUTION SEEN AT GEO

The CRRES/EPAS instrument provides a full pitch angle distribution for electrons between 21 

keV and 285 keV, allowing a study of the pitch angles seen in substorm injections for an 

energy range close to that of the LANL data. A requirement for this study is that CRRES 

should be near the geomagnetic equator when the particle pulse passes -  ensuring the effect of 

spacecraft magnetic latitude on the pitch angle distribution seen is minimal. Another two 

requirements were that the spacecraft needed to be at near-geostationary altitude and at a high 

enough local time so that the effects of shell splitting might become apparent. This set of 

requirements reduced the 187-event list to just one suitable event at the beginning of the 

mission. Event 3 is a particle pulse seen by ERAS at approximately 0335, with CRRES at 

0642 MLT, 4.05° SM-latitude and 6.11 Re- This is not ideal -  the latitude of the spacecraft 

discounts seeing particles of ao>  78°, and the altitude and local time of observations would 

both ideally be greater. However, the effects of shell splitting extenJUower than oq > 78° and 

may be seen in Figure 7.3-1.

The earliest con^onent of the pulse as seen by the instrument, between 242-285 keV, exhibits a 

near-isotropic distribution, but as energy decreases, the leading edge distribution becomes more 

field aligned. This is interpreted as showing the effects of shell splitting. High energy, high 

pitch angle particles drift around the outside of the spacecraft and are removed from the region 

observed by the instrument. This leads to the a*oded appearance of the high energy leading 

edges of some particle pulses as seen at LANL spacecraft and requires that care be taken in 

assigning these particles high pitch angles for tracing.
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Figure 7.3-1 The three panels above show plots of the observed pitch angle 
distribution against time (minutes:seconds) for the particles within the injection 
pulse of event 3, for three energy bands. The pitch angles are those of the particles 
at the spacecraft rather than at the magnetic minima.
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7.4 DETERM INATION OF LEADING EDGE PITC H  ANGLES

The magnetic latitude of some observations precludes high pitch angles from being observed 

and provides a high bound to the pitch angle distributions seen. Pitch angles that are too high 

lead to the violation of p as particle motion around the dawn-midnight sector results in loss of 

energy to the electric field, increasing a  to 90°. This provides another maxima for the leading 

edge pitch angle. Often the leading edge appears to be less than both of these however, and 

inter-spacecraft timing of the pulse is used to determine the approximate values to use for 

tracing particles to the injection region. With two or more observations, pitch angle values are 

iterated until a simulated particle matches the timing seen by each spacecraft, and a maxima for 

the leading edge is found. This process is usually conducted on only one or two particles. To 

individually determine the pitch angle for each channel would be time-intensive, and many 

second observations are degraded by dispersion to such an extent that only one energy 

channel’s flux increase can be clearly identified. This technique assumes that the effects of 

shell splitting are only minimal between the two spacecraft used. The assumption is founded on 

the low (~6hr) local time separation of the spacecraft most often used, and their displacement 

away from the midnight-dawn sector where the effects of shell splitting are most apparent. If 

this assumption breaks down, the result will be a particle trace with too low a pitch angle, and a 

convergence that is too far to the east. This is the same bias in the technique which will occur if 

higher energy channels see significantly lower pitch angles compared with other channels (this 

technique assigns the same pitch angle to each channel). Therefore, these results are an upper 

limit to the eastward injection boundary rather than an exact position.

7.5 M ETHODOLOGY & RESULTS PRESENTATION

After initial work considering shell splitting and pitch angles (which carried implications for 

the accurate tracing of particles) thirteen events were traced backward to their injection regions 

using the methodology developed in Chapter 6. The method and format of the results is largely 

generic to all events, hence to aid comprehension an explanation of methodology and results 

are presented here, using event 6 as an example.
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7.5.1 EVENT 6 (ONSET AT 0805,6.9.90)

7.5.1.1 SPACECRAFT POSITIONS

Tilt : 0 2024M, Kp : 3.061667, 06/09/90 U T  : 08:23:

+X

Figure 7.5-1 Equatorial projection of spacecraft positioning close to onset The figure 
is a SM system XY plane, with the Sun to the left

When an event is traced, consideration is first paid to the distribution of spacecraft (Figure 

7.5-1). One or more GOES spacecraft are required to be close to the tail for accurate magnetic 

field measurements and model fitting. LANL spacecraft/CRRES are required to be located so 

that they either see the injection pulse at a number of local time locations (for the derivation of 

leading edge pitch angles) or to assist by observing the injection region in the tail. In event 6’s 

Figure 7.5-1 above, the GOES satellites are placed either side of local midnight (right) -  

providing good data for dipolarisation observations and model adaptation to the event. CRRES 

(towards dawn) and the LANL spacecraft (1987-097, 1984-129) are expected to see dispersed 

electron injection signatures.

7.5.1.2 MAGNETOSPHERIC CONDITION  

MAGNETIC FIELD CONDITIONS

Magnetic conditions are investigated next, firstly to gain timing information with respect to 

growth phase length, onset time and expansion phase duration. This is used to give phase 

timings for onset and expansion and also during interpretation to place the timing seen for 

convergence into the context of the dipolarisation development. During tracing the timing data 

is used to give upper limit constraints to the time duration of particle tracing. A second function 

of investigating the magnetic field conditions is to determine the effectiveness of field model 

fitting to magnetometer data.
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CRRES
V-97
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G oes-6
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Figure 7J-2  Measured minus modelled magnetic field vectors for event 6, pre 
(light) and post (dark) model fitting.

Figure 7.5-2 shows the dipolarisation associated with event 6. The two vertical solid black lines 

represent onset (left), and the end of the expansion phase (right). The horizontal timescale 

varies for each of this graph type to maximise the detail seen although the vertical scale is fixed 

at +!- 97nT. From magnetometer data, the growth phase is 89 minutes long and expansion 8.3 

minutes. When this plot was generated, onset was incorrectly judged to be at 0822 UT, 

although was subsequently moved to the beginning of the disturbance as seen at GOES-6 at 

0805 UT. The GOES-6 Bz measured-model trace (light green, middle panel) shows a staggered 

dipolarisation.

SOLAR WIND CONDITIONS

Solar wind conditions are analysed due to their importance as inputs to magnetic field models 

and if data is unavailable due to data dropouts it is interpolated. This can be a questionable 

practice: some dropouts were for days and it would be expected that some substorms would be 

triggered by non-average short-lived solar wind conditions (perhaps short term pressure 

increases) that would not be reflected in data many hours either side of the onset. However, this 

practice is the only option and is the one adopted.

For event 6, the IMF Bz component is -i-lOnT at 0640 and monotonically reduces to -7nT by 

the time of onset (0805). The duration of the decrease in Bz correlates with the growth phase 

duration (although the time that Bz is southward is shorter than the growth phase). Velocity 

(Vsw) and density (p) information is not available from September to September 7*.
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Dynamic pressure was set at a level between readings at either end of this period (Pjyn = 1.85 

nPa).

7.5.1.3 INJECTION SIGNATURES & SELECTION

The next step was to select particles from LANL spectrograms. Usually the injections selected 

showed signatures of differing levels of dispersion (and coherence) at two local time separated 

spacecraft. This allowed the pitch angles of the leading edge of the particle pulse to be 

estimated (see 7.4, Determination of leading edge pitch angles). One or more particles were 

selected from the leading edge of the second observation for this purpose, and three or more 

particles were selected from the primary injection signature for tracing. For a very limited 

number of events, when the trailing edge was not swamped by other activity, a few particles 

were selected for tracing the point where the final particles were injected.

900906
1987097

91o
0 . 41a

9i;irj40b
1989046

900906
1984129

701o
2.7ld

Figure 7.5-3 Particle injection as seen by the LANL instruments for event 6, and particles 
selected for tracing.
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In event 6’s Figure 7.5-3 above, coloured bands represent particle spectra, with high-energy 

particles towards the top (electrons upper six rows of each plot, ions lower) and the colour 

intensity showing relative flux levels (red = highest, green = moderate, blue/burgundy/black = 

low). Log flux line plots (easier for seeing injection event timing) are overlaid with lower 

energies towards top. For example, on 1987-097’s panel (top) the six traces are log base-10 

electron fluxes, with particles from the 140-2(X) keV channel through to 45-65 keV channels 

selected (coloured circles).

The top panel shows observations of the events, with a strong injection signature between 0815 

and 0840, and three particles selected, representing the leading edge of the pulse. The higher 

energy channels have no such selections, as their leading-edge pitch angles will differ most 

with respect to the other channels (due to shell splitting). The middle panel shows 1989-046’s 

observations immediately to the west of the injection region, with a depression in electron 

fluxes centred on onset, although the injection pulse disperses before reaching the spacecraft. 

This spacecraft also sees ion injection flux increases indicating a non-dispCTsive injection was 

seen around 0807 UT. 1984-129’s lower panel shows a more dispersive injection signature than 

that seen at 1989-046’s. One particle from this signature is used to determine the pitch angle 

which best maps one signature to the other, and hence the pitch angle to use for tracing.

EPAS data was also studied with each event (although for event 6 nothing traceable was seen 

hence no exanple is presented). For some events EPAS was deep in the injection region and 

capable of providing good timing information for the expansion phase injection of particles. In 

one event the leading edge particles converged when EPAS first observed activity associated 

with injection, and the trailing edge particles converged when intense flux readings from EPAS 

ceased. However no tracing from EPAS signatures was possible due to noise in the data set, 

and the swamping of injection signatures by inner radiation belt activity. Identification of 

signature rising edges was not possible.

7.5.1.4 PARTICLE TRACING

Particle tracing largely involved the correct determination of the pitch angles to use for leading 

edge traces. Trailing edge traces were simpler: an assumption that these were the lowest pitch 

angles possible led to the selection of 4® - 5° pitch angles (the lowest which did not get 

absorbed by the atmosphere during tracing). The determination of leading edge particle pitch 

angles required the initial assignment of the maximum pitch angle that a spacecraft of given 

magnetic latitude could see. During the initial tracing process this was iteratively decreased 

until the particle(s) from the second (most dispersed) observation mapped to the observations 

of the least dispersed signature.
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Tracing proper resulted in a dynamic graphical display of the progress of the injection pulse 

around the magnetosphere, backwards in time, until the particles seen in an injection signature 

at different times, converged at (approximately) one local time in the tail. The traces of each 

injection is represented in this account as LT versus UT plots.

Event 6, Particle location (LT) versus time (UT)

1984-129, 95 keV 36 degs 
1987-097, 140 keV 36 degs 
1987-097, 95 keV 36 deg 
1987-097, 65 keV 36 deg

Figure 7.5-4 Particle tracing for event 6, y-axis position in local time against UT.
Time decreases left (post onset) to right (near onset).

Figure 7.5-4 shows four traces representing the journey of particles from injection signature 

observation to the leading edge of the particle pulse. The first particle (dark blue, tallest line) is 

the particle traced from 1984-029 to 1987-097 to obtain pitch angle information (oo = 36°). The 

last three are traced from 1987-097, and during the progression of the trace as each of these 

particles had yet to be co-located with the spacecraft as time progressed backwards, maintained 

constant local time positions (hence the flat lines). As time passed the observation times of 

each particle, their motion in local time began. The trace for event 6 converges just prior to the 

onset at 2700 LT corresponding to 0300 LT, as broadly indicated by the crossing point, and 

identifying this point as the easternmost electron injection boundary. Care must be taken with 

the time scale of these plots. As the differing energy particles take different time-steps to 

complete the specified program distances, as each new faster particle becomes active in the 

simulation, the time scale of the plots decreases. Hence the plots are non-linear due to the 

varying time steps the program takes. It should also be noted that a local time value of 24 

hours and over represents midnight-dawn sector values plus 24 hours.
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7.6 ID E N T IF IE D  E V E N T  IN JE C T IO N  T R A C IN G S

7.6.1 EVENT 13 (ONSET AT 0537/0545, 6.10.90)

7.6.1.1 SPACECRAFT POSITIONS

T ilt : -15.410046, Kp : 3.860370, 06/10/90 U T  : 05:40 40

+X

Tilt : -15.410046, Kp : 3.860370, Dst : -0.744444, P D y n  : 2.041478 (nPa), B y . -1.290000, Bz  : 0,990000

Figure 7.6-1 Equatorial projection of spacecraft positioning at onset

7.6.1.2 MAGNETOSPHERIC CONDITION  

MAGNETIC FIELD CONDITIONS

CRRES
+Z-97

nT

G oes-6
+Z-97

nT

G oes-7
V-97

nT

—  dBx
—  dBx(fit)

dBy
dBy(fü)

dBz
dBz(fit)

Figure 7.6-2 Measured minus modelled magnetic field vectors, pre (light) and post 
(dark) model fitting.
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From magnetic measurements, the growth phase was judged to be -33 minutes long, expansion 

25 minutes. The two vertical solid black lines represent onset, and the end of the expansion 

phases. GOES-7, centrally placed in the tail, shows the noisy dipolarisation that magnetically 

identified this event. One third of the way through expansion a more rapid correction to Bz 

occurs (0545). The initial magnetic timing on this event is therefore thought doubtful.

SOLAR WIND CONDITIONS

Solar wind data begins shortly after this event at 0624, after a dropout of coverage. At that time 

(and prior to the dropout earlier that day) the Vsw = -500 kms'\ p = -4  parts/cc and Bz is 

weakly positive.

7.6.1.3 INJECTION SIGNATURES & SELECTION

1987097

0600 0700

901[li)h 

1989046 

-164lo 

1 Ik

0600 0700

E140̂ 2C0«

1984129

Figure 7.6-3 Particle injection as seen by LANL satellites. Explanation as per 
equivalent plot for event 6.
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In Figure 7.6-3, 1989-046 shows a feature at 0553 UT, with a decrease in fluxes appearing 

instantaneously across all energies and later evidence of the injection pulse drifting around to 

its position. 1987-097 sees the injection pulse first (with particles selected for tracing shown) 

and 1984-129 sees the signature a little later. The highest energy channel is not selected as it is 

most prone to shell splitting effects.

Figure 7.6-4 CRRES/EPAS 85 < oc < 90 data (panel explanations same as for CPA/SOPA data).

In Figure 7.6-4, the electron data (upper panel) shows a near-dispersionless injection observed 

as CRRES swept outwards (although prior radiation belt observations may mask any dispersive 

features). The feature is seen between 05:50 to 05:51. The signature lacks the dispersion 

required for tracing, and indicates that the injection occurred close to the west of CRRES. The 

lower panel (proton data) shows a dispersed signature.
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7.6.1.4 PARTICLE TRACING

Event 13, Particle location (LT) against time (UT)

1982-019

1984-129

8 a 3

UT

Figure 7.6-5 Particle tracing for event 13 (X axis non-linear).

The tallest three lines represent particles from 1984-129, and the three traces with horizontal 

components particles from 1987-097. Particles converge at approximately 2845 LT 

(corresponding to 0445), identifying this point as the easternmost electron injection boundary.

7.6.2 EVENT 18 (ONSET AT 0930,15.10.90)

7.6.2.1 SPACECRAFT POSITIONS

Tilt : -11246549, Kp : 3.517778, 15/10/90 U T  : 09:28:1

1 PBT-OBT

+% 2R fi 4 P.p. 6 R e R R r 10 Re 12 Re

1

1

Tilt : -11.246549, Kp : 3.517778, Dst : 9.933333, P D y n  : 2.470553 (nPa), By ; 4.151052, Bz : -2.172105 

Figure 7.6-6 Equatorial projection of spacecraft positioning at onset.
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1.62,2 MAGNETOSPHERIC CONDITION 

MA GNETIC FIELD CONDITIONS

C R R E S
+Z-97

n T

G o es-6
+Z-97

n T

G o es-7
+Z-97

n T

 dBx
 dBx(fü)

dB"
dBz(fit)

Figure 7.6-7 Measured minus modelled magnetic Held vectors for event 18, pre (light) and post 
(dark) model Fitting.

From magnetic measurements the growth phase for this event was judged to be approximately 

130 minutes long and expansion 8.3 minutes. The GOES-6 Bz measured-model trace (light 

green, middle panel) shows a distinct dipolarisation.

SOLAR WIND CONDITIONS

— Dns — Bz — TëT 
eoOkps/
15nT/
0-6nPd/
9pt$/cc

OAlSnT

IM P-8 lag  adjusted  S /W  data —  PÙyn

1 0701 0801 0901 1001

Figure 7.6-8 Solar wind density, velocity, dynamic pressure and 
conditions for event 18.

The solar wind IMF is southward and decreasing from 0725 UT through to onset reaching a 

minima at approximately 0845UT, matching the observed growth phase. Density is 6-8 cm'% 

and Vsw = 400 to 450 ms'% with a corresponding moderate Pdyn = 2 to 3 nPa.
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7.6.2.3 INJECTION SIGNATURES & SELECTION

E14O^20O«

lUUU

901015

1987097

9010 IS
1989046

901015
1984129

Figure 7.6-9 Particle injection as seen by the LANL instruments. Explanation as per last event.

In Figure 7.6-9, 1987-097 shows a dispersed injection with leading edge and trailing edge 

particles marked for tracing. The dispersed injection pulse seen by 1984-129 was traced back to 

1987-097 to confirm pitch angle allocation (60°) and tracing algorithm accuracy. 1989-046 is 

within the injection region and appears to indicate a 30 minute period of intense tail region 

activity from 0930 to 1000 hours. CRRES/EPAS observed the injection, although noise 

precluded using the data to identify the timing of leading/trailing edge particles.
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1.6.1A  PARTICLE TRACING

200 keV 80 degs -----------140 kaV 80 degs
95 80 dags -----------85 kaV 60 dags

----------- IdOkeV Sdegs — — 95 kaV 5 degs
-----------85 kAf 5 degs ----------- 1964-129 140 kaV 60 dags

Event 18, Particle location (LT) versus time (UT)
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Figure 7.6-10 Particle tracing for event 18, both leading edge (right) and trail edge (left)
signatures.

In Figure 7.6-10 the first three lines from the left show low pitch angle slow particles from the 

trailing edge of the injection. The last five are high-energy, high pitch angle particles leading 

edge particles, one of which comes from 1984-129 to establish the leading pitch angle. The low 

energy particles are seen to converge at approximately local midnight (1000 UT). The high- 

energy particles converge between 2730 and 2700 LT four minutes after the observed magnetic 

onset (0930).

7.6.2.S OBSERVATIONS

Spacecraft 1987-097 observed a dispersed injection signature in this event, and 1984-129 saw 

the same pulse sometime later. A leading edge element of the signature seen by 1984-129 was 

traced with various pitch angles to establish the probable leading edge pitch angle for the pulse 

in this region. The trailing edge particles progressed at much lower speeds in the 95-140 keV 

band and were best matched with 5° particles (4° was within the loss cone).

Allowing the pitch angle distributions above, and top-channel energies for the leading 

edge/bottom-channel energies for the trailing edge, resulted in a trace of leading edge particles 

that coincided closer after the start of activity as seen by 1989-046. Conversely, the trace of the 

trailing edge particles resulted in a coincidence at the end of activity. The eastern edge of the 

injection region was at approximately 0330LT to 0300LT, with the end of pulse particles 

coming from midnight.
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7.6.3 EVENT 21 (ONSET AT 0858,25.10.90)

7.6.3.1 SPACECRAFT POSITIONS

T Ü t:-15.950842, K p : 2.1 I, 25/10/90 U T  : 09:1

+X

I, D s t : -15.1 I, PDyi% : 1.096486 (nPd), B y : -0.220000, B z : -0.680000

Figure 7.6-11 Equatorial projection of spacecraft positioning at onset.

1 .6 3 2  M AGNETOSPHERIC CONDITION  

M AGNETIC FIELD CONDITIONS
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+Z-97
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—  dBy
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Figure 7.6-12 Measured minus modelled magnetic field vectors for event 21, pre 
(light) and post (dark) model Htting. GOES-06 shows the small disturbance 
identified.
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SOLAR WIND CONDITIONS

Solar wind data is unavailable for this period. Solar wind density and velocity are available on 

the (p = 10 parts/cc, Vsw = 470 kms‘‘) and 28^ (p = 5 parts/cc, Vsw = 410 kms'‘) of 

October, IMF data is available on the 25*, although a gaps exists from 08:33 (Bxyz = -17, - 

0.28, -2.58 nT) to approximately 20:00 (Bxyz= -14, -0.44, -1.36 nT). The solar wind dynamic 

pressure used for this trace was 2.81 nPa.

T.6.3.3 INJECTION SIGNATURES & SELECTION

901025

1987097

81o

-0.614

0900 1000

0900 1000

901025

1989046

-16510
l,91d

901025
1984129

Figure 7.6-13 Particle injection as seen by LANL satellites.

1989-046 shows a non-dispersive disturbance across all energies shortly after onset, and a 

highly dispersed signature 45 minutes later. 1987-097 observes the injection signature first with 

1984-129 seeing it later. The particles marked for tracing represent the trailing edge of the 

injection.
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7.6.3.4 PARTICLE TRACING

Event 21 - trailing edge, Particle location (LT) versus time (UT)

96 kev 4 degs
66 kev 4 degs
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Figure 7.6-14 Trailing edge particle tracing for event 21. The right hand side cut-off is 
the onset as determined from the magnetic disturbance. The western edge of the electron 
injection was at approximately 2118LT.

Event 21 - leading edge, Particle location (LT) versus time (UT)

1984-129 95 keV 63 degs 
1987-097 140 keV 63 degs 
1987-097 95 keV 63 degs 
1987-097 65 keV 63 degs

26 -m
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Figure 7.6-15 Leading edge particle tracing for event 21 (X axis non-linear).

7.6.3.S OBSERVATIONS

The trailing edge signature of this event was clear of interference and used to investigate the 

western extent of the electron injection region. Trailing edge identification was however 

difficult, and a trace of similar particles from 1984-129 was used to aid selection. It is unclear 

why the injection pulse was observed only once and no echoes are apparent in the traces, nor 

why the injection pulse has no component above 140 keV. It is possible that the slightly raised 

flux in the channel after the mid-energy particle selection is part of a dispersed echo. The trace
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of these particles cut off at the time identified by magnetic disturbance as onset, at the exact 

time they all converged at approximately 2118LT.

The leading edge trace for this event was conducted with pitch angles determined as applicable 

for this dynamic pressure and these approximate spacecraft locations (63° from event 13). The 

trace converged between approximately 2830 and 2600LT.

7.6.4 EVENT 28 (ONSET AT 0725,5.12.90)

7.6.4.1 SPACECRAFT POSITIONS

Tilt : -30,065811, Kp : 2.844444, 05/12/90 U T  : 07:26 40

+X

Tilt : -30.065811, Kp : 2.844444, Dst : -2.888889, P D y n  : 3.797352 (nPa), By : -1.616000, B z : -3.075500

Figure 7.6-16 Equatorial projection of spacecraft positioning at onset.

GOES-06 and GOES-07 were well positioned for magnetic field fitting/sensing and 1987-097 

data was used for tracing after pitch-angle calibrating with 1984-129.

7.Ô.4.2 MAGNETOSPHERIC CONDITION  

MAGNETIC FIELD CONDITIONS
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Figure 7.6-17 Measured minus modelled magnetic field vectors for event 28, 
pre (light) and post (dark) model fitting.

From magnetic measurements, the growth phase was judged to be 66 minutes long, expansion 

14 minutes. The GOES-6 and GOES-07 Bz measured-model traces (light green middle panel) 

show a distinct dipolarisation.

SOLAR WIND CONDITIONS

—  Dns — Bz — Vel 
600kps/ ■
15nT/ ■
0-6nPa/ '
9pts/cc

IMP-8 lag adjusted S/W data —  P D y n

0M5nT
603 0703 0803 0903

Figure 7.6-18 Solar wind density, velocity, dynamic pressure and 
conditions for event 28.

The solar wind IMF is southward from -0620 throughout the substorm episode, and turns 

southward at the approximate beginning of the growth phase. Density is high at 9 parts per cc, 

and Vsw = 500 ms *, with a corresponding (high) P̂ yn = 4 nPa.
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7.6.4.3 INJECTION SIGNATURES & SELECTION
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Figure 7.6-19 Event 28’s particle injection as seen by LANL satellites, and 
particles selected for tracing.
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Figure 7.6-20 CRRES/EPAS fluxes for event 28.

Figure 7.6-20 shows the first usage of EPAS data. The upper panel shows electrons, the lower 

protons. Energies for the spectrogram descend from top to bottom, with the reverse true of line 

plots. No noticeable particle substorm effects are apparent at CRRES until 0750-0800UT, with 

a notable dropout in the period correlating broadly with the growth phase of the substorm (and 

well into the recovery phase). The dropout and lack of particle pulse signature observation are 

explained below. CRRES/EPAS did not observe the leading edge of the pulse due to its 

magnetic latitude placing it on field lines that did not map within the magnetosphere due to 

substorm magnetospheric reconfiguration.
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U T  0b:13 Z O /( iT 1 2 -i9 ? 0 /E v e n t2 8

Tilt -32.11798b, Kp : 2700000. D ;t : -1.000000, PDyn ■ 3.749197 (nPa). By : 4.020000, Bz : -2.080000

U T  07:13-20 /  05-12-1990 /  E ven t 28

Tilt -30.507021, Kp . 2.700000, Dst ■ -2 000000. PDyn . 3.811500 (nP.3.), B y ■ -2 150000, Bz ; -3 360000

U T  07 23-20 /  05-12-1990 /  E ven t 28

Tilt : -iO 178866, Kp : 2.700000, D ;t : -2.000000. PD\m : 3 991884 (nPa.), By -2 630000, Bz - -9 100000

Figure 7.6-21 Modelled magnetic reconfiguration during event 28, side (SM co
ordinate system X-Z plane) view.

As shown in Figure 7.6-21, the grey circle represents the approximate location CRRES. 

CRRES/EPAS's flux dropout (and lack of early observation of the injection pulse) is likely to 

be the growth phase stretching of the magnetic field, placing CRRES on open field lines for a 

large fraction of the growth and expansion. The modelled field dipolarises such that CRRES is 

on closed field lines some time before a flux elevation is seen, indicating that this substorm’s 

growth phase may be longer than determined from magnetic field measurements, or the particle 

pulse is not present near the magnetopause. It should be noted that the X-line feature at 7 Re is
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a model and probably unreal feature (although it gives a good fit to the GOES-6 and GOES-7 

data).

T.6.4.4 PARTICLE TRACING

Event 28, Particle location (LT) against time (UT)

1984-129

UT

Figure 7.6-22 Particle tracing for event 28, y-axis position in local time against UT.

The first three lines from the left show low pitch angle, slow particles from the trailing edge of 

the injection. The last four are high energy, high pitch angle particles (one of which is from 

1984-129 and was used to determine the leading pitch angles to use). Low energy trailing 

particles converge at 2500LT at 0814UT, and high-energy leading edge particles at 2815LT, 

0728UT.

7.6.4.5 OBSERVATIONS

Proton measurements on spacecraft 199-095 indicate that the expansion period (as measured by 

the existence of injection region activity) may well be longer than initially thought (0725 to 

0740UT versus 0730 to 0800). Assuming leading edge particles come from the start of 

expansion and the trailing edge from after the end of expansion, this particle trace corroborates 

a longer expansion phase. Re-examination of the magnetic traces from GOES-06 and GOES-07 

indicate it may be up to twice as long as initially thought.
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7,6.5 EVENT 32 (ONSET AT 0814,23.12.90)

7.6.5.1 SPACECRAFT POSITIONS

Tilt : -29 677577, Kp : 2.476296, 23/12/90 U T  ; 08:14 40

Tilt : -29.677577, Kp : 2.476296, Dst : 5.288889, P D y n  : 1.508544 (nPa), By : 1.130000, Bz : 2.995000

Figure 7.6-23 Equatorial projection of spacecraft positioning at onset.

T.6.5.2 MAGNETOSPHERIC CONDITION 

MAGNETIC FIELD CONDITIONS
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Figure 7.6-24 Measured minus modelled magnetic field vectors pre (light) and post 
(dark) model fitting.
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GOES-06 shows a good dipolarisation signature, as does GOES-07, although 2 to 3 minutes 
later. The growth phase lasts 51 minutes and expansion 10 minutes.

SOLAR WIND CONDITIONS

Solar wind data is unavailable for this period. Solar wind data is available on the 22°*̂  (6 = 6 
parts/cc, Vsw = 350 kms"\ B g s m -x y z  = -0.29, -0.74, 6.06) and 23rd at 1600 UT (5 = 6 parts/cc, 
Vsw = 360 kms'\ B g s m -x y z  = -6,76, -2.26, 5.99) of October. The solar wind dynamic pressure 
used for this trace is 1.5 nPa.
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7.6.53 INJECTION SIGNATURES & SELECTION
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Figure 7.6-25 Particle injection as seen by LANL satellites.

1982-019 shows a dispersive signature, 1987-097 a fraction of the pulse after more dispersion 

and 1984-129 the same again. 1989-046 shows a disturbance across all energies exactly at 

onset.
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1.6.5A PARTICLE TRACING

Event 32, Particle location (LT) versus time (UT)

1982-019
1982-019
1987-097

1982-019
1987-097

1982-019
1987-097

8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8
UT

Figure 7.6-26 Leading edge particle tracing for event 32 (X axis non-linear).

7.6.5.S OBSERVATIONS

This event has 4 LANL spacecraft observing the injection pulse and region. Particle signatures 

from both 1982-019 and 1987-097 were traced, providing indications regarding the extent of 

shell splitting and two locations for the eastern injection boundary. 1984-129 is used to provide 

pitch angle information for spacecraft 1987-097. Spacecraft 1982-019 is at a magnetic latitude 

that cuts off everything above 60° (assumed to be a larger effect than shell splitting could cause 

at this location), although 1987-097 is on the magnetic equator. Initial traces indicated that the 

particles passing between the two spacecraft were slower than 90° pitch angle particles -  hence 

1984-129 was required to determine the upper pitch angle ceiling. 1987-097 and 1984-129 

were at approximately symmetrical locations with respect to the Y = 0 plane, and simulations 

earlier in this chapter indicate that shell splitting is symmetrical in nature, so the pitch angles 

first seen at the two spacecraft should be the same. The maximum pitch angle 95 keV particle 

that could pass between the two spacecraft in the (slow) time indicated by the data was 

determined to be 15°, and this was used for particle tracing from 1987-097. This indicated a 

greater degree of shell splitting than anticipated, although would be consistent with a substorm 

with less magnetotail radial penetration that had been previously seen.

The particle trace of the two sets of particles is shown above. The traces indicated two identical 

azimuthal locations (2800LT) although with two differing injection times (At = 4 minutes).
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7.6.6 EVENT 33 (ONSET AT 1033,31.12.90)

7.6.6.1 SPACECRAFT POSITIONS

T ilt :-23.307753, Kp : 2.665556, 31/12/90 U T :  10:34:

Tilt : -23.307753, Kp : 2.665556, D st : 13.566667, P D y n  : 2.000000 (nPd), B y  : -3 184500, B z : -5.018500

Figure 7.6-27 Equatorial projection of spacecraft positioning at onset.

7.6.6.2 MAGNETOSPHERIC CONDITION  

MAGNETIC FIELD CONDITIONS

CRRES
V-97

nT

Goes-6
V-97

nT

Goes-7
V-97

nT

d B x
dBx(fit)

d B y
dBy(fit)

—  dB z 
 dBz(fit)

Figure 7.6-28 Measured minus modelled magnetic field vectors for event 33, pre (light) and post 
(dark) model fitting.
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GOES-06 shows the disturbance that identifies this event. The growth phase is 92 minutes 

long, and expansion 31 minutes (although this is somewhat arbitrary due to the unclear nature 

of this disturbance).

SOLAR WIND CONDITIONS

Solar wind data is unavailable for this period. Solar wind density and velocity are available on 

the 30th of December (p = 12 parts/cc, Vsw = 450 kms'*) and 3"̂  ̂of January (p = 8.6 parts/cc, 

Vsw = 330 kms'*). IMF data is available on the 3F‘ (Bxyz = -8, -3, -3 to -5 nT). The solar wind 

dynamic pressure used for this trace is 2.24 nPa (p = 10, Vsw = 340 kms'^).

7.6.6.3 INJECTION SIGNATURES & SELECTION
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Figure 7.6-29 Particle injection as seen by LANL instruments.

7.6.6.4 PARTICLE TRACING
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Event 33, Particle location (LT) against time (UT)

—

1982-019 45 keV 66 degs 
1962-019 95 keV 66 degs

1982-019 65 keV 66 degs 
1982-019 140 keV 66 degs

o o d d o d o d o d d d o d d d d d d o d d d

UT

Figure 7.6-30 Leading edge particle tracing (X axis non-linear).

7.6.6.S OBSERVATIONS

Spacecraft magnetic latitude gave pitch angle maxima of 66° for the leading edge trace, the 

results of which were convergence at between approximately 2800 and 2730LT at 1028 to 

1027 UT.

7.6.7 EVENT 41 (ONSET AT 0815,24.1.91)

7.6.7.1 SPACECRAFT POSITIONS

Tilt -26 034541, Kp 3.830185, 24/01/91 U T  : 08 16:20

R Rft 10 Re 12 Re+X

Tilt : -26.034541, Kp : 3 830185, Dst : 6.911111, P D y n  : 8.056819 (nPd), B y : -2.037000, Bz ; -3.606500

Figure 7.6-31 Equatorial projection of spacecraft positioning at onset.
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For event 41, GOES satellites are placed either side of local midnight, CRRES is in the tail, 

1989-046 is in a position to see a proton signature/be in the proton injection and the other 

LANL spacecraft is expected to see electron injection pulses.

7.6.T.2 MAGNETOSPHERIC CONDITION 

MAGNETIC FIELD CONDITIONS

C RR ES
V-97

n T

Goes-1
V -97

n T

dBx
dBx(fit)

dBz 
-  dBz(fvt)

Figure 7.6-32 Measured minus modelled magnetic field vectors for event 41, pre (light) and post 
(dark) model fitting.

From magnetic measurements, the growth phase was judged to be 133 minutes long, expansion 

12 minutes. The GOES-6 Bz measured-model trace (light green middle panel) shows a distinct 

dipolarisation, although the onset has been misidentified by 9 minutes (it is actually at 0806 

and expansion is 10 minutes long).

SOLAR WIND CONDITIONS

—  Dns — Bz — Vel
eOOkps/
ISnT/
0-9nPV
9pts/cc

0/-15nT

IMP-8 lag adjusted S/W  data —  FDyn

0602 0702 0802 0902

Figure 7.6-33 Solar wind density, velocity, dynamic pressure and Bz conditions for event 41.
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The solar wind IMF is southward from -0640 and throughout the substorm episode. Density is 

off the scale high at 15-20 parts/cc indicating anomalous solar wind conditions, and solar wind 

velocity is around 400 ms'% with a corresponding (very high) solar wind pressure of 9 nPa.

7.6.7.3 INJECTION SIGNATURES & SELECTION

910124

1987097

81o

-l.O k

910124
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-16610
0.3k

911.1124
1984129

7CI1C
-2.8k

Figure 7.6-34 Event 41’s particle injection as seen by LANL instruments, and 
particles selected for tracing

1989-046 is within the periphery of the injection region with observations of a non-dispersed 

ion injection feature (the timing of which indicate onset at 0807). The same satellite shows an 

electron dropout event. The other LANL instruments see the electron injection pulse pass by.
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Figure 7.6-35 CRRES/EPAS fluxes for event 41.

The upper panel shows electrons, the lower protons. Energies on the spectrogram descend from 

top to bottom, with line plots showing lowest energies at the top. CRRES is within the injection 

region at onset, and confirms the timing to be 0807 as per the corrected interpretation of 

magnetic signatures. CRRES is centrally placed at local midnight and sees both ion and 

electron enhancement, with ions showing no dispersion, but electrons taking some five minutes 

to penetrate high energies. The vertical white line shows the time when the leading edge 

particles converged (as the electron signature reached its highest energies).
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1.6.1 A  PARTICLE TRACING

Event 41, Particle location (LT) versus time (UT)

2 N g % % R 6
N R R N « R

PM
S CN s (O g g

o> CO CD N  (D <b I f)

§ § h §
UT

Figure 7.6-36 Particle tracing for event 41, y-axis position in local time against UT.

The four traces are for particles from the leading edge of the particle pulse observed by 1987- 

097, with pitch angles of 55°. The trace converges far to the east at 3000LT.

The relatively high dynamic pressure of this event led to its use in a comparative study. In 

Reeves [1991] the guiding centre drift velocities of various pitch angles were compared as 

functions of local time and it was found that high bow pressure could flatten the geometry of 

the dayside magnetosphere. In the models employed this reduced the drift speeds of high pitch 

angle particles around noon such that, in some cases, they were less than the drift speeds of low 

pitch angle particles.

Figure 7.6-37 shows the results of a similar analysis for event 41. The total period shown is of 

the order 220 minutes or two particle orbits. The first orbit occurs during a time when the tail 

field was stretching during event 41’s growth phase, causing more curvature drift (hence the 

difference in the speeds for the two orbits), and both orbits occur during an episode of high 

dynamic pressure. Comparing the figure with Reeves [1991], this is contrary to the result 

indicating high Oo particles can drift significantly slower than low cxq particles under noon field 

compression conditions. The discrepancy may well be due to the differing field models in use.

This indicates that the leading edge particles of an injection pulse will always be composed of 

the highest pitch angle particles, and the tail composed of low pitch angle particles -  there are 

no areas where the differing pitch angles can reverse speed order.
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Guiding centre drift speed variation with local time during 
event 41, 200 keV particle
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Figure 7.6-37 Guiding centre drift velocities for particles with various pitch angles and 
energies, over local time.

7.6.7.5 OBSERVATIONS

This event was of interest due to the magnetopause compression caused by the high solar wind 

dynamic pressure. As the event was examined it was noted that the compression pushed the
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model subsolar magnetopause in to around 9 Re, and created a new magnetic minima towards 

the lobes, where particles could migrate to (rather than the equatorial minima) during full-orbit 

testing. Identification of trailing edge particles was not possible due to considerable signal 

noise, although the leading edge trace proved good and converged just as CRRES/EPAS 

observed the substorm injection region intensify at higher energies.

7.6.8 EVENT 51 (ONSET AT 1022,27.2.91)

7.6.8.1 SPACECRAFT POSITIONS

Tilt : -9.275219, Kp : 2.700000, 27/02/91 U T  : 10:36.

Tilt ■ -9 275219, Kp : 2.700000, Dst : -8.000000, P D y n  : 2.1 (nPa), B y  :-1.852000, B z : -1465500

Figure 7.6-38 Equatorial projection of spacecraft positioning a little after onset.

7.6.8.2 MAGNETOSPHERIC CONDITION  

MAGNETIC FIELD CONDITIONS
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CRRES
+Z-97

n T

Goes-6
+Z-97

n T
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V-97

n T

dBx
dBx(fit)

dBy
dBytfit) -----  dBz(fit)

Figure 7.6-39 Measured minus modelled magnetic field vectors for event 51, 
pre Gight) and post (dark) model fitting.

From magnetic measurements, the growth phase was judged to be 134 minutes long and 

expansion 20 minutes. The two vertical solid black lines represent onset, and the end of the 

expansion phases. The CRRES Bz measured-model trace (light green middle panel) shows a 

weak localised dipolarisation, although the onset has been misjudged by 14 minutes (it is 

actually at 1022). The GOES-06 ‘rectangular-Bz’ feature during the growth phase was caused 

by a change in the spacecraft solar cell magnetic field in eclipse.

SOLAR WIND CONDITIONS

—IMP-8 lag adjusted S/W  data
eOOkps/

ll-9nPa/

OMSnT

Figure 7.6-40 Solar wind conditions for event 51.

Although the solar wind IMF is seen to be continually southward, velocity and density data 

were unavailable for this day. The last available data (for 25.02.91) showed quiet time values 

of Vsw = 440 ms % p = 3.5 parts/cc and Pjyn = 1.25 nPa (low) and the next (for 2.03.91) showed 

near-identical steady values. Although a long extrapolation, the solar wind was assumed to be 

steady over the data dropout period (LANL data showed the period to magnetospherically 

quiet).
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T.6.8.3 INJECTION SIGNATURES & SELECTION

i.1
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1990095
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Figure 7.6-41 Event 51’s particle ii\jection as seen by LANL instruments. This 
graph shows ion traces overlaid in yellow.

1989-046 is in the central injection region with observations of non-dispersed injections feature 

for both ions and electrons (the timing of which indicate onset at 1021). Spacecraft 1990-095 

shows a slightly dispersed ion injection pulse. 1987-095 shows a dispersed electron injection -  

with only minimal dispersion given the spacecraft’s location at approximately llOOLT. A rise 

in the lowest energy channel, 50 to 75 keV, of the middle panel spacecraft at approximately 

1150 was interpreted as a weak echo of the initial injection and traced back to the original 

observation (1021) to within three minutes.
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L

Figure 7.6-42 CRRES/EPAS fluxes for event 51. Both species show non
dispersed signatures at 1021.

7.6.S.4 PARTICLE TRACING

Event 51, ‘ Proton* location (LT) versus time (UT)
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Figure 7.6-43 Proton tracing for event 51, y-axis position in local time against UT.
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Figure 7.6-43 three traces are for protons from the leading edge of the ion injection observed by

1990-095, with pitch angles of approximately 70° (minimum to avoid violation of p). Ten- 

second resolution plots were required to select the particles. The alterations in the trace 

gradients are a function of higher-resolution reports when higher energy particles are being 

traced. The trace converges at 22(X)LT. Due to the short period the trace occurs over and the 

resultant lack of dispersion in the signature, the result should be treated with caution.

Event 51, Electron location (LT) versus time (UT)

140 keV 65 degs

200 keV 65 degs

S ?
O O O O O O O Ô O O O O O Ô O O O O O O O O O O O

UT

Figure 7.6-44 Electron tracing for event 51. Convergence occurs at 2800LT.

7.6.9 EVENT 61 (ONSET AT 1021, 08.3.91)

It was not possible to establish the maximum pitch angle of this injection pulse’s leading edge 

(due to noise around the second signature’s flux increases masking the time the pulse passed). 

The results from this trace are therefore not reported.
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7.6.10 EVENT 67 (ONSET AT 0653,13.03.91)

7.6.10.1 SPACECRAFT POSITIONS

Tilt : 43.049915, Kp : 4.650741, 13/03/91 U T  ; 06:27:20

1 DBT-OBT

4 R P  fiRft fiRfi 10 R e 12 R e

CftOKS-OT

1 BOO-OBS

Tilt : -13.049915, Kp : 4.650741, Dst : -37.266667, P D y n  : 2.966886 (nPd), B y : 0 496500, B z : 1.529500

Figure 7.6-51 Equatorial projection of spacecraft positioning at onset.

7.6.10.2 MAGNETOSPHERIC CONDITION  

MAGNETIC FIELD CONDITIONS

C R R ES
+Z-97

nT

G oes-6
+/-97

nT

G oes-7
+Z-97

nT

dBx
dBx(fit)

d B y
dBy(fit)

d B z
dBz(fit)

Figure 7.6-52 Measured minus modelled magnetic field vectors, pre (light) and post 
(dark) model fitting.

GOES-07 shows a distinct onset at 0626, with a growth phase of 95 minutes and an expansion 

phase of 12 minutes. Retrospectively however, the traced signature is more likely associated
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with the second set of activity at 0653. This work was therefore done without good magnetic 

field adaptations in place.

SOLAR WIND CONDITIONS

—  Dn$
eookps/
15nT/
0-9nPa/

'= W IMP-8 lag adjusted S/W  data —  PD yn

9pts/cc ------ ------------------- --------

0/-15nT
0600

Figure 7.6-53 Solar wind data for event 67.

Solar wind density, velocity and IMF data are available for this event. They indicate a large 

decrease in dynamic pressure prior to onset, and an increase in Bz from negative to positive 

values, either of which could be attributed as triggers. The solar wind dynamic pressure 

indicated from the data is approximately 3 nPa at onset.

7.6.10.3 INJECTION SIGNATURES & SELECTION

910313
1987097

81o
-1.01api

Figure 7.6-54 Particle injection as seen by LANL satellites (only one saw a 
signature).
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7.6.10.4 PARTICLE TRACING

Event 67, Particle location (LT) versus time (UT)

s  s  §
LT (hours)

Figure 7.6-55 Leading edge particle tracing for event 67.

7.6.10.5 OBSERVATIONS

No secondary spacecraft observations of this injection were available for this injection pulse. 

Comparable solar wind dynamic pressure and local time of observation values had been 

recorded for event 18, and therefore event 18’s pitch angle (60°) was assumed applicable to this 

event also. The resulting trace converged at approximately 28(X) LT.

7.6.11 EVENT 88 (ONSET AT 1011,2.4.90)

An injection trace was not possible for this event with the injection signature leading edge 

indistinguishable from other features.
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7.6.12 EVENT 181 (ONSET AT 0639,5.10.91)

7.6.12.1 SPACECRAFT POSITIONS

Tilt : -13.827378, Kp : 3.494444, 05/10/91 U T  : 06:37:

1 O B T . O D T

.  a O m « - D T

7Rp.  4 R r  fiRft H R r 10 R e 12 Re

1 9 8 ^ . - 0 2 9
1

T ilt : -13.327378.. Kp : 3.494444, Dst : 12.466667, P D y n  : 10.641779 (nPa), By : 0.237500. Bz : -0.295500

Figure 7.6-56 Equatorial projection of spacecraft positioning at onset.

7.6.12.2 MAGNETOSPHERIC CONDITION  

MAGNETIC FIELD CONDITIONS

CRRES
+Z-97

n T

Goes-1
V-97

n T

dBx
dBxffit]

Figure 7.6-57 Measured minus modelled magnetic field vectors for event 181, pre (light) and post 
(dark) model fitting (growth/expansion: 102/20 minutes).
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GOES-06 shows a good dipolarisation, although from an apparently already relaxed state 

(possibly an effect of the high solar wind dynamic pressure conditions). The onset time was 

adjusted from 0637 (which was used to generate the above graph) to 0639 after closer 

examination of the onset signature for GOES-06. GOES-07, although presumably better 

placed, saw less activity indicating the dipolarisation was asymmetrically displaced westward.

SOLAR WIND CONDITIONS

—  Dm —  Bz IMP-8 Idg adjusted S/W data — PDyn
600kps/
15nT/
0-9nPa/
9pts/cc

. . . .  -  - .  . .  ----------------- -

0M5nT
0500 0600 0700 0800

Figure 7.6-58 Solar wind conditions for event 181.

Density is off the scale for the build up and duration of this event, on average at 31 parts/cc for 

the duration of the event, pushing dynamic pressure up to values around 11 nPa. Bz shows 

small values up until onset, and then shows a southward turn.

7.6.12.3 INJECTION SIGNATURES & SELECTION

911005
1987097

911005
1984129

14410
- l . l l d

Figure 7.6-59 Event 181’s particle injection as seen by LANL satellites.
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7.6.12.4 PARTICLE TRACING/OBSERVATIONS

This event shows the degree of uncertainty introduced by lack of leading edge pitch angle 

information. This injection pulse was observed clearly on only one satellite -  giving no option 

for determining the pitch angle distribution from the inter-spacecraft speed of the pulse. Also, 

no experience was built up with tracing in an environment with dynamic pressure of 12 nPa. 

Therefore the leading edge pitch angles could be anywhere from a few degrees through to the 

maximum which does not require p violation prior to convergence (71°).

(X« Convergence

10° -0400LT

30° -0300LT

40° ~0200LT

71° -OOOOLT

Table 7.6-1 Illustration of variable local time of 
convergence obtainable with different pitch angles for 
event 181.

These results, dependent on an unknown variable, were not carried forward to influence 

conclusions.

7.7 C O M P O S IT E  R E S U L T S  A N D  C O N C L U S IO N S

As can be seen from Table 7.7-1 and Figure 7.7-1 the particle traces for each event broadly 

agree, with the eastward extents of the particle injection regions seen ranging from 0300 LT 

around to 0600, with an average of 0400 LT.

Event Convergenc
e(LT)

Leading 
edge a*

Dst
Dynamic
pressure

nPa

s/c#i
LT

S/C#2
LT

Proton boundary/ traiiing 
edge signature origin (LT)

6 0300 36 -54 1.85 8.9 13.0 -

13 0445 35 -1 2.04 6.5 10.0 -

18 0300 60 10 2.47 10.3 14.5 0000 (trailing)

21 0300 63 -15 2.81 9.9 14.0 2130 (trailing)

28 0415 30 -3 3.80 8.45 12.0 0100 (trailing)

32 0400 15 5 1.50 6.0 13.5 -

33 0345 66 14 2.24 8.4 11 -

41 0600 55 7 9.00 8.8 13 -

51 0400 65 -8 1.25 10.9 17 2200 (proton)
61 - - _ - - - -

67 0400 60 -38 3.0 7 - -

88 - - - - - - -

181 - - 12 - - - -

Table 7.7-1 Particle convergence points from event tracing.
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Electron easternmost injection boundary

Origin of trailing edge electrons

Ion westernmost injection boundary

Connection between event lead/trail edge 
trace (i.e electron injection region)

+x

Distribution of 
dipolarisations 
(max at 2100LT)

+Y

Figure 7.7-1 Distribution of results from particle tracing with overlaid distribution seen for 
dipolarisations in Chapter 4.

The tracings done with trailing edge particles indicate a westward extent of 2130 to OICX) LT at 

the end of expansion phases, with an average of 2300LT. The corresponding electron injection 

regions are marked in Figure 7.7-1, and show substantial variation from one event to another, 

indicating injection regions vary with each substorm. The one trace of the westernmost point of 

the ion injection region shows another injection region similar in extent to the regions seen 

between leading and trailing edge electrons.

The distribution of dipolarisation event observations is in contrast to the apparent average 

electron injection region. Viking and CRRES/LEPA data indicate that substorm auroral 

electrons associated with dipolarisations and visible emissions occur in the region from 2100 to 

2300LT. These electrons are sub-10 keV in range. The distribution of the higher electron 

injection regions indicated above is quite different from the local time distribution for this low 

energy component. This may be explained in one of two ways: the mechanisms which 

accelerate the two populations differ, or the transport mechanism from acceleration to injection 

region exerts a local time segregation on the particles. The latter case would be consistent with 

a distant acceleration of particles, and normal gradient-curvature-electric field drifts as the 

particles moved towards the Earth from the t ail, favouring substorm high energy electrons to 

be displaced to the east, and low energy particles to the west. Birn et al. [1998] describes 

simulations of tail acceleration and transport which produce this energy versus local time 

distribution from electron acceleration and cross tail transport of high energy particles.
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The majority of particle tracing work uses LANL high energy detector data and yields tracing 

results consistent with those above. A future direction may be to apply such tracing to low 

energy electron injections as seen by CRRES/LEPA and determine if injection regions differ -  

and adding weight to the arguments of Birn et al.

No correlation is apparent between the pitch angles determined for the traces and local time of 

observation or dynamic pressure/Dst. It is assumed the data set is too small to highlight any 

relationship or the shell splitting relationship is more complicated than assumed here. Another 

hypothesis tested was that the time from dipolarisation observation to particle injection may 

correlate with the local time of injection -  relating to some form of propagation of particles 

from dipolarisation acceleration to injection. Such work was inconclusive due to the observed 

time of dipolarisation being partially dependent on the local time of the magnetometer bearing 

spacecraft.

Some substorm growth phase commencements coincided with southward turnings of the IMF 

when comparing in-situ tail magnetometer data and IMP-8 data, confirming the nature of these 

periods as reconnective chargings of the magnetosphere.

Guiding centre velocity versus local time analysis for a number of energy/pitch angle 

combinations have shown that the leading edges of particle pulses will always be composed of 

high pitch angle particles, and the trailing edge will always be composed of low pitch angle 

particles. Reeves [1991] indicated that when the magnetic field geometry of the dayside was 

flattened due to high dynamic pressure, this reduced the drift speeds of high pitch angle 

particles around noon such that, in some cases, they were less than the drift speeds of low pitch 

angle particles. This work’s results are contrary, indicating high ao particles always drift faster 

than low ao particles, even under noon field compression conditions.
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CHAPTER 8 -  CONCLUSIONS

This thesis has examined the particle injections and solar wind conditions associated with 

substorms observed during the CRRES mission. The objective of this work was to investigate 

the morphology of substorm injection pulses and injection regions by identifying and using 

particle injection signature observations and particle tracing. The main tool developed for use 

in these studies was a particle tracing code, with relativistic guiding centre drift equations 

including realistic magnetic models and a representation of the electric field. The conclusions 

derived from this work, and the subsidiary studies of the solar wind-substorm relationship are 

presented here.

8.1 SUBSTORM  CHARACTERISATION

One hundred and eight-seven substorm injections have been identified in the CRRES epoch 

using data from GOES 6, 7 and CRRES magnetometers, five LANL geostationary spacecraft 

CPA/SOPA instruments, and CRRES/LEPA and CRRES/EPAS instruments. From this set of 

carefully identified substorms, injections have been characterised as having energy ranges of up 

to 550 keV, with the majority of events reaching 250-350 keV. This mode value may be 

artificially low due to shell splitting removing higher energy elements of some injections from 

geostationary space. No records of the local times associated with each maximum-energy-of- 

injection projection were made, although it is anticipated that the higher projections used data 

nearer injection, and the lower projections were based on observation further from midnight 

and partially influenced by greater shell splitting. Hence the mode figure maybe closer to 550 

keV.

Injection events are not instantaneous but occur over periods of order 30 minutes. This 

conclusion is drawn from the convergence timing of leading edge particles compared with the 

corresponding times from trailing edge particles, and is corroborated by the duration of features 

seen by injection-region spacecraft. Particle tracing produced results consistent with the leading 

edges of injection pulses being composed of high energy, high pitch angle particles from the 

start of injections, and the pulse-tail particles being composed of low energy, low pitch angle 

particles injected at the end of the activity.

8.2 THE SOLAR W IND -  SUBSTORM  RELATIONSHIP

It has been observed by Stern [1995] that after a long quiet period when the IMF turns suddenly 

southward, one can see the magnetotail reservoir of energy charge up as the tail field intensifies 

and magnetic field lines in synchronous orbit become stretched increasingly tailward.
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Comparing in-situ tailward magnetometer data and IMP-8 data in Chapter 7, a number of 

substorm growth phase commencements coincide with southward turnings of the IMF 

confirming the nature of this phase as a charging of the magnetosphere by reconnection. The 

magnetotail acts as an energy store, although the relationship between the triggering of 

substorm onset and solar wind energy input is non-linear [Chapter 5 -  Correlations]. The 

mechanism responsible for the release of this energy is internal, although this internal process 

is susceptible to external factors such as northward turnings of the IMF. A northward IMF 

turning is not mandatory for an event to occur and many are caused by other perturbations, a 

number of which appear to be purely internal [Chapter 5 -  Triggering]. This conclusion is 

based on studies using IMP-8 -  which maybe away from the Earth-Sun line -  and hence maybe 

vulnerable to unobserved small-scale structures in the solar wind causing effects without 

attribution. However, other studies have shown no dependence of triggering or non-triggering 

of substorms on the location of the monitor [McPherron and Hsu. 1998], hence this work does 

not support the Esw reduction theory for the triggering of substorms [Lyons, 1996].

The magnetosphere reacts to increased energy input with a larger number of higher flux 

particle injections, and larger dipolarisations [Chapter 5 -  Correlations]. This work indicates 

that the size of the dipolarisation seen was most greatly influenced by the solar wind power 

input between T-2 hours and T -30 minutes. Few measures of the magnitude of a particle pulse 

correlate with solar wind energy input however, except for the projected flux increase seen at 

40 keV.

The solar wind characteristics associated with substorm onsets seen during the lifetime of 

CRRES varied with dipole tilt to the Sun [Chapter 5 -  Superimposed Epoch Analysis]. This 

may be explained in three possible ways. The dipole tilt could alter the geometry of the 

magnetospheric system such that solar wind conditions required to precipitate onset are varied, 

long-term seasonal changes could occur in the solar wind over CRRES’s lifetime or the 

formation of a new long-lived inner radiation belt of 15 MeV particles in March 1991 could 

have modified the magnetospheric response to solar wind changes. Although this interesting 

result may have implications for the onset mechanism, no further conclusions can be drawn 

without further study. A longer-term solar wind/substorm study spanning several years is 

required to resolve this season versus tilt angle ambiguity inherent in a CRRES epoch study.

The full resolution of the relationship between solar wind and substorms will require solar wind 

data closer to the subsolar region with fewer dropouts. This will reduce doubts over 

magnetosphere-scale solar wind structures, enabling the triggering debate to be fully resolved
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and will also provide a better basis for correlative studies, from which storm and substorm 

prediction models may be built,

8.3 M O R PH O LO G Y  AND VARIATION OF PARTICLE INJECTIONS AND  

REGIONS

Particle injections are a major component of substorms and magnetospheric physics. Injections 

periodically populate the inner magnetosphere with hot particles and expose spacecraft to 

bursts of radiation. The events studied in this work have highlighted specific points with 

respect to the pitch angle evolution of injection pulses and the location of the eastern electron 

injection boundary.

By self consistently tracing particle injections through multiple observations, it has been found 

that the pitch angles of signature leading edges need to vary for observations and models to be 

consistent [Chapter 7 -  Event 13]. Different pitch angle particles are observed to lead particle 

pulses. This is due to shell splitting radially distributing particles on drift shells dependent upon 

energy and pitch angle [Chapter 7 -  Shell Splitting] with this effect magnifying with LT 

progress of the injection pulse. High-energy high-pitch angle particles leading the injection 

pulse drift further out and are removed from geostationary space. Particle pulses will be 

radially dispersed as a function of energy, pitch angle, local time and dynamic pressure, 

resulting in a radially structured injection pulse passing through local time. Drift shells are 

elongated by various extents at noon, resulting in spacecraft in circular geostationary orbits at 

different local times seeing different particles at different times. High energy, high pitch angle 

particles travel faster further out than others in the pulse with low-energy low pitch angle 

particles on the inside, resulting in a pulse with a sheared appearance as it progresses around 

local time and spacecraft away from midnight seeing only a subset of the pulse. This effect is 

confirmed by injection simulations with particles of various energies and pitch angles under 

differing dynamic pressures [Chapter 7 -  Shell Splitting].

Alterations in the dynamic pressure exerted on the magnetosphere can alter the extent of shell 

splitting particle pulses are subject to and results in the modification of injection signatures 

seen. Pitch angle considerations must be taken into account in tracing work with assumptions 

regarding the leading edge pitch angle distribution substantially effecting the local time of 

particle convergence [Chapter 7 -  Event 181]. Prior studies have applied a single pitch angle to 

all signature observations over multiple local times and solar wind conditions, as well as over 

all energies. Although this is unavoidable in most circumstances, it may compromise results. 

Shell splitting effects are of greatest magnitude for the high-energy (100 keV+) component of
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particle pulses. High-energy particles wrongly attributed with higher pitch angles, will 

converge prior to the lower energy particles at a more eastward local time.

Pitch angle distributions are a function of energy, local time and Dst/dynamic pressure (hence 

magnetic field configuration). With high-resolution pitch angle distributions for geostationary 

injection pulses it would be possible to model this function for use in particle tracing work, or 

use such pitch angle information directly for accurately tracing particles to injection points. 

However, such an instrument does not exist in geostationary orbit for this epoch, and the EPAS 

instrument positioning largely excludes its use for this application. Particle injection pulses 

may however be traced by inferring leading edge pitch angles from inter-spacecraft pulse 

transition times.

Thirteen events were selected, on the basis of spacecraft position and magnetospheric activity 

level, from the 187 previously identified. These events were traced and the results are presented 

in Chapter 7 and above. The results are upper limits [Chapter 7 -  Determination of leading 

edge pitch angles] that show that the easternmost extent of the injection region is westward of 

between 0300 and 0600 LT (mean 0400 LT). It is anticipated that this upper limit is not far 

from the actual extent of the region. This is consistent with other work.

An upper limit for the injection region eastward extent is between 0300 LT and 0600 LT. This 

is contrary to the distribution of dipolarisations (1900-0 lOOLT). The injection regions show 

substantial variation from one event to another, indicating injection regions vary with each 

substorm. Viking and CRRES/LEPA data indicate that substorm auroral electrons associated 

with dipolarisations and visible emissions occur in the region from 2100 to 2300LT. These 

electrons are sub-10 keV in range. The distribution of the higher electron injection regions 

indicated by this work is different from the local time distribution for the sub-10 keV 

component. Either the mechanisms that accelerate the two populations differ, or the transport 

mechanism from acceleration to injecfton region exerts local time segregation on the particles. 

The latter case would be consistent^ormal gradient-curvature-electric field drifts of particles 

from a tail acceleration towards Earth, favouring substorm high energy electrons to be 

displaced to the east, and low energy particles to the west. Bim et al. [1998] describes 

simulations of tail acceleration and transport which produce this energy versus local time 

distribution from electron acceleration and cross tail transport of high energy particles.

The low distribution of leading edge pitch angles seen imply that geostationary orbit majÿe 

close to the limit of injection region radial penetration in some events. The lower pitch angles 

seen indicate that more shell splitting occurred in the motion of the pulse from its injection 

point or that minimal radial penetration occurred reducing the particles available to shell-split
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out to the observation point and replace those removed to higher altitudes by the same process. 

This may be due to differing magnetospheric configurations (i.e. more dynamic pressure), or it 

may indicate that the injection had less radial penetration. More v^ork is required, although 

determining the pitch angles seen and modelling the shell splitting function may result in a 

method of remotely determining the radial extent of injections into the inner magnetosphere.

8.4 PARTICLE TRACING

Particle tracing is a powerful tool for determining the origin of phenomenon seen in the 

magnetosphere. The essential physics of tracing particles appears sound with a number of drift 

echoes mapping to each other via tracing. It does however require careful implementation and a 

large amount of information to obtain consistent results. Accurate magnetospheric field models 

are essential along with continuous solar wind data. This is an important requirement in 

determining the configuration of those models -  with solar wind dynamic pressure having an 

acute effect on the geometry of the dayside and hence the drift speeds of particles. The 

magnetic field models provided by Tsyganenko [1989, 1996] are fast accurate models of 

average conditions. Substorm conditions are however distinctly non-average, particularly in the 

tail region, hence magnetic field models need fitting to data from these periods for confidence 

in tail-region guiding centre speeds to be expressed. As solar wind dynamic pressure and the 

IMF is important in magnetic field configuration, and this having such a large impact on 

guiding centre drift speeds, in retrospect it is unfortunate that such a large fraction of events 

were traced where such data had to be extrapolated. In future work only events where a good 

history of solar wind data is available will be traced.

Electric field models require work, or an increase in computing speeds, to be accurate 

portrayals of the substorm field. Comparison with CRRES data showed the Volland-Stem 

model to have discrepancies with real data, and this will be exacerbated during substorms. The 

electric field is essential in the dynamics of both lower energy particles, and those with high 

pitch angles. The field can remove energy from parallel motion and hence have a large effect 

on pitch angles, changing pitch angles as particle moves either with or against the electric field. 

Pitch angle in turn has a large effect on drift speeds -  a particle of 60° travels 20% slower than 

a 90° pitch angle particle. In this study, electrons traced through the dawn sector lost substantial 

amounts of energy to the electric field and exhibited changes in pitch angle of order 25°, often 

causing difficulties if they migrated to 90° and required the violation of p to continue. The 

Volland-Stem model reacts poorly to changes caused by increased convection and is a function 

solely of Kp value. Therefore the real electric field -  stimulated by short-term changes in the 

solar wind -  may have significant effects not seen in the tracing code. When computationally
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viable, tracing codes should use one of the equipotential-traced ionospheric electric fields, 

dependent on solar wind variables to obtain better results.

As described above, during the process of tracing particle injections of unknown pitch angles, it 

was noted that low energy, high pitch angle particles often evolved into 90° pitch angle 

particles and further progress required either the violation of the first adiabatic invariant, or 

drift along equipotentials. The former solution was adopted, although after work modelling 

shell splitting, a decrease of initial pitch angles was favoured under the assumption that what 

was being seen was not an inaccuracy of the tracing process or real violation of p, but the 

tracing of particles that did not exist. Initial traces often assumed the leading edges of particle 

pulses as seen by the spacecraft involved a distribution of pitch angles from 90° downwards, 

with the magnetic latitude of the spacecraft and mirroring acting as a filter blocking the highest 

pitch angles from the spacecraft’s observation. It was concluded however that this was 

incorrect and that the pitch angle distribution was being radially sorted at geostationary 

altitudes by shell splitting. This would remove high pitch angles from the local distribution and 

cause the high pitch angle assumption to become invalid, causing the non-physical requirement 

to violate p purely by tracing particles of the wrong pitch angle.

The method for establishing the leading edge pitch angle relies on tracing the leading edge as 

seen travelling between two spacecraft observations. This assumes that no shell splitting occurs 

between the two spacecraft in question -  this is often a valid assumption, although inaccuracy 

may arise if the distance between the two spacecraft is great and shell splitting removes a large 

fraction of the distribution in the distance between the two spacecraft. The result will be the 

attribution of pitch angles that are too small, and a resultant convergence more to the east than 

it should be.

910313

1987097

0700 0800

Figure 8.4-1 An example of the difficulties posed in identifying the leading 
edges of injection pulses.
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As shown in Figure 8.4-1, the injection pulse signatures are masked by other positive-gradient 

features in the lowest two energy channels (top lines traces). Increases in the gradient 

differentiate these features, although their attribution is still questionable.

Particle selection by eye represents a possible source of bias in the technique. It is required that 

particles be defined as the leading edge of an injection, although as the leading edge is only a 

small increase in fluxes it can often be lost in noise unless the magnetosphere is extremely 

quiet. Also, the steep flux gradient of the leading edge of a particle pulse can start within 

another shallow gradient feature (such as in Figure 8.4-1). In cases where the start of an 

increase in an energy channel is somewhat ambiguous, it is often tempting to select particles 

such that they fit into the preconceived model injection front indicated by the other selected 

particles -  causing convergence to be artificially good. In an attempt to avoid this, all particle 

selections have been presented along with data in results such that selection may be challenged 

and justified if perceived to be incorrect.

The tracing code developed was found to be sound in all work conducted. In a number of cases 

features seen in the simulations were originally doubted, and later found to have footing in real 

physical phenomenon (such as above the change in pitch angle leading to violation of p being 

due to an incorrect pitch angle assumption). This has resulted in a valuable tool to conduct 

future research such as radiation belt modelling and forward-time simulations of substorm 

injections.

8.5 SUM M ARY OF CONTRIBUTIONS OF THIS W ORK

Particle injections have been characterised as having energy ranges of up to 550 keV, with 

the majority of events reaching at least 250-300 keV.

Injection events are not instantaneous uniform injections of particles, but processes that can 

last for periods of order 30 minutes.

A number of substorm growth commencements coincide with southward turnings of the 

IMF -  confirming this phase’s nature as a reconnective charging of the magnetosphere. The 

magnetotail acts as an energy store, although the relationship between onset triggering and 

the solar wind energy input is non-linear. The mechanism responsible for the release of this 

energy is internal although susceptible to external factors.

The magnetosphere reacts to increased energy input with a larger number of higher flux 

particle injections, and larger dipolarisations. The greatest influence of solar wind on size 

of dipolarisation occurs between T-2 hours and T-30 minutes with respect to onset. Few
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measures of the magnitude of a particle pulse correlate with solar wind energy input, 

except the projected flux increase at 40 keV.

• A variation in the solar wind structures associated with substorm occurrence was seen with 

dipole tilt angle to the Sun. This may indicate the dipole tilt effects the onset mechanism or 

that long-term seasonal changes occurred in the solar wind over the CRRES lifetime or the 

formation of a new 15 MeV inner radiation effected the mechanism.

• A sophisticated model of magnetospheric particle motion has been developed, using 

realistic magnetic field models, a representation of the electric field, and relativistic guiding 

centre drift equations. In addition to encompassing many features seen on other models 

(although rarely all in one model), the new code attempts to modify the magnetic field to 

allow for expansion phase changes to the field.

• This model provides traces of injection signatures back in time with excellent convergence 

given the input of particles from diffuse dispersed injection signatures This indicates 

particles drift within the magnetosphere in accordance with current understandings of the 

physical processes involved.

• A comprehensive analysis of particle injection signatures has been made, including the 

tracing of particles between spacecraft to get pitch angle information for subsequent tracing 

of signatures to injection points. Work on the relative drift speeds of particles of differing 

pitch angles over local time indicate the larger pitch angle particles are consistently faster 

than lower pitch angle particles. This indicates that the leading edge of particle pulses are 

always composed of high ao particles and trailing edges are always composed of low ao 

particles.

• The effects of shell splitting may compromise particle tracing. Shell splitting can divert 

high-energy, high-pitch angle particles outside of geostationary orbit and hence reduces 

leading edge pitch angles as a function of local time travelled, energy and solar wind 

dynamic pressure. Simulations of this effect were corroborated by the eroded leading edge 

appearance of some injection signature high-energy components. Tracing is effected such 

that the resultant local times are upper limits of the eastward extent of the injection region.

• An upper limit for the injection region eastward extend is between 0300 LT and 0600 LT. 

This is contrary to the distribution of dipolarisations earlier observed between 1900- 

OlOOLT with a mean of 2100LT. The injection region varies substantially from one
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substorm to the next. No correlations of local time of injection boundary with substorm 

attributes could be seen.

• Substorm auroral electrons (sub-10 keV) associated with dipolarisations and visible 

emissions are observed with a more westward local time distribution than the injection 

regions indicated by this work for the higher energy injected component. Either the 

mechanisms that accelerate the two populations differ, or the transport mechanism from 

acceleration to injection region exerts local time segregation on the particles as a function 

of energy consistent with Bim et al. [1998].

8.6 PO STSCRIPT

Lack of adequate data coverage is often restricts the progress possible in magnetospheric 

research. In the case of this study, a vast amount of data was gathered and processed and still 

found to have data gaps, or there were long periods when spacecraft were non-ideally 

distributed or conditions not conducive to particle tracing. Better magnetometer, electric field 

and plasma analyser coverage of the geostationary nightside/tail region would advance future 

studies substantially. Substorm magnetic field models and electric field models would benefit, 

as would the analysis of injection regions and pulses prior to substantial shell splitting effects. 

At the time of writing, the UK Swarm mission proposal would assist in many of these matters. 

It proposes that over 30 small inexpensive spacecraft with magnetometers and combined 

electron/ion E/q analysers be distributed throughout and beyond magnetospheric space. It is 

hoped that this, or one of the other magnetospheric constellation missions will be brought to 

fruition to assist solving the puzzles of substorm dynamics.

Magnetospheric substorms are subject to intensive world-wide study. The objective of this 

effort was to assist in the determination^he mechanism by which magnetotail energy is 

converted into substorm phenomena such as dipolarisations, particle injections and ionospheric 

currents. Achieving this will lead to better models for predicting magnetospheric conditions, 

contributing to the prediction of magnetospheric effects such as those important to spacecraft 

operation as well as power and telecommunications networks on the ground. Progress is made 

in a piecemeal fashion with individual studies building upon one another, adding weight to 

(often opposing) lines of argument regarding substorm development. This thesis contributes to 

this process with conclusions drawn from the study of 187 events, with data from thirteen 

instruments spread over nine magnetospheric and one heliospheric spacecraft. It is hoped that 

this work in concert with many other such efforts may help to resolve the substorm puzzle.
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Appendices

63 0552 910309 1315 1317 29 5 . 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 160 3
64 0553 910310 0119 0115 39 2 . 6 0 0 12529014 380 1086 355 691 2
65 0554 910310 1125 1122 40 2 . 0 0 0 1147739 270 0 0 142 4
66 0560 910313 0036 0028 105 3 . 5 0 0 2268 260 0 0 232 3
67 0561 910313 0614 0654 30 6 . 2 5 0 327698 0 0 0 365 4
68 0573 910318 0437 0435 13 0 .  650 354671 85 0 0 194 4
69 0577 910319 1839 1819 45 3 . 4 6 2 50702 45 0 0 85 3
70 0577 910319 1839 1922 45 3 . 4 6 2 2558801 230 0 0 128 3
71 0578 910320 0952 0948 47 1 . 5 6 7 271173 195 563 0 146 4
72 0585 910323 0215 0226 41 3 . 5 7 1 0 0 0 0 242 2
73 0589 910324 2103 2132 110 3 . 7 9 3 4444136 0 0 0 120 3
74 0590 910325 0610 0605 40 8 . 0 0 0 2090714 165 0 0 146 6
75 0590 910325 0628 0631 60 8 . 0 0 0 2983091 20 667 0 172 7
76 0590 910325 0855 0921 27 2 . 2 5 0 111834 0 0 0 344 7
77 0591 910325 1133 1158 47 2 . 5 5 6 3187084 0 0 0 326 8
78 0592 910326 0025 0023 60 4 . 0 0 0 622983 80 310 0 152 6
79 0592 910326 0221 0219 36 1 . 8 0 0 3482232 560 367 0 119 5
80 0592 910326 0221 0256 36 1 . 8 0 0 4761067 155 0 0 40 6
81 0593 910326 0831 0846 80 8 . 0 0 0 1824896 115 0 0 376 3
82 0593 910326 0913 0915 41 2 . 8 3 3 1972454 0 0 0 28 4
83 0595 910327 0600 0558 20 4 . 0 0 0 1661767 575 0 0 134 6
84 0595 910327 0907 0906 27 2 . 2 5 0 1563082 305 2766 320 169 5
85 0607 910401 0604 0600 25 1 . 9 2 3 1766049 95 0 0 200 4
86 0608 910401 1200 1156 40 1 3 . 3 3 5620228 335 0 0 191 3
87 0609 910401 2146 2205 60 3 . 3 3 3 2434577 510 0 0 217 5
88 0610 910402 0952 0951 38 1 . 5 2 2 1264497 100 0 0 353 4
89 0612 910403 0442 0443 31 1 . 6 3 2 908564 350 0 0 163 4
90 0612 910403 0703 0705 55 1 8 . 3 3 511469 290 0 0 137 4
91 0622 910407 0610 0613 34 1 .4 7 4 21 37416 85 0 0 190 3
92 0649 910418 0831 0830 40 2 . 6 6 7 197391 195 0 0 787 2
93 0651 910419 0407 0359 35 1 . 2 0 7 525349 315 0 0 424 3
94 0665 910425 0025 0016 55 1 . 5 7 1 0 0 0 0 211 2
95 0675 910429 0028 0028 80 8 . 0 0 0 1114285 0 0 0 62 3
96 0676 910429 0836 0835 60 3 . 8 3 3 0 0 0 0 52 4
97 0677 910429 2216 2214 37 2 . 1 7 6 3949711 465 0 0 286 4
98 0678 910430 0448 0444 37 2 . 3 3 3 1435573 165 0 0 170 5
99 0684 910502 1737 1735 48 1 . 8 4 6 920669 415 1578 360 259 4

100 0685 910503 0158 0157 31 2 . 2 1 4 3520793 530 1548 475 284 4
101 0685 910503 0357 0356 40 2 . 0 0 0 1251522 395 0 0 116 5
102 0710 910513 0930 0930 26 2 . 6 0 0 784046 320 0 0 374 3
103 0711 910513 1715 1807 66 6 .  600 336341 115 0 0 164 4
104 0713 910514 1130 1156 58 5 . 2 7 3 1980837 0 0 0 824 2
105 0719 910517 0057 0051 55 3 . 0 5 6 194464 125 0 0 379 2
106 0720 910517 0657 0731 40 4 . 000 162462 0 0 0 373 3
107 0736 910523 2134 2146 37 2 . 4 6 7 550404 85 0 0 394 4
108 0736 910524 0034 0045 61 5 . 0 8 3 397 0 0 0 181 4
109 0738 910524 1843 1848 35 2 . 9 1 7 1064934 145 0 0 289 4
110 0739 910525 0310 0311 40 8 . 0 0 0 10350 20 0 0 155 6
111 0739 910525 0535 0535 42 1 3 . 3 3 83835 135 0 0 139 7
112 0742 910526 0733 0739 39 1 . 8 5 7 379444 265 2170 0 251 4
113 0745 910527 1318 1312 33 1 . 3 7 5 213369 450 0 0 176 5
114 0758 910602 0243 0241 30 2 . 1 4 3 34894 465 0 0 121 4
115 0761 910603 0646 0658 44 1 . 6 3 0 62259 535 0 0 49 5
116 0768 910606 0215 0239 81 1 2 . 0 0 141147 380 2079 0 68 6
117 0768 910606 0349 0357 60 3 . 9 2 9 409996 395 2907 0 68 7
118 0769 910606 0748 0752 32 1 . 6 0 0 308854 305 0 0 107 8
119 0778 910610 0646 0645 85 5 .  667 125026 0 0 0 262 2
120 0779 910610 1316 1330 36 3 . 2 7 3 4 1 75919 445 0 0 91 5
121 0780 910611 0257 0302 55 4 .5 8 3 28768 395 0 0 752 4
122 0781 910611 1421 1418 25 1 . 6 6 7 438666 300 0 0 215 4
123 0782 910612 0028 0030 37 2 . 5 0 0 1399135 200 0 0 161 5
124 0782 910612 0237 0254 42 4 . 6 6 7 72019 530 353 585 145 5
125 0787 910613 2155 2158 13 0 . 8 6 7 2044082 105 0 0 150 7
126 0799 910619 0504 0503 27 2 . 4 5 5 349767 165 660 0 85 5
127 0806 910622 0551 0552 23 2 . 3 0 0 0 0 2531 0 509 4
128 0811 910624 0501 0501 50 3 . 8 4 6 359868 0 0 0 200 5
129 0830 910702 0630 0650 19 1 . 5 8 3 404799 260 0 0 85 2
130 0832 910703 0437 0452 40 1 . 2 9 0 440870 0 0 0 274 4
131 0848 910710 0152 0153 20 1 . 1 2 5 0 345 530 0 236 5
132 0848 910710 0430 0428 32 1 . 0 3 2 220119 375 0 0 140 8
133 0853 910712 0507 0515 27 2 . 6 6 7 121903 285 0 0 217 4
134 0855 910713 0706 0711 60 4 . 0 0 0 403351 0 0 0 254 3
135 0856 910713 1101 1125 58 2 . 0 0 0 96414 0 0 0 239 3
136 0857 910714 0400 0433 53 2 . 1 2 0 0 0 0 0 544 3
137 0858 910714 0752 0758 45 3 . 0 0 0 829101 465 478 0 203 5
138 0865 910717 0725 0741 35 7 . 5 0 0 526518 0 0 0 311 4
139 0872 910720 0655 0701 36 1 . 5 0 0 206100 430 1135 0 166 3
140 0874 910721 0248 0246 24 1 . 6 0 0 219956 560 389 0 67 5
141 0874 910721 0517 0518 30 1 . 5 6 2 868505 545 784 0 80 5
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142 0902 910802 0748 0752 47 1 . 4 6 9 253993 0 15014 0 89 3
143 0903 910802 1315 1310 48 2 . 8 2 4 18991 285 0 0 286 4
144 0904 910803 0646 0648 37 2 . 1 7 6 2677 0 0 0 184 4
145 0905 910803 0913 0926 48 2 . 8 2 4 222997 190 0 0 158 4
146 0906 910804 0113 0102 40 2 . 2 2 2 81219 205 7405 45 119 5
147 0908 910805 0143 0142 43 1 . 8 5 7 294750 400 769 220 158 5
148 0909 910805 0530 0554 55 2 . 1 1 5 516086 500 0 0 250 5
149 0913 910807 0320 0324 40 1 . 0 0 0 979141 505 574 0 703 3
150 0916 910808 0651 0703 33 1 . 2 7 3 295078 200 0 0 238 5
151 0918 910809 0703 0707 21 1 . 1 6 7 192491 120 0 0 74 3
152 0921 910810 0807 0824 25 1 . 9 2 3 285635 190 0 0 161 2
153 0925 910812 0730 0730 60 2 . 0 0 0 27133 0 0 0 428 3
154 0937 910817 0451 0442 37 0 . 9 4 9 662975 290 1181 295 211 4
155 0942 910819 0852 0855 66 3 . 0 0 0 126464 475 0 0 358 4
156 0946 910821 0046 0044 36 2 . 1 1 8 509200 0 952 425 176 4
157 0946 910821 0624 0636 55 1 1 . 0 0 0 0 0 0 355 4
158 0949 910822 0836 0838 58 4 . 5 7 1 124161 0 0 0 160 4
159 0951 910823 0342 0340 25 1 . 7 1 4 1612235 235 0 385 188 5
160 0965 910829 0713 0716 47 2 . 5 0 0 312493 205 0 0 533 3
161 0967 910830 0431 0446 32 1 . 7 2 2 424436 355 1573 0 325 4
162 0968 910830 1055 1057 56 1 . 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 59 5
163 0969 910831 0642 0646 40 1 . 8 1 8 221608 0 0 0 560 2
164 0970 910831 0936 0938 71 3 . 5 5 0 46707 355 0 0 169 3
165 0974 910902 0457 0456 40 4 . 0 0 0 143142 365 0 0 223 6
166 0974 910902 0642 0652 55 3 . 9 2 9 1554147 0 0 0 110 6
167 0974 910902 0851 0857 30 1 . 2 5 0 282998 0 0 0 116 6
168 0981 910905 0604 0622 13 0 . 6 1 9 173550 285 0 0 74 5
169 0981 910905 0646 0701 51 2 . 6 4 3 0 265 0 0 46 6
170 0981 910905 0940 0952 44 2 . 4 4 4 103121 235 0 0 172 8
171 0988 910908 0940 0945 14 1 . 2 7 3 177183 170 0 0 409 3
172 0991 910909 0855 0921 37 2 . 6 4 3 0 485 0 0 240 4
173 0991 910909 1028 1042 39 1 . 4 4 4 61138 140 0 0 80 4
174 1013 910919 0404 0409 34 0 . 8 8 9 317193 370 0 0 256 2
175 1014 910919 0912 0929 25 1 . 3 8 9 31903 0 0 0 332 3
176 1042 911001 1058 1057 26 1 . 7 3 3 8849 285 0 0 138 5
177 1043 911001 2328 2327 69 4 . 0 5 9 65 0 0 0 150 6
178 1044 911002 0845 0851 60 4 . 0 0 0 33233 315 0 0 300 6
179 1047 911003 0828 0852 84 2 . 3 3 3 31981 315 0 0 220 6
180 1049 911004 0651 0733 37 1 . 4 8 0 288519 300 0 0 83 5
181 1051 911005 0627 0639 49 2 . 8 8 2 164624 435 0 0 419 4
182 1056 911007 0649 0703 29 2 . 0 8 3 205363 0 0 0 328 4
183 1057 911008 0110 0113 33 1 . 3 5 0 451363 265 0 0 1000 1
184 1058 911008 0319 0323 32 3 . 2 0 0 174437 0 6622 220 121 2
185 1058 911008 0530 0550 57 2 . 3 7 5 754394 0 0 0 145 3
186 1058 911008 0734 0756 42 1 . 5 5 6 186 0 0 0 115 4
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